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"I Want to Wear My Ring All the Time!" 
Women told us what they wanted: a diamond ring which could be worn all the time and yet was 
both feminine and beautiful. We listened and created an entire collection of contemporary designs 
which are low profile, durable, and comfortable. 
These exclusive designs were created to be worn 24 hours a day*, 365 days a year, during the 
widest range of activities. Ideal for today's active lifestyles. Each ring in this lifestyle collection fea-
tures a full platinum rim to protect the entire outer perimeter of your diamond. 
From day one , the Lady Captain's Ring was an instant hit. It is a ring which possesses mystic appeal. 
There is just something about the double-horizontal double-vertical design that simply appeals. The de-
sign is low-profile , comfortable, wearable ... flows with the hand .. . it 's completely natural. 
Cross Jewelers 
Manufacturing Jewelers Since 1908 
570 Congress St. Portland, M£04101 
1!: 
"'
;::i *In almost all situations. 
u See Cross' Wear Care Guide 
1-800-433-2988 
www .crossjewelers.com 1:12001 
BULL FEENEY'S 
Lobsters love Guinness. 
WITH 
Unlimited night & weekend minutes 
there's always something to talk about. 
• Unlimited night & 
weekend minutes 
• 600 Anytime Minutes 
(4001ndud0d&200 _...,.,.. -) 
• Nationwide long distance included 
Portland's Best-Kept Secret 
Image Maker stylists (left to right) Tanya Pavlick, Ellen Merrill, 
Teresa Favazza, Ruth Sargent and Almira Nappi. 
Discover the team of licensed instructors 
who specialize in cutting, color and makeup 
1041 Brighton Avenue, Portland, ME (207} 828-3700 
(by appointment only} 
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Ann Foster .-,e..-
lradtt;ional Chinsee Medicine 
Acupressure · Jin Shin Jyutsu 
Shiatsu . Chi Kunq 
Welcome Spring! 
Come t;o Peake leland_ and get r8.ady 
Acupressure tune-up clinic 
~rn an Acupre!!lsurs ~ut!1nC8 
for this seasonal transition 
Learn how AeiZJn medicine 
relates to 'the seasons 
twm:;h 15 10 am- 12 pm $20 
Dlam.:md Ctmter P&~~ks 1!!#6nd 
~g/6Ur Jn adV.81nC~ 
Of'flcee· P~ak:& 151;and & PortJ31nd 
Ma 6 Ut'(:Srd I ViGa a~pt.od 
AnnFoeter..,MalneJinShlnJyuteu .com 
Ann Foetera;~ Maine Shiateu . com 
774.3465 
All Pools 
• FUter & Pump • Oeck 
• f em~e &: Statr 
• Pool Ladder 
Aikido 
of Maine 
"Aikido is a martial art for self 
defense & spiritual development" 
•Daily basics • Adult Classes 
•Children & Youth Programs 




226 Anderson Street, Portland 
THE BEST PLACE TO LEARN MASSAGE 
1s sTILL Pierre's 
Our brand new Massage Therapy teaching facility opens 
February lOth on Marginal Way! State-of-the-art equipment. 
innovative teaching materials. experienced instructors and Sallie 
Mae Student Loans make Pierre's your first choice for entering the 
exciting. lucrative field of Massage. 
Right Now, Tuition At 
Pierre's Is Just $5,850! 
NEXT SESSION 
STARTS SOON! 
CaU Kathleenfor IRON ""ormatfonl 
PHONE (207) 774-1913 • WWW.PIERRESSCHOOL.COM 
Pierre's School of Cosmetology 
319 MARGINAL WAY. PORTLAND . ME 04101 
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Are You Bankrupting Your Health? 
A long as we don't make any changes in our lifestyle, we expect that our health 
hould not change. But the evidence 
shows us that health is not a constant. Instead, 
it is more like a bank account. And healthy 
lifestyle choices are like deposits into our 
health account; unhealthy choices are with-
drawals. 
Health-Rich or Health-Poor: 
Which Are You? 
At birth, we are born with a certain amount 
of health in the bank. But we're not all "created 
equal." Through genetics , environment, or pos-
sibly fate, some of us are born health-rich, some 
health-poor. This inequality in inherited health 
may not be fair, but it is a fact of life. 
We all know extreme cases. We know of ba-
bies born sickly, for whom health is a struggle 
from the start. These are the inherited-health-
poor. We also hear of 100+ year-olds who 
smoke, drink, and eat whatever they want, and 
have never exercised a day in their lives. These 
are the inherited-health-rich. 
Most of us fall between these extremes. On 
average, we have between 30 and 50 years of 
inherited health. During our childhood, teens, 
and 20s, we often eat what we want, and exer-
cise or not as we please. But if we keep this pat-
tern up through our 30s, 40s, and 50s, then we 
will "all of a sudden" have a problem. 
Well, it's not all of a sudden - it's gradual. 
Over time, we've spent our inherited health ac-
count little by little, until we wake up one day 
with "insufficient funds." And if we don't change 
our ways, our overdrawn account may soon be 
closed for good! 
Pump Up Your Account With 
Health Deposits 
So what can we do about it? Starting today, 
you can begin making deposits into a "health 
savings plan." Here's how: 
Eating Habits: We kill ourselves with what's on 
our forks and knives more than any other single 
way! Eating habits don't have to be restrictive. 
Just start with one basic principle: "Eat foods 
high in nutrition and low in saturated fat, re-
fined ingredients, and empty calories." You'll 
have many tasty food choices to enjoy in this 
one guideline. 
Exercise Habits: Find an exercise that is enjoy-
able, motivating, and lets you work up a sweat 
salely. Or better yet, find several, so you have 
some variety and won't get easily bored. Be 
forewarned: some popular exercises, even 
those recommended by experts, actually with-
draw as much from your health account as they 
deposit. Ym.\'ll want to find an exercise that lets 
by AI Simon 
you save more than you spend. 
Breathing Habits: We tend to forget the critical 
role breathing plays in "fueling" our body and 
our health. But don't! Breathe fresh, lean air as 
often as possible, and don't just fill your upper 
chest. Learn how to breathe fully, using your 
lungs as they were designed, like bellows. This 
is the way you breathed as a baby, so it may 
take some "unlearning" to get back to natural 
breathing. 
Saving for a rainy day applies to your 
health as well as your finances. 
? HOTO COURTESY OF ARTTODAV 
Emotional Habits: Research shows that stress 
and stress-related illness are serious drains on 
our health accounts . Find de-stressing hobbies 
and exercises (watching TV, playing computer 
games, and surfing the Web don't count!). As a 
matter of fact, practices like Tai Chi and Qigong 
combine exercise, stress-relief techniques, and 
breath training. It's a great time-saver; it covers 
three of these health-account areas at one time. 
So start today! At the table, choose salmon 
over sirloin, greens over grease, and fruit juice 
over junk food. Take an exercise class, get a Tai 
Chi video, or just shut off your computer and go 
for a walk. Breathe and relax. It's like putting 
money in the bank! 
AI Simon has practiced meditation Tai Chi, 
Qigong, martial arts, and mind-body disciplines 
for over 20 years. He is a professional member of 
the National Qigong Association and is a college 
trained educator who has taught Tai Chi, Qigong, 
health, stress relief. and personal growth classes 
for parks departments, fitness centers, and major 
corporations. For more FREE tips and articles on 
health, stress relief. Tai Chi, meditation, personal 
growth and more, please visit Als web site at 
www.cloudwater.com. 
"healt 
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Losing Weight: Seeing Results 
with Weight Loss and Exercising 
WENDY HEARN, WEIGHT LOSS SUCCESS COACH 
Are you seeing and achieving the results you want? I often hear 
people say they've been following a diet and exercising. yet their 
weight doesn't always appear to be reducing. 
When I'm working with people who want to lose weight and become fitter, one of the reasons I've found to account for 
this is that their approach is sporadic. They may 
start a strict diet, give up alter a couple of weeks, 
then start another, perhaps a different one. A cer-
tain event, maybe Christmas or a holiday often 
sets this cycle off again and afterwards they stop 
the diet. 
These typical examples reveal how being spo-
radic in your approach to your health leads to 
you being hall-hearted. Do you join a gym and 
then give it up or are you still paying for it, yet 
not even going? Are you eating meals regularly? 
Are your eating habits irregular? Do you skip 
meals sometimes, mostly breakfast? 
sporadic in your approach you're unlikely to 
achieve the results you want. Many people are 
haphazard in their approach, particularly with 
regard to weight loss. 
If you've been sporadic you're very normal, 
but there are ways that you can change to make 
you more consistent. Look at the reasons you're 
being sporadic and deal with them. Perhaps you 
need to write some of these down to enable you 
to explore more fully what's going on. There are 
a number of ways that you can become more 
consistent with your weight loss. 
One way is to make it an integral part of every 
day and not something that has to be fitted in if 
you have time. You can make a plan for your eat-
ing and exercise. Look at all parts of this plan to 
schedule the time you need to devote 
to it in your life. 
If there are times when you're being 
sporadic, don't give yourself a hard 
time; instead, celebrate the time that 
you achieve consistency. This will help 
you to build momentum, which will in 
turn enable you to feel more motivated 
to continue. 
I've found that being sporadic often 
occurs when you may be taking on too 
much. Perhaps, when you first started 
exercising you committed to doing too 
much and too often. This becomes dif-
ficult to maintain and may lead to you 
throwing in the towel. 
Consistency is the key when it comes to achieving 
your weight loss and fitness goals. 
I would suggest that you commit to 
an eating and exercising plan that is 
achievable on a consistent basis. For 
instance, decide to exercise once a 
week and stick at it, rather than com-
mitting to six times a week initially and 
then giving up. 
You can always build on this weekly 
exercising once it has become a con-
PHOTO CO URTESY OF ARTTOOAY 
The way to achieve the results that you're 
looking for is to be consistent. Being consistent 
means choosing a regular exercise and eating 
plan and committing to it. This needs to fit in to-
tally with your life and needs to be continued, 
even after you've started seeing some results. 
Developing a regular exercise and eating plan, 
and following it consistently will allow you to 
lead a healthier life. 
Being healthy is something that needs to be 
approached consistently and when you're being 
sistent habit. Being consistent in your actions 
will bring you consistent results. 
What do you need to be doing on a regular ba-
sis to achieve weight loss and health for yourself? 
Wendy Hearn is the author of What's Eating You? -
The Top 10 Things That Stop YOU From Losing 
Weight Wendy works with people who want to suc· 
cessfully lose weight. Visit her online at www. Weight-
LossCoaching.com . 
&i8n Up Today 
for a Life of 
Health and 
Beauty. 
With the growth of the 
holistic health, spa and 
image industries in 
America, the demand for 
trained specialists has 
never been higher. 
Join an industry with 
1 00% placement and 
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10TH ANNUAL MAINE 
GARDEN DAY 
AUBURN -Gardening and Landscaping lor a 
Sustainable Future is the theme of the I Oth an-
nual Maine Garden Day. This premier garden-
ing event will feature 20 dynamic workshops 
from renowned horticulturists on Saturday, 
March 29 at the Central Maine Technical Col-
lege in Auburn. Featured speakers will be Pro-
lessor Ann Clark of the University of Guelph 
discussing "Educating lor a New Agriculture," 
and garden author Andy Wasowski presenting 
"The Landscaping Revolution." There will be 
many other workshops to choose from and 
educational and commercial gardening ex-
hibits to see. 
First 550 registrations accepted. To regis-
ter for Maine Garden Day you must request a 
brochure from the University of Maine Coop-
erative Extension by calling 1-800-287-1482. 
The cost of this daylong gardening extrava-
ganza is $35 and includes lunch and all work-
shops. For a full Maine Garden Day brochure 
and registration packet call the University of 




BANGOR - Bangor International Airport has 
announced that the final phase of the Airport's 
runway reconstruction project commences on 
Saturday April 26th. In order to complete the 
project the runway will be closed to takeoffs 
and landings between the hours of 7:30 a.m. 
and I 0:30 p.m. for seven consecutive week-
ends (Saturdays and Sundays only) from April 
26 until June 8, 2003, prior to the start of the 
busy summer season. 
Airport Director Rebecca L. Hupp stated: 
"The Airport is in the final phase of recon-
structing the runway. Since there is only one 
runway at Bangor, reconstruction poses a sig-
nificant challenge to air service operations. 
We consulted with our tenants and project en-
gineers as how best to accomplish this diffi-
cult undertaking. We took all of the sugges-
tions and recommendations into considera-
tion when making the final determination re-
garding runway closure. Obviously, compro-
mises needed to be made and we fully recog-
nize that with diverse users of the facility 
there is no solution that works for everyone. 
We are very appreciative of the understanding 
and support that we have received in bringing 
this project to fruition ." 
Hupp also noted that: "The 17 million dol-
lar runway project is a collaboration between 
the Air National Guard and the City of Bangor. 
Phases I and II of the project were completed 
on time and within the budget in 2002. The 
project is funded by a 10 million dollar grant 
from the National Guard Bureau, with 90% of 
the remaining funding coming from Federal 
Airport Improvement program, 5% state fund-
ing, and 5% local airport revenue. We are es-
8 Casco Boy Weekly 
pecially grateful to our federal, state and local 
officials lor their assistance in securing the 
funding." 
Bangor International Airport Assistant Di-
rector Anthony P. Caruso noted: "Our closure 
schedule will allow flights to arrive and de-
part from Bangor every day, yet provides suf-
ficient time to accomplish this critical project 
in a reasonable time frame with a limited im-
pact on our busy summer season. The sched-
ule also minimizes the need for construction 
of temporary transition ramps, which will 
save valuable time on the project and allow 
for a better-finished product. We thank all in-
volved for their cooperation and patience." 
Bangor International Airport is a full-serv-
ice regional airport offering affordable flights 
to Boston, Cincinnati, Detroit, Orlando, Al-
bany, Philadelphia, NYC LaGuardia, Saint 
John, NB, Halifax, NS, Portsmouth (NH) and 
Manchester (NH). The Airport is an enter-
prise-funded entity operated by the City of 
Bangor, Maine and is supported solely 
through airport-generated revenue. 
For more info contact: Rebecca L. Hupp-1-
866 Fly Bangor or Jonathan T. Daniels 207-945-
4400 or www.flybangor.com 
MAINE FOREST SERVICE WANTS 
TO HELP HOMEOWNERS AVOID 
SCAMS 
AUGUSTA - In response to a recent scam 
that used tree care as a pretext to target the 
elderly, the Department of Conservation's 
Maine Forest Service today issued a reminder 
that qualified arborists must be licensed in 
Maine. 
"If someone approaches you and offers to 
prune your trees lor a fee, ask to see some cre-
dentials. A qualified arborist should be more 
than happy to present a license and proof of 
adequate insurance," said Mike DeBonis, Di-
rector of Project Canopy. "People should be 
aware, however, that it's not a general prac-
tice for llcensed arborists to go door-to-door 
soliciting clients. We don't want anyone, old 
or young, to fall victim to this scam again." 
DeBonis urged homeowners to call the 
Maine Forest Service or the Department of 
Agriculture's Division of Plant Industry for a 
list of licensed Maine arborists. These de-
partments can be reached at 1-800-367~223 
and 1-207-287-3891, respectively. 
The Oxford County Sheriff's Department 
recently arrested two men in connection with 
a tree-lim bing scam in Waterford. 
According to Justin Brown, a deputy with 
the sheriff's department, one of the men is ac-
cused of telling an elderly couple he repre-
sented Waterford in a tree-limb cutting pro-
gram, and that they needed to split the cost of 
the work with the town. Similar tree-care 
scams have been uncovered in Auburn, Ban-
gor, Bridgton, Casco, Lewiston, and Skowhe-
Casco Bay Weekly welcomes your community notices. 
Please keep your thoughts to less than 300 words 
(longer submissions may be edited for space reasons), 
and include your address and daytime phone number. 
Send to Notices, Casco Bay Weekly, II Forest Ave., 
Portland, ME 04/01 or e-mail: cbw@maine.rr.com 
gan, and hundreds of Mainers may have been 
conned. 
Maine statutes (7 MRSA, § 2173-2190) re-
quire that anyone who, for compensation, 
takes down or fells, diagnoses or evaluates 
the condition of shade or ornamental trees; 
solicits, recommends or supervises the treat-
ment of those trees; or in any manner or for 
any purpose treats or cares lor those trees 
must acquire an Arborist License from the 
Maine Department of Agriculture. To receive 
this license, an individual is required to pass 
an exam administered by the Department's 
Division of Plant Industry. 
The Maine Forest Service provides tech-
nical expertise on community forestry topics 
through Project Canopy, a cooperative effort 
of the Maine Forest Service and the Pine Tree 
State Arboretum. For more information, call1-
800-367~223 or visit www.projectcanopy.org. 
For more information about Maine Ar-
borist licensing requirements, contact the 
Department of Agriculture, Division of Plant 
Industry at 1-207-287-3891. 
US HOUSE AND SENATE 
DESIGNATE $7SO.OOO TO MAINE'S 
CHALLENGER LEARNING CENTER 
BANGOR- The omnibus appropriations bill 
passed last week by the United States Senate 
and House of Representatives includes 
$750,000 to help create a space simulation cen-
ter for Maine's middle school students. 
"In the wake of the Columbia Space Shuttle 
tragedy, funding for Maine's first Challenger 
Learning Center is especially welcome. This 
innovative program, designed to encourage 
young people to dream, aspire and learn, ap-
plies the lessons of the Columbia and Chal-
lenger space missions alike to a ground-based 
science and mathematics curriculum open to 
boys and girls from throughout Maine," said 
U.S. Senator Olympia J. Snowe, a member of 
the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Sci-
ence, Technology, and Space. "I'm proud to 
have worked with Maine's Challenger advi-
sory board to help make this learning center 
a reality." 
The $750,000 appropriation is included in 
a bill that President George W. Bush is ex-
pected to sign shortly. U.S. Senator Susan 
Collins stated, "I was pleased to help secure 
$750,000 for the Challenger Learning Center of 
Maine. [It) will benefit hundreds of Maine 
school children." 
Maine's Center will be the forty-fourth 
member of Challenger's global network. "The 
keen Interest young people have taken in the 
space program has helped to make it a force 
for educational and international under-
standing," according to U.S. Representative 
Tom Allen. 
Challenger Learning Centers were built to 
honor the astronauts who lost their lives in 
the 1986 Space Shuttle disaster. Soon, the 
casco bay weekly 
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Challenger Crew's message of lifelong learning 
and exploring will come to Maine. 
Located at the former Dow Air Force Base 
theater in Bangor, the facility will be accessible 
to all Maine's middle school students. "This 
funding is an important step toward ... assur-
ing that middle school students from across 
the state have access to this exceptional learn-
ing experience," said Representative Allen of 
Maine's First Congressional District. 
The Challenger Learning Center of Maine is 
one of the most original and exciting educa-
tional projects in the state, in part because its 
fast-paced space simulations closely parallel 
NAS~s astronaut training. The cutting edge 
Mission Control, Space Lab, and Space Shuttle 
simulators will provide one-of-a-kind educa-
tional adventures for Maine's kids. 
MAINE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
OFFERS FREE SAFETY TRAINING 
STATEWIDE - The SaletyWorks! program of 
the Maine Department of Labor is offering free 
classes on a variety of workplace safety and 
health topics . For more information or to reg. 
ister, call 624-6400 or toll-free 877-SAFE-345. 
The complete schedule is also at 
www.maine.gov/labor/bls/traincls.htm. Unless 
otherwise noted, classes are half-day morning 
classes. 
PURIM PROGRAM TO BE HELD IN 
MAINE'S OLDEST SYNAGOGUE 
PORTLAND- Congregation Etz Chaim, Port-
land's oldest synagogue building, located at 
267 Congress St. (at India Street) has acquired 
a new lease on life. A group of enthusiasts has 
undertaken the ongoing renovation of this his-
toric building and adopted a program of activ-
ities. Rabbi Harry Z. Sky, Rabbi Emeritus of 
Temple Beth El, has agreed to serve as its 
Rabbi in residence- the first Rabbi to serve the 
congregation in 50 years. 
Its first program will take place on Sunday 
March 16 from 3-Spm. "Purim for Dummies" 
will consist of an in-depth analysis of the Book 
of Esther (Megila) by Rabbi Sky, and a discus-
sion that will explore the book's themes of ac-
ceptance and rejection of Jews. These themes 
have been central to Jewish history and will be 
considered. Their relevance to current na-
tional and international affairs will be ex-
plored. A previous knowledge of the holiday is 
not necessary. 
At Purim, Jews remember and celebrate 
their deliverance from extermination in Per-
sia. It is a day of feasting, music and happi-
ness. Costumes and noisemakers are tradi-
tional fare. 
A trio from The Casco Bay Tummlers will 
perform Klezmer music for singing and danc-
ing. Refreshments (Hamantashen and other 
Purim goodies) will be served. All are wel-
come. There is no charge lor the event. RSVP 
requested at 207-773-2339 or through the web-
site at rsvp@EtzChaimPortland.org 
Congregation Etz Chaim is a Traditional, 
Egalitarian community that respects the her-
itage of the Jewish past and welcomes all who 
wish to participate. The congregation is a di-
verse group. Among them are practicing Or-
thodox, Conservative, and intermarried !ami-
lies with children. Members of the community 
who are not Jewish are welcome at events and 
services. The philosophy of Etz Chaim is one 
of inclusion. 
It should be noted that the title of the event 
is, in the spirit of Purim, a parody of the 
"Dummies" books and should in no way be 
confused with the real thing. 
EXHIBITION BY MAINE ARTISTS 
WITH DISABILITIES OPENS 
FALMOUTH-A Matter of Perception: Fourth Ju-
ried Exhibition of Art by Artists With Disabilities 
sponsored by VSA arts of Maine will open at 
Couleur Collection on March 30, 2003, with a 
public reception with some of the artists from 
noon to 4 p.m. Selections from the Exhibition, 
devoted entirely to the work of Maine artists 
with disabilities, will remain at Couleur Collec-
tion in Falmouth through April24. 
The artwork includes paintings, drawings, 
photos, sculptures, weavings and mixed me-
dia pieces, and for the first time, poetry. The 
rich variation of the work submitted reflects 
the diversity of the artists themselves. A Mat-
ter of Perception honors and celebrates these 
artists, their differences and their work while 
challenging assumptions about disability and 
reminding viewers that every person has 
unique capabilities and a singular point of 
view. All 200 pieces submitted to the jury will 
be displayed on video monitor at Couleur Col-
lection and may also be viewed on the Exhi-
bition's website: www.vsartsmaine.org 
VSA arts of Maine is the state affiliate to the 
national VSA arts which provides educational 
art opportunities in music, dance, drama, cre-
ative writing and the visual arts for children 
and adults with disabilities. 
NOMINATIONS SOUGHT FOR 
2003 NOYCE AWARD 
ELLSWORTH- The Maine Community Foun-
dation seeks nominations for the 2003 Noyce 
Award for Non-Profit Excellence. 
This year's award, which includes a $5,000 
unrestricted grant, will honor a non-profit or-
ganization that has achieved long-term sus-
tainability by building its internal capacity to 
use its resources effectively and efficiently, 
and by building broad-based community sup-
port over time. While many organizations 
work to strengthen internal capacity and com-
munity support, the 2003 Noyce Award recip-
ient will exemplify best practice in at least two 
of the following three related areas: building an 
effective board that represent relevant and di-
verse community constituencies; developing a 
deep and durable volunteer and/or member-
ship base; and securing funding from diverse 
sources. To be considered, nominees must 
have been in existence for at least seven years. 
Nominations can be made by any individual 
or organization (including community and 
board members, volunteers and clients) 
knowledgeable about the nominated organi-
zation. Completed nomination forms and at-
tachments should be mailed to the Maine 
Community Foundation and postmarked no 
later than March 31, 2003. Nomination forms 
can be downloaded at www.mainecf.org or by 
contacting Amy Pollien at 1-877-700-6800 or 
apollien@mainecf.org. 
you urn 
Casco Bay Weekly wants your letters! Please send your submission (no more than 300 words), to Leffers, Casco Bay 
Weekly, II Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04/0/ ore·mail: cbw@maine.rr.com. Be sure to include your address and daytime 
phone number. 
How Will We Be 
Remembered? 
In the years to follow, the current fragile 
state of our collective American psyche will 
become a great topic of historical discussion. 
Not since Vietnam has our country been so 
divided by the notion of war, and never in 
our past have we found ourselves so torn 
apart by a war we have not yet engaged in. A 
world that seemed to be lulled to sleep by the 
illusion of peace in the 90's is suddenly wide-
awake in its global protest of a war with Iraq. 
I too am vehemently opposed to this war, and 
my list of reasons has been shared and dis-
cussed on every op-ed page across this coun-
try's newspapers for months. What resonates 
the loudest, on either side of the war debate, 
is an underlying fear that the very thread of 
what our great country stands for is at risk. 
We are at a delicate and important watershed 
in our nation's history, and the way in which 
our collective citizens cope in these trying 
times will shape the core of our character for 
decades to come. 
I am too young to remember the political 
turmoil of Vietnam, yet I paid enough atten-
tion in history class to learn a few lessons 
from it. The most important: it is possible to 
oppose a war, yet still love your country. I 
learned that it is essential to understand 
what the target of protest should and should 
not be. With these lessons in mind, my op-
position is directed at the current adminis-
tration, where I find great fault in its domes-
tic and foreign policy decision-making. Yet 
my love for this country is as vast as my be-
lief that our president is making grave mis-
calculations. And so I am disheartened each 
time I hear about an American burning our 
flag, or an athlete turning her back on the flag 
during the National Anthem. Our flag is de-
lined by so much more than the presidents 
and politicians who make critical decisions in 
the name of it. 
My hope is that we find a peaceful way to 
end the conflict in Iraq, and in every other 
war-torn corner of this globe. My hope is that 
regardless of our political beliefs, we will 
strive to treat one another with compassion 
and respect, always aware that we are each 
human beings, within the human community. 
My hope is that when this moment in history 
is discussed years from now, we will be re-
membered for our grace and kindness, even 
as ourworld hung by a fragile thread. 
Darlene Huntress 
Brunswick 
CTN 4 Talks Back 
Greetings! Imagine our surprise to see a 
photo essay on The Community Television 
Network (CTN). We were pleased to see some 
of our staff and a volunteer featured in the 
CBW 2/27 issue. 
However, I believe that you have confused 
our mission with our sister channel, Portland 
Public Access Station (PPAC), Channel 2, in 
Portland only. 
PPAC, Channel 2 is the free speech forum; 
and its mission is more consistent with your 
quote of "the only station in town that (no) 
matter how nuts your idea is, you'll at least 
get their attention and maybe even a prime-
time spot." It is an access station for the cit-
izens of Portland; it has many wonderful, and 
interesting programs of local flavor. 
CTN, Channel 4, in greater Portland has a 
different purpose and mission "to provide 
high quality, locally produced arts, educa-
tion, health care, public affairs, and other 
community programming to people in the 
CTN viewing area; and , to provide nonprofit 
members direct access to our community 
through CTN." 
We have nearly 50 nonprofit members, for 
whom we create programming, including the 
City of Portland, Maine Medical Center, the 
University of Southern Maine, and many oth-
ers. Our programming is developed in re-
sponse to community needs. 
Some of our upcoming projects include 
Perspectives, a call-in discussion program, 
The Maine Stage, a local music program, and 
Community Wellness, a health program for 
minorities; also, we are developing an or-
ganic cooking show in conjunction with sev-
eral new nonprofit partners. 
As you can see, these are all important 
topics relevant to the health and well-being 
of our diverse communities. Great thought 
and effort goes into developing and produc-
ing these programs for our 65,000 greater 
Portland viewing households. 
Your predecessors frequently perpetu-
ated this misunderstanding of the two differ-
ent stations' missions. We wanted to quickly 
clarify this important distinction with the 
new writers, and readers of CBW. 
Your clarification to the readers would be 
greatly appreciated, as well . For more info, 
please call us or check out our website at 
www.ctn4maine.org. 
Lesley M. jones 
Television Producer. CTN-4 
Portland 
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May I have the 
envelope. please ... 
Portland's stars come out for the Best of 2003 
Best Places 
Best Beach: 
Scarborough Beach (Pic 1) 
"Are you serious?" was a response made by a local Scar-
borough man when he heard that Scarborough Beach 
won as the best beach. Similar to last year's winner Hig-
gins Beach, it has become obvious that the best beaches 
are in Scarborough. Scarborough Beach seems to have 
caught the fancy of locals. Perhaps OOB was ignored be-
cause of the fact that it's become a haven for tourists 
during the warmer months. 
Best Park: 
Deering Oaks 
Deering Oaks only won one award this year! That's good 
news because for the past two years they also won the 
opposite category, Most Run Down Park. Great to only 
see it back in the winners'circle. 
Most Run Down Park: 
Tie· Dog Park I Uncoln Park 
Our four-legged friends don't seem to mind that the Dog 
Park on Valley Street was voted most run down. With 
very few places in the city where canines can go without 
a leash, the park is always full of dogs running free. They 
even have a row of fire hydrants for doing their business. 
Best Place to Walk Dog: 
Eastern Prom (Pk 2) 
"Hey, tall, dark and furry- who's your friend?" Big Red, 
a seven-year-old miniature pinscher, checks out the 
babes on the Eastern Prom. The Promenade is part of 
Portland Trails. 
Best Public Bathroom: 
Public Market 
There was a tie this year for best public bathroom be-
tween the Portland Public Market and the Portland Pub-
lic library. It's interesting to note that both places are 
open to the general public and not just paying customers 
and they are still decent. Often times some people (and 
you know who you are) find pleasure In messing up pub-
lic bathrooms, but thankfully there are still a few sanctu-
aries when you have a full bladder. So when you are out 
and about in Portland, don't be afraid to try out these 




On top of being just plain nice to look at, the West End has 
a distinct community vibe. With its cross section of in-
come levels and ethnicities, this neighborhood repre-
sents the best aspects of our fair city. 
Worst Pedestrian Intersection: 
State and Congress 
When life in the not-so-big city gets too predictable, there 
are always thrills to be found at the intersection of State 
and Congress. In the war between pedestrians and mo-
torists, this is Portland's front line. 
Best Museum: 
Portland Museum of Art (Pic 3) 
Any doubt about PMA's deserving this distinction was 
dispelled by the Sebastlao Salgado show. This massive 
photography exhibit, coordinated by PMA, required the 
participation of virtually every major art venue in Greater 
Portland. Salgado's stunning photographs have also 
served as a catalyst for discussion of Maine's immigrant 
population with galleries throughout the area sponsoring 
public forums. Using art to engage people in their com-
munity- what a concept. 
Best Pimic Spot: 
Two Ughts (Pic 4) 
Whether you're planning a cozy picnic for two or a not so 
cozy picnic for 60, Two Lights State Park in Cape Eliza-
beth is the spot. Picture yourself relaxing with your sig-
nificant other at a picnic table with spectacular views of 
the ocean while enjoying an afternoon barbecue. Or pic-
ture yourself gotng from horseshoe playing, to play-
ground playing, to restroom visiting, to three large char-
coal grills grilling, to 12 picnic tables needing setting, to 
a group picnic shelter if raining. Either way, just remem-
ber that ocean breezes can cool off a summer afternoon, 
so bring along an extra layer of clothing for your sweetie, 
or those 60 close friends. 
Best Amusement Park: 
Funtown 
When you're a kid living in southern Maine, the fun place 
to visit during the summer Is Funtown. A local tourist at-
traction which draws In people from all over New England 
and Canada is a hot spot for families and teenagers to 
spend hours at during their summer vacations. Grab a 
bracelet and run wild In their amusement park which is 
full of rides for all ages. Or if It's a hot summer day, you 
can chlll in SplashTown, the fun water counterpart to 
Funtown. Fun town is a great place to venture to if you get 
bored on a summer day and want to feel like a kid again. 
Best Services 
Best Clothing Store(s): 
T~e- joseph's and ll Bean Factory Store 
Our readers show that they are comfortable being both 
uptown and upcountry. Joseph's up-scale elegant cloth-
ing has tied with LL Bean Factory Store's lure of 20-50% 
every day sales. Portlander's know how to dress for all 
occasions! 
Best Shoe Store: 
Terra Firma (Pic 5) 
A perennial winner in this category, Terra Firma is a 
wonderful place to find shoes that express your per-
sonal foot aesthetic. Owner Samara Yandell treks all 
over (suitably shod, of course) to bring the latest shoe 
fashions back to her Portland customers. If only she 
sold curly-toed shoes like the ones in the logo. 
Pictured: Samara Yandell, Owner of Terra Firma, and 
Georgia Yandeii-Gibbs, future CEO of Terra Firma. 
Best Bicycle Shop: 
Back Bay Bike (Pic 6) 
Need some new wheels? Check out a massive selection 
of bicycles at Back Bay Bicycle on Forest Avenue. Andy 
(pictured) and Cheryl Oliver, co-owners, can also tune-
up your rusty chains and stripped goose necks to get 
your bike ready for spring. This Is their thirteenth year 
voted best bike shop. 
Best Laundromat: 
Soap Bubble laundromat (Pic 7) 
(left to right) Phil Shaw and Jean Marandola stand in 
front of their CBW Best of Portland plaques from over 
the years. They are In their nineteenth year running 
Soap Bubble Laundromat. They remember when CBW 
was just a baby-back bt 1988-and established Jn what 
IS now an apartment building behind them, on Clark 
Street. 
Best Secondhand Store: 
Goodwill Industries of Northern New England 
With outlets all over town-on Cumberland Avenue 
(the flagship store), St. John and in South Portland-
your chances of finding what you want, for close to 
nothing, are very high. For under five bucks you could 
walk out with a new wardrobe. If you're a smart shop-
per you could also land some new furniture or toys for 
the kids. Second place goes to Good Cause Thill Shop. 
Best Fishmonger: 
Harbor Fish Market 
Ben Alfiero sells fish - but what fish. With the help of 
his wife, brothers and a top-notch staff, Alfiero's store is 
the place to learn everything you ever wanted to know 
about fish. Feel like experimenting? Just looking for a 
beautiful piece of haddock? They've got you covered. 
The family-run business, started in 1969, wins best fish-
monger yet again. Browne Trading is close on their tail, 
coming in second. 
Best Butcher: 
Pat's Meat Market (Pic 8) 
For generations, Pat's Meat Market has been the choice 
of Portlanders looking for an authentic Italian butcher 
shop. Once again, they win in a category that they basi-
cally own. Thanks to the Vacchiano family, from 
founder Pat to great-grandson Nicholas, lor giving us 4 
generations of personal service and a good steak. 
Best jeweler: 
Cross jewelers (Pic 9) 
Oooh, sparkly. Cross Jewelers is a Portland landmark, 
and this year they beat out D. Cole Jewelers lor the top 
spot. Karen Pride of Cross said that praise from patrons 
Is always welcome. "When someone gets so excited 
about the designs we make [that they) actually send a 
letter," said Pride, "that's when you know you know 
you're on the right track." 
Best Haircut: 
Akari Hair Care and Day Spa 
Sometimes you just want to feel pretty. If that's the 
case, head over to Akarl. The popular local salon 
boasts an experienced and friendly stalf that wants you 
to fee} like you're Portland's best. The people at Akari 
are pretty on the Inside too, sponsoring a fundraiser for 
Rippleffect last year, along with btvolvement In other 
charitable causes. 
Best Tattoo Parlor: 
Sanctuary Tattoo 
For whatever reasons you want to get a tattoo-
whether you think it would be cool or want to get back 
at your parents -Sanctuary is the place to go. Open 
since 1999, this tattoo parlor/art gallery wins again as 
the best place to get tattooed. Wlth skilled people who 
know more than just a thing or two about art working 
there, you are sure to get a masterpiece on the area of 
flesh of your choosing. 
Best Health Oub: 
Bally's 
They're gonna make you sweat. Bally's deposes the 
usual winners, Bay Club and Planet Fitness. For those of 
us at CBW who consider walking to get a cup of coffee a 
workout, we're happy lor them; however, in the interest 
of public safety, we refuse to don spandex to check the 
place out. 
Continued on pg. 16 
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Is College for Everyone? 
Education after high school and a willingness by students of all ages to continuously improve their skill sets is certainly a great idea. 
However, not everyone is cut out for sitting in a classroom type environment. For thousands of years, skilled trades have been taught 
via the apprenticeship or guild model. This week, we are going to review some of what America and Maine has to offer in this area. 
The demand for a skilled work force in all in-dustries and occupations is increasing 
much more rapidly than the supply, making 
the need for highly skill-trained workers more im-
mediate and critical than ever. Employers are now 
realizing that they will need to "grow their own," 
that is, invest the time and resources needed to 
train our youth for the highly skilled occupations 
of today and tomorrow. The future work force must 
be properly prepared and trained with appropriate 
current and up-to-date occupational and technical 
skills , as well as possess work habits conducive to 
success on the job as well as success in life. 
Perhaps the best, most effective possible 
method of occupational skill training is the formal-
ized apprenticeship system. This system of training, 
designed to meet the specific skill needs of the em-
ployer, has proven to be the most structured, cost 
effective, goal oriented training program available. 
It is the only system of training that combines class-
room instruction with on-the-job training. There are 
over 800 occupations that are suitable to apprentice 
style learning in all major industries throughout the 
United States. This list of occupations is rapidly 
growing and will most likely be a major contributor 
to providing this nation with a highly skilled and sta-
ble work force. 
Why This is Important 
In Maine, internships and apprenticeship pro-
grams prepare youth to enter the workforce with 
significant skills and at greater-than-entry-level pay 
and job status. Program finishers have strong ad-
vantages in securing living-wage employment and 
advancement over their less-skilled counterparts 
seeking entry-level employment. Apprenticeship fin-
ishers often enjoy the security and benefits afforded 
by union membership as well. Such programs help 
to strengthen economic development efforts 
throughout the state, especially in high demand, 
high growth industries such as metal manufactur-
ing, biotechnology and information services. 
Where We Stand 
Maine is in a particularly good position to meet 
the mutual needs of employees and employers in 
a fast-evolving market that requires ever more spe-
cialized workers. Maine youth have access to a 
continuum of career and technical education start-
ing in high school through its applied technology 
centers, proceeding through the Maine Technical 
College System, and ending in a formal sense in the 
University of Maine System and other post-sec-
12 Casco Bay Weekly 
ondary institutions. All providers in this contin-
uum offer internships, although such activities are 
seldom uniform or inclusive of all students. In fact, 
none of these institutions compile data related to 
the scope of inte rnship experiences. 
Apprenticeships, however, are well accounted 
for in Maine. As of December 2000, Maine had I , 132 
registered apprentices (age range: 18-60). Maine 
Department of Labor data does not account for 
age demographics, so the percentage of registered 
apprentices that would be considered youths 
(ages 18-21) is unknown. However, Maine has a Pre-
Apprenticeship Program for youths 16 to 20 years 
old that had 139 participants. Maine Career Ad-
vantage, housed at the Center for Career Develop-
ment at Southern Maine Technical College, facili-
tates a fast-response, flexible, yet demanding in-
ternship/apprenticeship partnership among busi-
nesses, the technical colleges and students, and 
served 312 participants at this level. While not as 
rigorous or formal as apprenticeships, Maine sec-
ondary schools offer Cooperative Education Pro-
grams to over 700 students statewide, with some 
"co-op" placements resulting in internships. Fi-
nally, there are many apprenticeship style pro-
grams developed through local business schools 
which lead to long term career opportunity. 
Data Source and Context 
The data source for this research is the Maine 
Department of Education. Enrollment data for ap-
prenticeships, especially the participation of 
Maine's youth in the Pre-Apprenticeship Program 
and Maine Career Advantage, is well counted. Par-
ticipation in "internships" is much more difficult to 
reckon; as educators in every discipline grow into 
facilitative instruction (vs. "chalk-and-talk" lectur-
ing) , the use of internships and other work-based 
learning activities has served to blur the distinc-
tion between work experiences and school expe-
riences. So too have the opportunities provided to 
middle school and high school students through 
participation in Tech Prep courses, Jobs for 
Maine's Graduates programs, and previously men-
tioned programs, all of which comprise Maine's 
School-To-Work system serving all K-16 students. 
Therefore, the very term "internship" has lost 
much of its distinction in Maine by design (see 
"The Maine State Plan for Vocational-Technical Ed-
ucation, PY 2001-2005"). Maine has the means to 
help prepare youth for apprentice- and post-lntern-
level employment in a variety of ways. Maine's 
Learning Results, the state's new framework forK-
12 education, mandates that all students learn and 
apply career preparation principles and activities 
throughout their public school experience. The in-
stitutionalization of career preparation in the cur-
riculum should, in time, bolster the public's view 
of technical careers-and further support for in-
ternships and apprenticeships. 
What is MAP? 
Maine Apprenticeship Program (MAP) was de-
veloped by the state of Maine Department of Labor 
to assist businesses that want to establish specific 
career training programs for eligible Maine workers. 
Eligible Businesses: Businesses that want to train 
their existing and/or new employees in apprentl-
cable positions. 
Program Summary: The Maine Apprenticeship 
Program is a customized, systematic training pro-
gram designed to meet the needs of Maine em-
ployers through On-the-Job Training (OJT) and re-
lated classroom instruction. The program pays lor 
a portion of the registration fees for two courses 
per semester during the apprenticeship period. At 
the end of the program, an employer has a certi-
fied , skilled journeyperson. 
Program Steps: The Employer signs a set of stan-
dards of apprenticeship with the state, which in-
cludes the employer's OJT training schedule. The 
employer registers the apprentice (who must be a 
full-time employee) with the Maine Apprenticeship 
Program (MAP). The employer will be issued a Cer-
tificate of Registration for display in their lobby. The 
employer assures that for each year of the program 
the apprentice attends a minimum of 144 hours of 
related classroom instruction and receives 2000 
hours of OJT for the occupation they are appren-
ticed in. Upon successful completion of the pro-
gram, the apprentice receives a Certificate of Com-
pletion of Apprenticeship from the Maine State Ap-
prenticeship and Training Council, and the em-
ployer receives a certified, skilled journeyperson. 
What is BAT? 
The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training 
(BAT) is a United States Department of Labor ini-
tiative that registers apprenticeship programs and 
apprentices in 23 States and assists and oversees 
State Apprenticeship Councils (SACs) which per-
form these functions in 27 States, the District of Co-
lumbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. Gov-
ernment's role is to, first, safeguard the wellare of 
apprentices, second, ensure the quality and equal-
ity of access of apprenticeship programs, and 
third, provide integrated employment and train-
ing information to sponsors and the local employ-
ment and training community. 
EUGIBIUTY: Employer applicants include em-
ployers or an association of employers with or 
without the participation of labor unions. Individ-
ual applicants for apprenticeship programs must 
be at least 16 years old and meet the program 
sponsor's qualifications . Generally, applicants 
must satisfy the sponsor that they have the ability, 
aptitude, and education to master the rudiments of 
the occupation and complete the related instruc-
tion required in the program. 
FSTABUSHING AN APPRENTICFSHIP PRO-
GRAM: Prospective employers work with BAT or 
SAC field representatives to develop a set of ap-
prenticeship training standards which include the 
on-the-job training outline, related classroom in-
struction curriculum and the apprenticeship pro-
gram operating procedures. The program will be 
registered if it meets Federal requirements . 
HOW TO APPLY: Visit, write, or call the local Job 
Service Office, the nearest BAT or SAC office (listed 
in the blue pages of the telephone directory) , or 
employer or union engaged in the trade you want 
to enter. 
AUiliORIZATION: The National Apprenticeship 
Act of 1937 (Fitzgerald Act), as amended PL 7!>-308, 
50 Stat. 664, 57 Stat. 518, 29 U.S.C. 50, SOa, SOb. 
For further information: Write or call the Office of Ap-
prenticeship Training, Employer and Labor Services, 
US. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Ave, Nw, 
Washington, D.C. at (202) 693-3812. You may also 
contact your nearest BAT Regional Office. In Maine, 
Mr Kenneth "Skip" Hardt -Director of Apprentice-
ship Standards, Department of Labor, Bureau of Em-
ployment & Training Programs, 55 State House Sta-
tion, Augusta, ME 04333. Telephone number 
207/ 624-S431 -Fax: 207/624-S499 
Editors Note: Maine Publishing and Casco Bay 
Weekly is actively seeking individuals and com-
munity groups who are interested in intern and 
apprenticeship development programs. As a com-
munity paper, we feel obligated to helping our 
city, residents and employers stay counected to 
opportunities. interested parties may contact us 
through edltorl@maine-rr.com. We are abo seek-
lug project volunteers who can help us to grow 
these programs. U yon are a retired educator or 
businessperson and Uke to help people lind their 
dreams, please contact us at the above emalt 
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St. Lawrence Arts Center 
76 Congress St, Portland, ME 
www.goodtheater.com • Call885-5883 
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NON THERE'S NO REASON NOT TO PLAY 
SABLE OAKS GOlF ClUB 
505 Country Cl ub Drive • South Portland, ME 04106 
.Ql1)_)_;.,~ INNETRHECALLLUNEBWCARD 
0£r~~¥~---------------------­
BUY IT NOW FOR THE 2003 GOLF 
SEASON AND PLAY THE ENTIRE YEAR FOR 
only $29 walking and $39 with cart 
"THE CARD" also gives these great added bonuses: 
1. Preferred Tee-Time booking (up to 10 days) 
2. Discounted Green Fees at The Samoset Resort 
"The Pebble Beach of the East" 
3. 10 % off All apparel in the shop. 
4. Special Inner Club Card holders tournaments. 
Get your Inner Club Card for only $179 before May 1st, $199 after 
Now Only $149 until March 31st 
+ GET YOUR FIRST ROUND FREE!!! 
FULL MEMBERSHIP PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE 
Prices from $1200 single, $2000 couple, $4000 corporate 
Highlighted by our PREMIER SINGLE MEMBERSIDP $1500 which includes 
Locker, Bag Storage & Golf Cart Rental. 
THERE ISN' T A BETTER DEAL IN THE AREA 




Flavors of the Mediterranean 
A culinar_y t o ur fea turing cuisine o f the Medite rra nea n 
Five ex9uisite food and wine courses 
Monda_y E:vening, Ma rch :?1 , 200:? 
6::?0 p.m. - 9::?0 p.m. 
Perfetto Restaurant 
28 Exchange Street 
Portla nd 
Presentation of wine b_y R.P. Imports 
Presentation of food b_y : 
Head chef, Camille Ma nn and 
Sous chef, Ma r.':Jann Robinson 
$6'0 per person. 
Limited seating available. 
For reservations ple<Jse caii828-000L 
All proceeds to benefit New Hill School 
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Building Matters: The Udder Place Coffee Company 
428 Brighton Avenue. Portland 
By Clemmer Mayhew Ill 
If Cape Cod cottages and Corinthian columns are giving you the blues, an off-the-wall Brighton Avenue coffee shop may be 
just the right concoction to revive your spirits. 
The Udder Place Coffee Company is an an-
imated roadside attraction that serves up a 
cup of surreal comic relief in an otherwise 
monotonous suburban landscape. Color, tex-
ture, space, and form have been shaped into 
a humorous visual collage. 
"It 's pure Tom Robbins," said co-owner 
Sam Lambert. Best known for his book, Even 
Cowgirls Get the Blues, Tom Robbins is a lit-
erary legend whose novels revel in the ex-
treme absurdities of everyday life. 
"My wife, Marie Sheffield, and I conceived 
the first Udder Place Coffee Company in Eu-
reka, CA. Alter selling that venture to our 
managers, we moved to Maine in 1998," 
added Lambert. "We thought Brighton Av-
enue could use some perking up." 
Brighton Avenue rolls past a blend of 
stock building types between 1-295 and 1-95. It 
cuts through a cluster of USM campus build-
ings mixed with century-old houses. Reach-
ing its highest point at Mitchell 's Hill, the 
stop-and-go thoroughfare is lined with split-
levels and ranch houses mingled with multi-
14 
June 30 to August 25 
Portland Waterfront 
ages 9 to 12 
3:7 staff to student ratio 
One. two, and four week sessions 
9 am to 4 pm da11y 
Kayaks, gear. and sarety equipment provided 
Certified Maine Sea Kayak guides 
Cow Island 
ages 13 to 19 
3:7 staff to student ratio 
One and two week sessions 
Monday and Friday 8 to 5. 
Tues., Wed, Thurs. overnight 
Kayaks, gear. and safety equipment provided 
Meals included 
Cert1f1ed Maine Sea Kayak guides 
www.rippleffecLnet 
Rippleffect 
Casco Bay Weekly 
storied apartment buildings and 
neighborhood commercial store-
fronts, as it stretches out to the 
suburbs. Situated at the intersec-
tion of Brighton and Stevens, The 
Udder Place Coffee Company adds 
a dash of anarchism to a roadway 
gratified more with a cookie-cutter 
franchise than a quirky architec-
tural folly. 
Built in 1924, the boxy frame 
building endured numerous alter-
ations and exploits, Including a 
Morn-and-Pop grocery store and a 
hair salon. Not wanting to be con-
fused with the black-and-white 
graphics of a Gateway Computer 
store or a Ben and Jerry's outlet, 
Lambert and Sheffield decided to 
expand their playful pasture moo-
til into Udder Place- East, as Lam-
bert terms his Portland venue. 
"Udder Place - West, our Cali-
fornia enterpriSe, featured a ffiUra) PHOTOS BY CLEMMER MAYHEW Ill 
with two large cows and a Great 
White Egret. In Portland we turned on the 
color mixrnaster and made it into utter 
heaven," jests Lambert. 
Sea Kayaklng (first time to adVanced) 
Challenge Ropes Courses 
Environmental Sciences 
Navigation 
Camping (Cow Island only) 
Rook Climbing 
Hauling Lobster Traps 
The owners commissioned local artist, 
Donna Stackhouse, to design the mural. It 
vividly depicts three guzzling bovines in a 
Cow-<lillac convertible with a M00-2 license 
plate. Tina Tarr, of Saco, developed the over-
all graphic look of the building. Above the 
colorful front entry, a cow lounges inside a 
coffee cup filled with flowers. The interior is 
as coffee shop rnoderne as the exterior is 
magically inventive. 
Another Udder Place is on the drawing 
boards. Lambert and Sheffield are planning to 
open on Pleasant Street in Brunswick. 
"We wanted to put a cow sculpture set in-
side of a coffee cup on the roof. Then, run a 
steam pipe through the cup so it would ap-
pear to be corning out of the cup. City officials 
wanted to fine tune that plan," explained 
Lambert. "We might not have been daring 
enough for Brunswick." 
Steer by the Udder Place- a spot where 
the humor is brewed as strong as its coffee. 
Clemmer Mayhew III is a research writer, his-
toric preservation consultant and archivist. In 
addition to serving on local and regional his-
toric preservation commissions and city plan-
ning and zoning boards, he has studied archi-
tectural history and town planning in Italy and 
the United States. Building Matters, a survey of 
architecturally significant structures in our 
area, is a recurring feature. 
(it•]ii1where I sit 
Presidential war is unconstitutional 
by Paul Rockwell 
"War," said James Madison, asking Con-
gress for a declaration in 1812, "is a 
solemn question which the Consti-
tution wisely confides in the legislative de-
partment of the government." 
No constitution can be accounted wise if it 
makes war easy. Therefore, the U.S. Consti-
tution makes war formal. No matter how 
docile Congress may become, how imperial 
the modern presidency may seem, presiden-
tial war is unconstitutional. As the clouds of 
preemptive war gather over the Middle East, 
President Bush has already circumvented the 
clear, lofty language of the Constitution: "Con-
gress shall have the power to declare war." 
How easily we forget that the doctrine of 
preemptive war-a doctrine integral to the 
ideology offascism in the J930s-was explic-
itly repudiated at Nuremberg. As a presiding 
Judge at the Nuremberg Trials between 1945 
and 1949, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Jack-
son wrote: "War is utterly renounced and con-
demned as an instrument of policy." The 
Nuremberg Trials were influenced, not only 
by the lofty ideals of the enlightenment, but 
by the sagacious principles of James Madi-
son. In the U.S. Constitution, war does not fall 
under foreign policy; it falls under law. 
Justice Jackson addressed the constitu-
tional issue of undeclared war in 1952 when 
President Harry S. Truman directed the sec-
retary of commerce to take over most of the 
nation's steel mills to fulfill the needs of the 
Korean War. The Supreme Court ruled that a 
president, whatever emergencies he may de-
clare, cannot take over private industry or 
private property without a formal declaration 
of war. Concurring Justice Robert Jackson 
wrote: "No penance would ever expiate the 
sin against free government of holding that a 
president can escape control of executive 
powers by law through assuming his military 
role .. .lt is not a military prerogative, without 
support of law, to seize persons or property 
because they are important or even essential 
lor the military and naval establishments." 
For the authors of the Constitution, the 
solemnity of war and respect for the opinions 
of mankind required open declaration. Even 
the war for independence was proclaimed in 
a Declaration of Independence. "In the con-
stitutional sense," as Justice William 0. Dou-
glas put it, "a foreign nation is not an enemy 
until and unless war has been declared 
against it." 
The framers of the Constitution did not be-
lieve in ex post facto consent; nor did they 
give Congress a petty power to hem, haw, 
whine and weasel. Blank-check presidential, 
discretionary wars are not part of the U.S. 
Constitution. 
The framers of the Constitution deliber-
ately outlawed presidential war. At the Con-
stitutional Convention the framers were con-
fronted with three options regarding war: war 
declared by the President, war declared by 
the Senate, and war declared by the entire 
Congress. Hamilton's draft of the Constitu-
tion, handed to Madison in 1789, read: "The 
Senate shall exclusively possess the power 
of declaring war ... " In the Federalist Papers he 
recounted the history of kingly power in rnak-
ing wars, and he praised those subjects who 
attempted to "abolish the exercise of so dan-
gerous an authority." Even to the anti-pop-
ulist Federalists, war was a formal, solemn 
legislative matter. 
The fear of standing armies, the fear of 
rulers who might abuse their power, shaped 
much of the Constitution. For centuries 
rulers had squandered the wealth of nations 
in expeditions to foreign lands, hiding their 
own mistakes with the shroud of war. For cen-
turies the tyrants of Greece, the Caesars of 
Rome, and the Princes of Europe cheated 
their nations into war, using war itself to per-
suade the people that war was necessary. For 
centuries war had been an instrument of van-
ity, ambition and empire. For centuries the 
rulers of "republics" used the cry of foreign 
policy to overturn domestic right, submitting 
life and liberty to the alteration of a map. 
Reflecting on the history of ruined peoples, 
the authors of the Constitution wrote: "Con-
gress shall have the power to declare war." 
The framers of the Constitution, it is true, 
assumed that a president could repel sudden 
attacks upon Americans, or more exactly, 
that Americans could repel attacks upon 
themselves. During the term of President Jef-
ferson , American ships were attacked by 
Tripoli pirates. Jefferson sent a message to 
Congress on Dec. 8, 180 I, asking sanction 
from Congress to "go beyond the line of de-
fense." In response, Alexander Hamilton rea-
soned that Americans under direct attack are 
at war ipso facto. But in this incident-often 
misinterpreted by presidential hawks-nei-
ther Jefferson nor Hamilton expected the 
president, without formal declaration from 
Congress, to enter into foreign wars, or to in-
tervene in conflicts between other nations. 
The skirmishes in the early days of the Union 
only illustrate that the Fathers were jealous of 
any arbitrary use of power to deal with for-
eign hostilities. The president is commander-
in-chief of the armed forces. In the Constitu-
tion, however, the power of command does 
not imply any power to enact. It implies the 
opposite. With the separation of powers, the 
constitutionalists reasoned that the power to 
execute a war entails the absence of the 
power to bring it into being. An act of war is 
equivalent to an act of law, not only because 
the issue is one of life and death, but because 
the state of war is legally different from the 
state of peace. Deeds considered benevolent 
in a state of peace are "treason" in a state of 
war; an unfriendly nation in peacetime is dif-
ferent from a declared enemy in war. Treaties 
change their meanings according to formal 
hostilities. 
Corporations, such as big oil companies, 
that greedily raise their prices in peacetime, 
may be nationalized in war. War is a national, 
collective emergency. Profits can be taxed, 
profiteering outlawed. 
Upon these considerations alone, every 
soldier, every civilian and every ally has a 
right to know the state of the Union. And only 
the lawmakers can tell them. Without a dec-
laration of war, throwing Americans into bat-
tle in the Middle East violates the social con-
tract that makes us one nation. 
From Where I Sit is a regularly appearing column intended to represent the diverse voices 
and experiences within our community. Submissions are the views of our contributors and 
do not necessarily represent those ofCBW. If you would like to comment on these thoughts, 
or have thoughts on any other topic, drop us a line at cbwpub@maine.rr.com or mail it to 
From Where I Sit, Publisher, CBW, 11 Forest Avenue, Portland, Maine 04101. 
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Don't gamble away Maine's future 
CasinosNO! files complaint 
challenging fairness of ballot question 
C asinosNO/, a grassroots organization opposed to casino gambling in Maine, filed suit Friday in Cumberland County 
Superior Court challenging the wording of the 
proposed casino referendum approved by 
the Secretary of State this week. 
CasinosNO/ members emphasized that in 
no way is the group trying to prevent Maine 
voters from having its say on this issue. In-
stead, the suit seeks to ensure that the ques-
tion before Maine voters is clear, accurate, 
and is not misleading. 
"This is a trick question," said Durward 
Parkinson, the attorney for CasinosNO/ "It 
doesn't ask voters if they want to legalize 
casino gambling, it asks do you want casino 
gambling if some of the money is used lor ed-
ucation and other purposes. They've dressed 
up an unpalatable proposal by dangling some 
goodies in front of the voters when there is no 
guarantee that the money will ever go for 
those designated purposes." 
Joining CasinosNO/ in the complaint is 
Ethan Strirnling, a state senator from Port-
land. "A big-time casino anywhere in Maine 
will have devastating consequences," Strirn-
ling said. "It will hurt estab-
lished businesses, increase 
crime and lead hundreds if not 
thousands of people into addic-
tion and despair. I have no prob-
lem with the voters of Maine de-
ciding this issue in a referen-
dum, but if we are going to do 
that, we need to be presented 
with a question that is clear and 
accurate. This one is not. It of-
fers the voters a bribe by prom-
ising benefits that may never be 
realized." 
The question as approved by 
the Secretary of State reads, "Do 
you want to allow a casino to be 
run by the Passamaquoddy 
Tribe and Penobscot Nation if 
part of the revenue is used for 
state education and municipal 
revenue sharing?" 
In its complaint, CasinosNO/ 
lists several problems with the 
question: 
1. The question does not alert 
the voters that the proposed 
referendum is actually an 
amendment to the Maine In-
dian Lands Claim Settlement 
Act. This has enormous im-
plications. If approved, the proposed 
casino complex-including ten restaurants 
and nightclubs, hotel rooms, movie the-
aters, bowling alleys and other facilities-
would be entirely exempt from paying state 
and federal corporate income taxes, pro-
viding an unfair competitive advantage to 
hotels, restaurants and other businesses 
in the area. Maine lawmakers would be un-
able to make future changes to the act gov-
erning the operation of the casino without 
the consent of the Tribes. 
2. The question contains "partisan spin." It 
promises to dedicate some of the casino 
"This is a trick question. It doesn't 
ask voters if they want to legalize 
casino gambling, it asks do you 
want casino gambling if some of 
the money is used for education 
and other purposes." 
Durward Parkinson, 
the attorney for CasinosNO! 
profits to education and general revenue 
sharing. But it is unclear how much money 
that would be alter other deductions and 
expenses, and there is no guarantee that 
the money would ever go toward those 
purposes. Without a constitutional amend-
ment, a law cannot bind future legislatures 
on how to allocate revenues. 
3. The Secretary of State's review process of 
the Ballot Question did not include Review 
by the Ballot Clarity Board as is generally 
the procedure in such matters. 
IllUSTRATION ART TODAY 
CasinosNO! believes a more accurate and fair 
question would be, "Do you want to amend 
the Maine Indian Lands Claim Settlement Act 
to allow casino gambling in Maine?" 
"We welcome an honest, informed debate 
over casino gambling in Maine," said Strirn-
ling, "and we are confident that when given 
the full facts , the voters of Maine will reject 
this proposal. But as written, this question 
gives the proponents an advantage by prom-
ising Maine people something in return that 
they may never get." 
For more information call 
Dennis Bailey at 347.Q077. 
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Best Services, continued from pg. 11 
Best Electronics StOR!: 
Best Buy 
Yes, Best Buy wins again as the best place to get anything 
electronic. It's a huge establishment and part of a na-
tional chain of stores, but you have to admit that it's use-
ful. Where else could you do all your Christmas shopping 
for your favorite computer geek? 
Best Comer Store: 
West End Grocery 
rt seems that West End Grocery is the Energizer Bunny of 
this competition. Through fire, rebuilding and changes of 
ownership, it keeps winning and winning. And small won-
der; where else can you get a nice bottle of wine, a 
freshly made gourmet sandwich, and a bottle of aspirin? 
Best Florist: 
Harmon Barton (Pic 1 O) 
Green Power: A trip to Steve Barton's Congress Street 
flower shop is great way to beat the winter blues. 
Best Day Care: 
T.e- ArtphoriaiUSM 
ArtPhorla, a coed day camp In Cumberland, was a sur-
prise winner this year. This is a unique program focusing 
on developing children's skills and Interest In art, both 
through art classes and exploration of Maine's natural en-
vironment. Artphoria shares the best day care title with 
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the University of Southern Maine Day Care Center. The 
Center's stall cares for an average of 50 children between 
the ages of 6 weeks and 5 years every day. Whew! 
Most Honest Garage: 
Jonesy's Service Center (Pic 11) 
You could have knocked Gregg Jones over with a feather 
when we told him that he bad won most honest garage. 
The Cape Elizabeth business owner laid the credit for the 
award squarely at the feet of his crack staff. When asked 
to elaborate on his feelings towards his crew, Jones said, 
"I feel really blessed." Sweet. 
Best Internet Service Provider: 
Tune Warner Road Runner 
Once again, Time Warner Road Road Runner takes top 
honors. The company's Government and Public Affairs 
Director, Melinda Poore, credits the success to "all of the 
employees at Time Warner Cable or Maine. It is truly a 
team effort," said Poore, "among the entire division from 
the technicians installing the service in customers' 
homes to the employees that work in our warehouse 
staging cable modems, the engineers that keep the net-
work running, customer service representatives, market-
ing, accounting; everyone is truly involved in the suc-
cess of the Road Runner Service. • 
Best Action LocalfState Govt. 
It seems like the government is doing an awful lot of 
things right. There was no clear winner in this category, 
with equal votes going to: the Maine legislature's anti-war 
resolution, the smoking ban in restaurants and public 
places, our state's valiant pursUit of universal health 
care, Portland's new dog park, increased police patrols in 
the Old Port, the city's support of diversity and enforce-
ment of existing laws. That's quite a list. 
Worst Action LocaiiState Govt. 
It seems like the government is doing an awful lot of 
things wrong. Again, the vote was split evenly among sev-
eral issues. Best Of voters gave a thumbs down to closing 
the cemetery in the West End to dogs and making drink· 
ing in public an arrestable offense. Other beefs with the 
powers that be were more general, such as not legalizing 
marijuana, taxes, war with Iraq and the Maine Turnpike 
Authority as a whole. 
Best Church: 
T~e- State Street Church (Pk 12)1 
Immaculate Conception (Pic 13) 
Churches are really big on sharing. Which is a good thing, 
since Immaculate Conception and State Street Church 
split the vote for best church right down the middle. 
Both houses of worship are noted for their active involve-
ment In the community. 
Best Sunday School : 
SonUght 
Faith should begin at home, and the winner for best Sunday school reflects that ideal. SonLigbt is a Christian home-
schooling curriculum that gives parents the option of incorporating religious studies into their children's learning 
process. The program also provides an online community lor like-minded parent-teachers. 
Best Martial Arts Studio: 
Tie- jukado I Villari's (Pic 14) 
High Karate: Students Derek Brown, Evelyn Viernes, Devyn Packard, Courtney Brown, Hilmar Smith Nicholas Burke 
and Kevin Funston get serious at Greater Portland School of Jukado. 
Most Effective Citizen Group: 
Portland Trails 
Portland Trails, an urban conservation organization and land trust, was founded in 1991. In 2002, they were awfully 
busy, completing projects such as the creation of the first section of trail at Hall Elementary School in Portland, ex-
tending the Lyseth Elementary School Trail to Pine Grove Park in North Deering and constructing the last segment 
of the Stroudwater River. In addition, Portland Trails finalized negotiations for the 6(}.acre Presumpscot Preserve. 
That's what we call effective. 
Least Effective Crtizen Group: 
~ace Action Maine 
According to their website peaceactionme.org: "The State's largest peace organization has worked for 19 years to 
promote peace through grassroots organizing, citizen education, and issue advocacy." This is not always an easy 




The Skinny (Pic 15) 
Gone but not forgotten: The Skinny tied lor best bar 
and won lor best neighborhood bar. 
Best Neighborhood Bar I Best Beer Bar: 
Gritty's 
Lots of changes at Gritty's since they won Best Old 
Port Bar in 2000. They blew out a wall for a new din-
Ing/drinking space. (Is it just me or are those new gor· 
geous tables and benches a wee bit narrow?) They 
closed in some of the old dining space, which was the 
new dining space in 2000, so it now looks like it did 
the year they painted the mural. Confused? Well the 
bar has stayed put and the beer is still great. I'm a 
Pale drinker myself. Ob, and two words: artichoke dip. 
Best Martini Bar: 
una 
(ina's status as best martini bar was shaken, but not 
stirred this year. Katahdin voters were close on their 
heels, but could not quite pull an upset. With drink 
competition so stiff, una should be forewarned; to par-
aphrase the martini's best known proponent, you only 
win thrice. 
Best Dive Bar: 
Geno's (Pic 16) 
Geno's is a dive, but you say it like it's a bad thing. AI· 
though it may be dark and a little dirty, Geno's isn't a 
bad place to bang out. Winner once again for best 
dive bar in Portland, Geno's isn't out to be like 
Cheers. Try to find the door on Brown Street and go 
down those stairs and you're in a place where you can 
relax, drink a beer, and watch a local band perform. 
Best Pick-Up Bar: 
Iguana (Pic 17) 
Night of the Iguana takes on a whole new meaning as 
the title of best pick-up bar changes bands. Slither in 
and see what the hubbub is about. 
Best jukebox: 
Unde Billy's I Silverhouse Tavern I Diggers 
The honors for best jukebox were split three ways. All 
of the winners have an amazing diversity of music, 
from motown to modern rock. Break a dollar, give a 
listen and choose your own favorite. 
Best Local Band: 
The Points 
The Points have come a long way since their last ap-
pearance in CBW (5.23.02). At the time, band member 
Andrew Colston, aka Drew Blood, called the group 
"the favorite band in Portland of people who've never 
heard us." Now, The Points have been around for two 
Continued on pg. 22 
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A Company of Girls 
presents ··ozma of oz·· 
A program of East End Children's Workshop 
ACompany of Girls, Portland's own award-winning, all-girl theatre com-pany brings you "Ozma of Oz," the 
continuation of Frank L. Baum's story of 
Dorothy's adventures in the Land of Oz. 
Dorothy reluctantly accompanies her Aunt 
Em on her life-long dream to voyage to Aus-
tralia. There is a violent storm and they are 
blown off the boat to Oz, a land where there 
is no time. 
Unwittingly, they activate Tic Toe, the time 
machine, and time begins in Oz. Their ad-
ventures lead them to Bill, a giant wisecrack-
ing chicken, the wacky, whirling, dervish 
Wheelers, the vain and vicious Langiwidere, 
and, finally to the wonderfully wise Ozma. 
Ozma rescues Aunt Em from the cave of the 
gnome King Roquat; and teaches Dorothy to 
look beyond Aunt Em's outward signs of ag-
m: A Company of Girls •0zma of Oz.• Lauren 
• Lakin (Lett). and Natasha Le<lalr. 
,PHOTO MICHAEL REIDY 
ing to recognize her true value. 
The cast includes: Shayla Clark, Cathryn 
Cunningham, Margaret Davis, Tessa Fournier, 
Sierrha Frisbee, Lorraine Jabine, Hazel John-
son, Natasha LeClair, Karina Masabanda, 
Courtney McNabb, Becky Peter, Amber Ran-
dal, Nina Richards, Sage Right and Faith Tins-
man. Odelle Bowman and Robin Heywood di-
rect "Ozma" with costumes inspired by 
Venita Hodgkins and designed by Jen Roe. 
Performances are on March 8, 9, 15 and 
16, Saturday and Sunday at 2:00p.m., 10 Mayo 
Street, Portland, ME. Tickets are $5.00. For 
reservations and more info call874-2107. 
The mission of A Company of Girls is to 
bring Theatre and the Arts to at risk, prima-
rily low-income girls. By using these as tools 
to enhance their self-esteem, communication 
and life skills they will expand their world. 
This year A Company of Girls was chosen as 
one of the top fifty arts based programs serving 
youth in the United States by the Coming Up 
Taller Award. This award is given out by the 
National Endowment for the Arts, the National 
Endowment for the Humanities and the Presi-
18 Casco Bay Weekly 
dent's Council on the Arts and Humanities. 
A Company of Girls is funded by the Office 
of Substance Abuse, the United Way and the 
Department of Human Services. 
The Coming Up Taller Awards recognize 
and support outstanding community arts and 
humanities programs that celebrate the cre-
ativity of America's young people, provide 
them learning opportunities and chances to 
contribute to their communities. These 
awards focus national attention on exemplary 
programs currently fostering the creative and 
intellectual development of America's chil-
dren and youth through education and prac-
tical experience in the arts and the humani-
ties. Accompanied by a cash award, the Com-
ing Up Taller Awards not only reward these 
projects with recognition but also contribute 
significant support to their continued work. 
This Awards program, started in 1998, is a 
project of the President's Committee on the 
Arts and the Humanities in partnership with 
Institute of Museum and Library Services, the 
National Endowment for the Arts and the Na-
tional Endowment for the Humanities. 
A Company of Girls is an after-school the-
atre program. Here girls from different cul-
tural backgrounds come to learn about the-
ater and other arts, and to discuss Important 
issues in their young lives. In addition, the 
program works to expand girls' connections 
with the wider community. They have taken 
field trips to art museums and performance 
venues, and participated in other arts and 
dance projects. Some of these experiences 
come full circle, finding their way back into 
theater productions. 
The East End Children's Workshop is an 
innovative child and family services center 
dedicated to Improving the well being of 
young children and their families. They pro-
vide early childhood education and care, 
school-age care, and an arts-based youth de-
velopment program for girls. 
Maine judaica Collection 
receives important gift 
The Judaica Collection of USM's Jean By-ers Sampson Center for Diversity in Maine recently received extensive fam-
ily papers from Sumner and Rosalyne Bern-
stein, leaders in Maine's legal and civic com-
munities, and one of the region's most influ-
ential Jewish families. 
The papers, which represent seven linear 
feet of archival materials, are a significant ac-
quisition to this growing collection docu-
menting Jewish life in Maine. Sumner Bern-
stein's papers span the period from 1934 to 
2002, during which he served in WWll, met 
and married his wife, Rosalyne, and helped 
establish the Portland firm of Bernstein, Shur, 
Sawyer & Nelson as one of Maine's pre-emi-
nent law firms. 
Sumner Bernstein, who passed away on 
June 24, 2002, was a leader in Jewish affairs 
both in Maine and nationally. He was an hon-
orary director of the Jewish Community Al-
liance and a member of the National Council 
of the America-Israel Public Alfairs Commit-
tee. Of particular value are 25 folders of fam-
ily correspondence dating from 1940-1945, 
which will add greatly to original research OJ>' 
port unities at USM in American and New Eng-
land studies. 
"The Bernstein family is extraordinary in 
many ways," said Abraham Peck, the Sam)>' 
son Center's Judaica scholar-in-residence. 
"They have led the struggle for a sense of 
place for the Jewish community in Portland 
that is very much a part of the broader com-
munal and civic life of this city." 
Rosalyne Bernstein, who continues to be 
active in community, government and educa-
tional endeavors, donated her personal pa-
pers to the Sampson Center in 2002. Those 
papers document her work, particularly in 
the fields of education, public health and so-
cial services, as well as her activity in the lo-
cal Jewish community. 
"The Rosalyne E. Bernstein Papers record 
the development of a woman who began her 
community involvement in the traditional 
ways open to women in the 1950s, and 
evolved into a leading activist and supporter 
for some of the most important institutions in 
this state," noted Susie Bock, director of the 
Sampson Center for Diversity. ''They will be 
an extremely valuable resource for original 
research at USM. We now have a complete 
record of a family that has been central to 
the Jewish community in Maine for genera-
tions." 
"It's a good feeling to know that the kind of 
work in the community that my husband and 
I have done will be a resource for others," 
said Rosalyne Bernstein, who is a member of 
USM's Board of Visitors. "I am tremendously 
impressed with how USM has grown in im-
portance of programs and quality, and I'm so 
pleased our papers will be a permanent part 
of the university, which I care about deeply." 
The Judaica Collection is one of four spe-
cial collections of the Sampson Center for Di-
versity in Maine, housed at USM's Glickman 
Family Library. The entire collection contains 
approximately 4,000 volumes and 300 linear 
feet of manuscripts. Other collections in-
clude: the Alrican-American Collection of 
Maine; the Franco-American Heritage Collec-
tion, which is housed at Lewiston-Auburn 
College; and the Gay and Lesbian Collection. 
USM's Special Collections also include the 
University Archives and the General Rare 
Book and Manuscript Collection. 
For more information on the Sampson Center 
and Special Collections, contact Susie R. 
Bock, head of Special Collections, University 
Archivist, and director of the Sampson Center 




Ear Infections Are Painful! 
by Sheri Huttner 
In my grooming shop, I come into contact with many, many 
dogs. Not a day goes by where I don't see at least one dog with 
an ear infection. 
The majority of times, the infections are found in "drop ear" dogs such as Poo-dles, Spaniels, and Bichons. I rarely 
see ear infections in dogs with perky, erect 
ears such as Yorkies, Chihuahuas, and Scot-
ties. The reason for this is that air does not 
circulate into the ears of drop-ear dogs. Also, 
in long-haired dogs, hair grows inside the 
ears, and when it accumulates, even less air 
gets in. The ears become a perfect breeding 
ground for bacteria. 
The signs of an ear infection are usually 
very obvious. An accumulation of brown de-
bris is a sure sign that something is wrong. 
The debris will be accompanied by a strong, 
foul odor; another sure sign of Infection, 
even if you don't see any debris. Sometimes 
the ear leather (the underside of the dog's 
ear) looks dry and flaky. In many cases, the 
dog will frequently shake his head and 
scratch his ears. That's because ear infec-
tions itch and HURT! With a severe infec-
tion, the dog might flinch and even cry out 
when you touch his ear. 
Pet stores sell various ear medications, 
but there are many types of infections. In the 
long run, you can save your dog from un-
necessary suffering by taking him to your vet 
who will diagnose the infection and provide 
the proper medicine. The vet will also deter-
mine if the problem is being caused by ear 
mites, in which case he'll give you drops con-
taining antibiotic and insecticide. Whatever 
medicine he gives you, it's crucial to follow 
his instructions and complete the course of 
treatment to prevent a recurrence. Recurring 
ear infections are very common. 
Of course, prevention is the best medi-
cine. From the day you get your dog, you 
should check his ears regularly for exces-
sive dirt or unusual odor. Hair that grows in-
side the dog's ear canal Is very easy to pull 
out. You can ask your vet or groomer to 
show you how it's done. If you start doing 
this when your dog Is a pup, he shouldn't 
give you a hard time. 
A healthy ear is pale pink and has no 
odor. A little bit of wax or dirt in the outer 
portion of the ear canal is perfectly normal. 
This can be carefully removed with a piece 
of gauze or a Q-tip. You shouldnever stick a 
Q-tip inside the ear canal. Only clean what 
you can easily see. Your vet or groomer can 
also show you how to clean your dog's ears. 
By keeping your dog's ears clean and 
healthy, you can avoid having him suffer 
from a painful infection. 
Get more tips on pet care from Sheri Huttner at 
www.dogparlor.com. 
Adopt a Pet: Brutus 
by the Animal Refuge League 
Those familiar with the Animal Refuge League will recognize this fabulous 
face as Brutus, a 7-year old Pit Bull. 
Back for a return engagement, Brutus is a 
well-known and beloved shelter resident. 
Tragically, the adoring family of Brutus is no 
longer able to provide a home lor him. Pre-
viously Brutus endured a life of turmoil and 
uncertainty, often arriving at the shelter as 
a stray. As a result, and typical of dogs with 
many transitions in life, Brutus is always 
on-edge when left alone; fearful that his 
family will never return. Bonding deeply to 
his caregivers, Brutus invests his heart and 
soul into his special people, and every part-
ing is heart breaking for this exceptional dog. Brutus cannot endure a 9-5 existence, except 
if he were to go to work with his guardian. There you would find him snoozing or schmooz-
ing, his favorite hobbies! If dreams come true a second time, Brutus would choose to be the 
only dog in a home with structure and consistency, where his well-being and happiness sits 
squarely at the top of the priority list. Brutus is set in his ways and comes with some bag-
gage, but most is sweet and endearing, such as sleeping on the furniture. Humans are the 
companions of choice for Brutus, but those seeking protection or ego-gratification from this 
breed need not apply. This Mr. Congeniality demands interactions with his caretakers and 
will reward them richly with adoration, loyalty, and some of the darn cutest expressions and 
antics you can imagine! 
Brutus is available for adoption from the Animal Refuge League, 449 Stroudwater Street, West-
brook. (207) 854-9771 or www.arlgp.org. 
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restaurant row 
American 
THREE DOLLAR DEWEY'S A restaurant 
and pub with 70 different kinds of beer, full 
bar and hearty pub fare. Specialties in-
clude 3-alarm chili , smoked seafood chow-
der and our fish and chips, prepared with 
fresh haddock. We also serve a variety of 
burgers, nachos and many vegetarian en-
trees. Specials changing daily. 241 Com-
mercial St, Portland. 772-3310. 
WOODY'S BAR & GRILL Serving creative 
fast food cusine. Featuring local natural 
beef and chicken, and focus on fresh local 
ingredients. Make sure to try the already 
famous "Woody Burger," and the soon to 
be famous Fish Tacos. Daily specials in-
clude natural steaks, vegetarian and vegan 
dishes, soups and wine. There's also gelato 
and other fresh desserts . Woody's serves 
this all up in a relaxed, cozy and casual at-
mosphere." A burger joint in the best sense 
of the word," says Portland Press Herald. 
Open 7 days a weekSun-Fri 5pm-10pm, Sat 
at 4pm. 43 Middle St, Portland. 253-5251. 
www.woodysburgers.com 
THE BREAKAWAY Now open 12-Spm daily 
for lunch! Hearty pub fare including a fan-
tastic barbeque on Wednesdays on the 
deck featuring burgers , ribs and steaks! 
Check out our changing menu daily. Smok-
ers welcome. See our ad in the clubs sec-
tion for date info on nightly entertainment! 
35 India St, Portland. 541-4804. 





ORIENTAL TABLE Szechuan, Hunan and 
Cantonese. We will prepare any of our 
dishes to your liking. We are happy to ac-
commodate your special request; please 
let us know your preferences. We serve 
many vegetarian and heart-smart choices. 
Hrs: Mon-Thurs ll :30am-8pm, Fri & Sat 
11:30am-9pm, Sun closed. 106 Exchange St, 
(top of the Old Port) Portland. 775-3388, 
Fax: 772-3388. FOOD:***l/2, service: 
****· VALUE FOR THE $:**** from 
Portland Press Herald-Go Cheap Eats, Nov .• 
2000. 
WOK INN Szechuan, Hunan, Cantonese 
and Thai. Excellent food, fast and afford-
able. Choose from more than 130 delicious 
menu items. Eat in or take out. Delivery to 
Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland, Falmouth, 
Gorham, Portland, Scarborough, South 
Portland, Westbrook, Yarmouth. Hours: 
Sun-Mon 11:30am-9:30pm, Tues-Thurs 
llam-11pm, Fri-5at llam-2am. 1209 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 797-9052 or 797-9053. 
Barbeque 
BEALE STREET BARBEQUE & GRILL Un-
der the bridge in Knightville, South Port-
land. Features hickory smoked and grilled 
meats, poultry, fish and seafood as well as 
creative daily lunch and dinner specials. 
Full bar featuring Maine microbrews on 
tap. Reservations are not accepted. Chil-
dren are welcome. Open all day, seven 
days a week. 90 Waterman Drive, South 
Portland. 767-0130. 
Cafe 
BINTLIFF'S AMERICAN CAFE (Serving 
Brunch Daily 7am-2pm.) Featuring .. . cus-
tom omelettes, tortillas, specialty bene-
diets, homemade granola and other Amer-
ican Fusion Cuisine. Full bar and every-
thing is complimented by warm, comfort-
able Greek Revival surroundings. 98 Port-
land St, Portland (across from the Post Of-
fice.) 774-0005. 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE Enjoy breakfast and 
lunch in a friendly, casual atmosphere. For 
brunch, over-stuffed omelettes, fresh 
quiche, pancakes and more served all day. 
Lunch includes a wide variety of soups and 
sandwiches. Daily lunch and brunch spe-
cials also available. Specialty coffee drinks. 
Rated **** in Go magazine. Open Mon-
Sat, 7am-2pm, Sun 7:30-2pm. 703 Congress 
St, Portland. 871-5005. 
THE WINE BAR & RFSfAURANT Enjoy the 
popular lobster brie ravioli or spicy crab-
cakes in the historic Old Port. We offer 120 
labels on our wine list with 10 weekly 
changing wines, available by the glass, and 
cocktails too. Open 7 days at Spm. 48 
Wharf St, Portland. 773-6667. www. cafeat-
wharfstreet.com 
ANTHONY'S 
Listen to me! Italian 
Kitchen _ 
Have Lunch at the 
Portland Public Market 
at Anthony's 
"A Lot of Italian for Not Much American" 
Homemade Soup Bowl 
with Garlic Bread 
$1.99 
Free Chips with each Sandwich 
Portland Public Market 
228-2033 
Open Mon-Sat 7am-7pm 
Sun 10am-5pm 
Cajun 
BAYOU KITCHEN Serving some of Port-
land's most unique cajun style b-lasts and 
lunches for 13 years. We now proudly offer 
dinner on Fri nights. Our dinner menu 
changes weekly and includes: Special Jam-
balayas, our Award Winning Gumbo and 
Beef Chili and caesar salad topped with 
blackened catfish. Call for this week's spe-
cials! Sorry credit cards not accepted. See 
our review at www.foodinportland.com. 543 
Deering Ave, Portland. Open Mon-5at 7-2 and 
Sun 8-2, Fri Dinner from 4:30-Bpm. 774-4935. 
Continental 
BASIL'S RESTAURANT & LOUNGE Basil's 
at the Highlander Inn, features creative con-
tinental cuisine as well as an excellent wine 
selection that offers traditional elegance 
combined w/ the warmth of home. Whether 
dining in our glass enclosed veranda, our 
main dining room, or just enjoying a cock-
tail in our lounge, you'll be pampered by 
the friendliness and dedication to excel-
lence in service of our staff. 2 Highlander 
Way, Manchester, NH. (603) 625-6426. 
Delicatessen 
RJLL BELLY DELl "By George We're Good." 
Offering breakfast, lunch, dinner, catering and 
meats/cheeses by the pound. Choose from a 
variety of kosher style sandwiches such as 
hot pastrami, corned beef and chopped liver. 
Also, hot and cold sandwiches, burgers, 
pizza, soups, salads and more. Or, start your 
day with a breakfast sandwich, omelette or 
bagel. Mon-Fri 7am-7pm, Sat 7am-4pm Pine 
Tree Shopping Center. 772-1227. 
Eclectic 
100 CONGRESS A True American Bistro, 
serving Tues-Sun with live music Sun 
evenings. Come join us on the East End and 
experience a whole new side of Portland 
dining. Intuitive, creative and always chang-
ing. Everything a neighborhood restaurant 
should be. Call for reservations. 775-7772. 
THE ALEHOUSE Featuring "Portland's 
Best Burger" in "Portland's Best Bar" (CBW 
Best of Portland readers' poll 2001 and 
2002). Over 100 beers including homemade 
root beer. Now serving Bray's Beer! Open 
noon-lam daily. 30 Market St, Portland's 
Old Port. All Major Credit Cards. 253-5100. 
AURORA PROVISIONS is a treasure lo-
cated in the heart of Portland's West End at 
64 Pine St, 1 1/2 blocks from Congress 
Street's Longfellow Square. Aurora is well 
known for delicious cafe lunches, gorgeous 
"take-home" dinners, off premises cater-
ing, exciting wines, unique gifts and free 
parking. Come see us mornings for great 
coffees and breakfast treats made daily. 
Open Mon-Sat Sam-6:30pm. 871-9060. 
BIBO'S MADD APPLE CAFE Located right 
next to the Portland Stage Co. at 23 Forest 
Ave BiBo's features American Bistro Fare 
focusing on fresh local ingredients artfully 
Th< ph<XO>nd'l"'>t< •hove"" "''~""PI• of how lr.LanHomrnun~te Voted "Best in Portland" presented. BiBo's also features an exten-
.,;m.m,.p<UingHinglc wonl ••in!l i>ody ian;;"'J!< repnnto.l f~= '"'" lxx.k sive eclectic wine list. Serving lunch Wed-
l!.Jlilll lr'/tlxnll U'Prd<"""llb permk•.iM from Mc:liJ..:N.i)N)(,k Prt::St\. 3 vears in r 
O>l?8'll>yDonC>n!><IM;on,IJOKJ>hDclliCupini. J a ow. Fri 11:30-2, brunch Sun 11-2:30anddinners 
~::::~::~:::::A~~Ix~::~:~: ..:,h:vm::m:y>:h:~m:":~:'':h':"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~--~\V~e~d~-5~a~t~f~r~o~m~5~:30andSunfrom4. Rated 
20 Casco Bay Weekly 
*****by Maine Sunday Telegram and 5 
plates by foodinportland .com. 
BLACK TIE continues to serve a casual yet 
intimate lunch Monday through Friday in 
the Old Port. The take out cafe on Middle St 
offers lunch and dinner, wines, desserts, 
hostess gifts and more. Always serving fine 
fare prepared by Maine's largest catering 
establishment. Black Tie Cafe: Portland 761-
6665; Black Tie To Go: Portland 756-6230. 
CLAYTON'S GOURMET MARKET, CAFE & 
BAKERY Coastal Maine's most unique gour-
met market and cafe. A five-star lunch cafe 
with overstuffed sandwiches, delectable 
soups and salads, as well as a full-service 
bakery. Bulk candies and chocolates for the 
young with fine wines, savory cheese, 
pates, fresh breads and gourmet groceries 
for the young at heart. Open Tues-5at. 189 
Main St, downtown Yarmouth 846-1117. 
DAVID'S CREATIVE CUISINE An estab-
lished Portland favorite, David's offers ca-
sual fine dining in a comfortable atmos-
phere. Featuring nightly specials made 
with the finest local ingredients, fresh 
baked bread and professional waitstaff. Ex-
tensive wine list, full bar and the best sin-
gle malt scotch selection in Portland. Lo-
cated on Monument Square across from 
the Portland Public Library, within walk-
ing distance to Merrill Auditorium. Reser-
vations recommended. Lunch11:30-4 Mon-
Fri. Dinner 7 nights at Spm. Sun night jazz 
6-9pm. 773-4340. 
GREAT LOST BEAR Full bar - now fea-
turing 50 beers on tap. Extensive menu ... 
sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. Lunch 
or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords 
area. MC, Visa, Arnex accepted. Parking. 
540 Forest Ave, Portland. 772-0300. 
MAINE BEER & BEVERAGE Now open, 
agency liquor store. Maine Beer & Bever-
age Co. located at 79 Commercial St 
(across from Casco Bay Lines) is now an 
agency liquor store! Also find cigarettes, 
cigars, soda, juice, coffee, chips, snacks, 
wine, flowers and sundry items. Open 
lOam-8:30pm Mon-5at, 11am-6pm Sun. 79 
Commercial St, Portland. 828-BEER. 
PAT'S GROCERIA CAFE Above Pat's Meat 
Market. Come and discover the jewel of 
Deering Center. Featuring rustic Mediter-
ranean fare with fresh meats from Pat's 
Meat Market, fresh local seafood and local 
produce. Enjoy our beautiful second floor 
deck for an unforgettable treetop dining ex-
perience. Serving dinner Tues-Thurs from 5-
9pm and Fri and Sat from 5-9:30pm. Deering 
Center, 484 Stevens Ave, Portland. 87 4-0706. 
PEPPERCLUB 78 Middle St, Portland. 
Credit Cards • Free Parking • Open 7 nights 
• Chef Owned. Changing menu serving 
world cuisine. Homemade bread and 
soups. Local seafood and meat, chicken, 
vegetarian/vegan - entrees from $7.95-
$13.95. Over 25 wines by the glass, organic 
wine and beer selections. CBD organic cof-
fee, handmade desserts. Now open Sun 
and Mon at Spm. 772-0531, FAX 879-9597. 
japanese/Korean 
BENKAY Sushi Bar and Japanese Restau-
rant. Known for premier quality sushi, tra-
ditional and fancy maki rolls, tempura, 
teriyaki, sukiyaki, shabu-shabu. Elegant 
dining for the discriminating sushi lover. 
Delightful vegetarian and cooked selec-
tions. Serving lunch and dinner; Rock 'N 
Roil Sushi Thurs-5at until 1 am. 2 India St, 
Portland (India at Commercial). 773-5555. 
OISHII JAPANFSE FOODS Quick, healthy 
Japanese-inspired foods to go! Choose hot 
entrees such as Katsu, Ramen, Yakisoba, 
Curry, Chahan, Udon, Ginger-Pork, just to 
name a few! We have the best California, 
Tuna, Spicy Tuna and Inari-zushi in town! 
Check in daily for our popular sushi and 
entree specials. Call-in orders encouraged. 
Portland Public Market. 25 Preble St, Port-
land. 228-2050. 
NARA SUSHI NEW in South Portland! Treat 
yourself to exquisite Japanese and Korean 
cuisine, featuring a full range of Sushi, 
sashimi and maki as well as favorite Japan-
ese and Korean dishes presented by New 
York sushi chef Kazo Ozaki. Open Mon-Sat 
11 :30am-2pm for lunch, 4pm-l Opm for din-
ner and Sun 4pm-9pm. 50 Maine Mall Road, 
South Portland. 772-0006 or Fax 772-4440. 
Mexican 
AMIGOS Maine's first Mexican restaurant. 
Celebrating 25 years in the Old Port. Full Bar 
-Happy Hour 4-8, Micro brew specials. House 
specialty, Beef, Chicken Habanero dinner 
(not for the faint of heart.) Hours: Lunch: 
Tues-5at 11 :30am-2:30pm, Dinner: Tu-Th S-9, 
Fri &Sat 5-10. Lounge &Patio: Sun-Mon 4pm-
1am, Tues-5at 11:30arn-lam. Take out avail-
able. 9 Dana St., Portland. 772-0772. 
GRANNY'S BURRITOS All of your Mexican 
favorites featuring Portland's Best Burri-
tos. Everything prepared w/fresh ingredi-
ents & made daily on premises. Start w/ 
nachos or quesadillas, then try one of our 
burritos (chicken mango, sweet potato, ve-
gan, beef, etc.) or create your own! Beer & 
wine, music upstairs in Granny's Attic. M-
Th 11-lOpm, F 11-12, Sat 12-12, Sun 12-9. 
420 Fore St. 761-0751. 
Feeling a little skittish 
about Mom's home 
cooking? 
Find a great place to eat in 




J'S OYSTER Enjoy white linen quality din-
ing in a relaxed atmosphere with a lovely 
view overlooking Portland's working har-
bor. Savor our specialty shellfish and pasta 
dishes and much, much more. MC/ Visa/ 
Discover accepted. Parking in adjacent lot. 
5 Portland Pier, Portland. 772-4828. 
Gll.BERT'S CHOWDERHOUSE Enjoy fresh 
Maine seafood and award-winning chow-
ders in a casual atmosphere. Daily lunch 
and dinner specials including ail-you-{;an-
eat Friday Fish Fry 11am-4pm only $6.95. 
Full bar featuring local microbrews. Take 
out menu available and all major credit 
cards accepted. 92 Commercial St., Port-
land. 871-5636. 
Steakhouse/Seafood 
MOLLY'S STEAKHOUSE & IRISH PUB 
Specializing in choice sirloin steak, prime 
rib, and Shepherd's Pie, Molly's is an Old 
Port favorite. Serving hearty pub fare in-
cluding Molly's Mile High Reuben. Molly's 
accepts most major credit cards. 46 Market 
St. , in the Old Port, Portland. 761-4904. 
Thai 
THAI TASTE Distinctive Thai Cuisine. 
Rated ****for Food, Atmosphere & Ser-
vice by Portland Press Herald. Winter 
Hours: Lunch: Mon-5un ll :30-2:30pm; Din-
ner: Sun-Thurs 4:30-9pm; Fri & Sat Hours: 
4:30pm-10pm. 435 Cottage Road, South 
Portland. Across from Portland Theater. 
www.thaitastemaine.com, 767-3599. 
WOK INN Szechuan, Hunan, Cantonese & 
Thai. Excellent food, fast and affordable. 
Choose from more than 130 delicious 
menu items. Eat in or take out. Delivery to 
Cape Elizabeth, Cumberland, Falmouth, 
Gorham, Portland, Scarborough, South 
Portland, Westbrook, Yarmouth. Hours: 
Sun-Mon 11 :30am-9:30pm, Tues-Thurs llam-
llpm, Fri-5at llam-2am. 1209 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 797-9052 or 797-9053. 
Vegetarian 
LOIS' NATURAL MARKETPLACE DELl & 
CAFE Enjoy wheat free muffins and scones 
from our bakery. Great vegetarian soups 
and other vegetarian and vegan house spe-
cialties including: vegetarian stuffed cab-
bage, sweet 'n sour meatballs, grilled tofu 
and organic greens . For lunch: organic 
green salads and roil up sandwiches. Sim-
ply the best natural foods deli anywhere. 
Dinners to go also available. Deli open 
daily. Cafe open 8:30am-6pm Mon-Fri. 152 
US Route 1, Scarborough. 885-0602. 
March 17th 
1st Annual 
St. Paddy's Day 
Costume Party 
Be Yourself- Be Somebody Else! 
Do You Have the luck of the Irish? 
Door Prizes 
Happy Hour Specials All Night Long 
Special Celtic Menu 
Reservations Suggested 
Starts at 4:00 
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Best Entertainment. continued from pg. 17 
years, honing their skiDs and stage presence. And ac-
cording to Best Of voters, they're not hall bad. 
Best Club DJ: 
popgllt 23 I DJ Nicotine 
Apparently, the staff at 3 DoUar Dewey's has hidden 
depths. Jennifer Barnes Is a cook at the establishment. 
A quick change In a telephone booth. though. and she 
Is transformed Into a techno-savant dJ called popglrl 
23. After two years of cutting her teeth at the Mercury 
and other venues, Jennifer makes the big time, tying 
for best club dj with last year's wilmer, OJ Nicotine. 
Best Solo Local Musk Act: 
jason Spooner (Pic 18) 
Roll over, Beethoven and move over, Brahms. Jason 
Spooner, who released his debut CD Lost Houses in No-
vember, is the new king of the Portland music scene. 
Best Local CD: 
Cilfttlngs from Area Code 207 (Pic 19) 
The third Installment In the primarily roots music CD 
series Is our readers' pick. The contrtbutlon of Darien 
Brahms. who was deposed this year as best solo music 
act. Is among the strongest tracb. Her performance of 
the country hit "D+V.Q..R.C-E• draws heavily from the 
original, but Is sUU fresh and powerful. H you want to 
learn about Portland's local musldans, -207" should be 
your yellow pages. • 
Pictured: Don't be sad, Darien; we loved you on "207: 
Best Place To Hear Live Music: 
The Skinny 
Don't count the Skinny out yet. Best Of voters remem-
bered the now closed establishment fondly enough to 
make it best place to hear live music. And we hear that 
club impressarlo Johnny has plans for a new venue in 
the works. Keep your ear to the ground! 
Best Racf10 Station: 
WMPCi 90.9 
"WMPG seeks to give dttzens and community groups 
access to radio to share their Interests, concerns, and 
talents.• This quote from the station's mission state-
ment pretty much says It aU. For giving Portlanders a 
voice and a vehicle for expressing themselves, WMPG 
takes top honors. 
Best 1heeter Production: 
Cult 
Alternative yes, but the best? Anyway, love It or hate it, 
Cult is this year's winner. 
Best Place to Play Pool: 
Old Port Billiards (Pic 20) 
H there was ever a place In town that a pool tourna-
ment should be held, it's Old Port Billiards. It's a good-
looking club, and bartender Tom, pictured here, is no 
eyesore either. 
COntinued on pg. 34 
P eggy Seeger grew up in a home filled with music; the sister of famous folk singer Pete, and the daughter of famous musicians and song col-lectors, Charles and Ruth. Music was a part of 
the family's daily life, and the kitchen was often 
filled with folks whom history has designated as luminaries 
of the American musical fabric. Woody Guthrie, John and 
Alan Lomax, Lead belly ... the list goes on, were regulae vis-
itors to her childhood home. Peggy Seeger knew she would 
always sing; she never imagined it would be her livelihood. 
Peggy recalls that for big brother Pete, the songs he 
sang had a social function, with loud political overtones 
and stories of historical and social significance. For her, the 
singing was an artistic endeavor, not a social one. As a 
young woman, her first paid engagements were to sing for 
small audiences at nursing homes, women's groups, and 
the like. The late 1950s found her singing on the streets of 
Patis, a remarkable sight wirh her 5-string banjo and bob-
bysox. Still, this was not her idea of a way to make a living 
or the work of a lifetime. 
The American music scene she left behind in the late 
'50s was about to give rise to the likes of Joan Baez, Bob 
Dylan and Paul Simon. It was a world of which she was 
not a part. Her list of songs was voluminous, but she did 
not yet know how to perform. 
It was not until 1956 in England, when she met Ewan 
McColl, that she began to perfotm "properly." Ewan 
McColl was a popular singer of English ballads and origi-
nal songs, and their meeting was life-changing for Peggy. 
He was a forceful person, who received great respect from 
the listening public as well as other musicians in Britain, 
for his dedication to good music and for his role in bring-
ing the music of Britain ro the fore of the music scene in 
both Britain and 
America. He was also a 
talented songwriter. His 
most well-known song 
"The First Time Ever I 
Saw Your Face" was a hit 
song the world over. It 
was written abour Peggy. 
Ewan beeatne her life 
partner in 1959; they 
married and had three 
children together. They 
also collected music, 
wrote, taught, and per-
formed together for over 
30 years, for audiences all 
over the world. This 
young woman who lived 
a life surrounded by 
music, never made a con-
scious decision to play 
music for her livelihood. 
Rather, she coasted into it, with her family's gift of a treas-
ure trove of songs, and the partnership of a lifetime. 
Ewan died in 1989, after a decade of failing health. In 
recent years, Peggy has returned to the United States, set-
tled in North Carolina and has rekindled her love affair 
facettsb! 
interview by 
Dale Robin Lockman 
es Home 
with American audiences. She muses that one of the great 
gifts in living in the States again is the chance to sing with 
brothers Pete and Mike (a renowned folk musician in his 
own tight) again. 
Her music has become more political and historical 
over the years, and many of her songs have become so 
ingrained inro the seams of American music, many are sur-
prised to learn they are not tradirional American songs. 
However, the art of performing and presenting music is 
srill foremost in her mind, even as she tries to convey a 
message through the music. "Political material has to be 
couched in a context that people can grasp. I never want 
my audience to feel ambushed ... Audiences are smart. 
Politi(ol moteriol 
in o (Ontext that people con 
oudien(e 
Political songs need to be works of art, not slogans set to 
. " musiC. 
Peggy's most recent recording effort is the soon-to-be-
released Heading for Home, a collection of mostly tradi-
tional material which she recorded with the help of her 
three children, Neill, Calum and Kirry MacColl, all 
accomplished performing musicians. 
Peggy reflects that she tries her best to be honest with 
an audience, and always to respect them and understand 
why they eatne to hear her. She says that she "doesn't know 
why they come ... is it her recognizable name, or because 
they see a photo of her with a banjo in the paper, or 
because they know songs about women's issues which have 
become anthem-like in the universal singing of them. The 
prime example is the classic ''I'm Gonna Be an Engineer": 
"When I was a little girl, I wished I was a boy. 
I tagged along behind the gang and wore me corduroys. 
Ev 'rybody said I only did it to annoy, 
but I was gonna be an engineer . ... " 
"We've been overfed by the music business ... Now we 
are enchanted by a simple tune and instrument. People 
seem more willing than ever to listen to an unaccompanied 
ballad, and like the simple sound that I myself enjoy. 
Intuiting where an audience is'" she continues, "that's an 
artistry of its own. I have to ask, 'if I were sitting and lis-
tening, whar would !like to hear?' It's my desire to sense 
what people want, and then move a little beyond it." And 
while large concerts can be more lucrative, it is the inti-
mate dubs, classrooms and coffeehouses that lure her most 
strongly. "There is an open-mindedness between the musi-
cian and the audience in a small setting," she concludes, 
"that is more important than other considerations." 
Peggy Seeger grew up in a home filled with music. 
With her trademark banjo, her guitar and Appalachian 
dulcimer, her life's work has been, and still is, to fill homes 
the world 'round with music, too. 
Peggy Seeger will perform at the Universiry of New 
England in Biddeford on March 13, as a part of the 
Women's History Month observance, with a workshop at 
noon and a concert at ?PM. 
Dale Robin Lockman is a musician, producer of live music 
events and music journalist living in Kennebunk, Maine. She 
performs with the trio Mom's Home Cookin; 
www. momshomecookin.com. 
·nd the drive Landrover let me play my old Vega banjo with the neck 
sticking out the left (passenger 
side) window. Driving along one 
day we stopped to talk with a 
man playing a banjo out in the 
middle of nowhere. He had 
made a banjo from a metal floor 
polish can, a stick, and wire 
may have taught one of the earliest minstrels, Billy 
Whitlock, to play the banjo about 1838. Sweeney proba-
bly learned to play the banjo from slaves in his father's 
plantation. Tradition has it rhat Sweeney invented the fifth 
string on the modern banjo. Not the present short "fifth" 
string, but rather by adding another long string to the 
instrument. 
• • 
·~ • -.! 
.. 
by George Swanson 
• 
L ike so much else in our country, the "American" banjo originated in Mrica. Thousands of yeats ago 
someone in Mrica thought of using a drum to make 
a stringed insrrumenr. That never happened in Europe 
which used wood rather than skin to craft violins, guitars 
and dulcimers. Asia has drumheads on some traditional 
stringed instrumenrs, possibly the result of trade with 
Mrica. Without taking anything away from wooden 
instruments, they cannot produce the sound of strings 
vibrating on a drumhead. 
Our Aftican American ancestors probably made the 
first American banjos on this continent. I doubt they 
brought any with them. Diagrams of slave ships don't 
show much room for passengers' luggage, let alone instru-
ment cases. It is not hard to imagine the survivors of those 
God-awful ships wanting to recover a little of their past. 
In the 1950s it was still possible to find a homemade 
gourd banjo hanging in the hallway of an Appalachian 
house (next to a homemade violin). Americans who make 
banjos today are patt of an unbroken tradition that goes 
back through an incredible number of generations to that 
genius in Mrica who took a gourd, stretched an animal 
skin on it, attached a neck with gut strings and made 
musJC. 
Banjos are still being made in Mrica. Back in the 
1960s my wife Katrina and I were driving through the 
Kalahari Desert with our two sons. Actually Katrina gener-
ally drove. As an experienced winter driver from Maine 
she rarely got stuck in sand or deep mud. The right-hand 
strings. The pegs were carved from jointed branches. It has 
three strings. I asked him how he tuned it. While he didn't 
use these words, it is tuned "My Dog Has." There are no 
fleas since his banjo only has three strings. He was kind 
enough to sell it to us. It still works. 
Thomas Jefferson noticed the "banjats" that his slaves 
made and played: "The instrument proper to them is the 
banjar, which they brought hither from Mrica." Jonathan 
Boucher, a colonial preacher who preferred King George 
to President George, wrote in his dictionary that a banjo 
was "a musical instrument ... in use, chiefly, if not entirely, 
among people of the lower classes." He reported that the 
banjo in Maryland and Virginia was "the favorite and 
almost the only instrument in use among slaves .. . The 
body was a large hollow gourd, with a long handle 
attached to it, strung with catgut, and played with the fin-
gers." 
Joel Walker Sweeney born about 1810 in east Virginia 
It is frequently said that Appalachian banjo music 
only developed after the rise of blackface minsrrel shows in 
the 1830s and '40s. However, a Dr. Daniel Drake wrote to 
his children that during his boyhood in Kentucky (1 788 
to 1800) a local hunter used deer for "clothing, food, and 
fiddle strings for the Banjo." The physician also wrote that 
the slaves, "sometimes assembled for public worship; but, 
in general, they delivered themselves up ro visirs, gossip, 
games, laughter, singing, banjoing, fiddling. and dancing." 
It can be argued that racism is the American way 
from maternity wards and kindergartens to unemployment 
and dearh row. However, after the revolution it wasn't so 
much race as class that sepatared the sheep from the goats. 
If you were White or Black, slave or indenrured, your 
owner/ employer could bear you ro death with no fear of 
punishment. Paul Heinegg, in his book, Fru Aftican-
Americans of North Carolina and Virginia, asserts rhat 
Blacks "joined the same households with white servants 
working, eating, sleeping, getting drunk, and running 
away together." Even playing the banjo together. In rhe 
Appalachian frontier slaves and masters often slepr in the 
same house and in the same cemetery. Mountain churches 
have long been attended by both Blacks and Whites. 
Many families were part European, Aftican and Native 
American. 
The mountain folk were hardly isolated from the rest 
of America. Some of them drove horses, cattle and hogs to 
Philadelphia, Balrimore, Lynchburg and the Carolinas. So 
many hogs went through Cumberland Gap to Virginia 
that it was often called Swine Gap. Cowboy songs trav-
elled to the mountains before the phonograph records and 
radio waves. In fact a mountaineer named Ferguson is said 
to have taught Dan Emmett to play the banjo. Emmett 
became possibly the besr known minstrel and the aurhor 
of Abraham Lincoln's favorire song, "Dixie." Poor Blacks 
and Whites played the banjo and maybe the fiddle while 
the upper class played rhe violin and the dulcimer. 
Before Earl Scruggs popularized finger picking in Bill 
Monroe's "bluegrass" band, the older Mrican sryle was to 
hit the strings wirh the back of the fingernail. Today this is 
called old-time, or frailing, or claw hammer. Although it 
isn't well known, Jerry Garcia was a world-class banjo 
player. And today Bela Fleck, Tony Trishka, Allison Krauss 
and others are taking the banjo inro new frontiers. 
George sings old American folk songs 
and tells their stories. 
When you want genuine music -music that will come right home to you like a bad quarter, suffuse your 
faceww 
system like strJ(hnine whisky, go right through you like Brandreth's pills, ramify your whole constitution 
like the measles, and break out on your hide like the pin-feather pimples on a picked goose, 
-when you want all this, just smash your piano, and invoke the glory-beaming banjo! 
-"lnthusiastic lloquence," San frandsco Dramatic Chronicle, 6ml186~ 
•THE BEST OF• 
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1996. 2002. 
M.C. Records is proud 1o release The Best of M.C. 
Records 1996-2002. lhis CD features aver an 
hour of delicious blues music from some of the top 
blues & roots artists of today including R.L Bum-
side, Odeno, Big Jade Johnson and Kim Wilson 
Arli$1's Choke: 
Composed of 16 of the individual band mem-
bers favorite songs, including tracks from James 
Brown, Otis Redding, AI Green and more. 
listings 
HAPPENINGS 
Thursday, March 13 
Anti war events (March 15) public planning meeting, 
7prn, Peace and Justice Center, 1 Pleasant St., Portland. 
Benefit for USM Women's Resource Center 7-lOpm. 
Tix: $5. Woodbury Campus Cafe, Bedford St., Portland. 
Maine Crafts Association and the Brunswick Area Arts 
and Cultural Alliance present an evening of crafts . Free, 
7pm, Brunswick's Curtis Memorial Ubrary. 780-1807. 
Portland Museum of Art Book Group: "Anil 's Ghost" 
by Michael Ondaatje with his fist novel since the inter-
nationally acclaimed "The English Patient ," 6:30pm, 
Museum Cafe, free with Museum admission. 
"Supporting New Teachers" panel of new teachers 
from divers linguistic and cultural backgrounds dis-
cuss the challenges of being a new teacher, 4pm, room 
301, Bailey Hall, USM Gorham, free and open to the 
public. 780-4006 
Windy Day Make your own windsock and pinwheel. 
Ages 2-5, 1 0:3()-IJ :30am, free, Northern Sky Toyz, Fore 
St., Portland. 
"You Work, We'll Watch" film screening, earning a liv-
ing in Maine, selections from Northeast Historic Film. 
6pm, Portland Museum of Art Auditorium, 7 Congress 
Square, Portland. Free with Museum admission. 
Friday, March 14 
Cat Show Unusual breeds of cats and household pets 
in competition. 3-9pm, $5/$4, Stevens Ave. Armory, 772 
Steven's Ave., Portland. 
Concert: Pianist Frank Glazer, artist In residence at 
Bates, performs works by Bach, Beethoven, Ravel and 
Chopin. Bpm, Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates Col-
lege, Lewiston. 
"Counter Culture Cafe" presents readings by Joe Har-
rington author of "Sonic Cool: The Ufe and Death of 
Rock and Roll," and featuring several musicaJ per-
formances. Donations accepted at the door, Center for 
Cultural Exchange, I Longfellow Square, Portland. 
Maine Boat Show through the 16th, Cumberland 
County Civic Center, Portland. 775-3458. 
Woman's Retreat at St. John the Evangelist Catholic 
Church Social Center. Father Paul Coughlin will be the 
guest speaker, 9:30am-2:30pm. 767-2897 or 774-2713. 
Saturday, March 15 
The Alan Shavarsh Bardezbanlan Middle East EwieJn. 
ble featuring oudfclarinet master, AI Gardner, 8pm, 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gomam, $10J$7J$5. 78()-5555. 
Anti War Events beginning at 12 noon, a march from 
the Casco Bay Bridge to Monument Square in Portland. 
At 2:30 a public forum speak out along with music and 
drumming, theater, poetry about impending war. 
Anti War Events beginning at 12 noon. Kennedy Park, 
march from the Longley Bridge, Lewiston. 
Book Signing, Lecture and Arl Exhibit Wade Zahares, 
illustrator of four children's books and a New York 
times top ten best illustrator, will discuss the process 
of making a children's book and give a painting demon-
stration. $7j$5, 1:30-3pm, River Tree Center for the Arts, 
Kennebunk. 985-4343. 
Cat Show many unusual breeds of cats, and household 
pets, in competition. 9am-4pm, $5/$4, Steven's Ave. Ar-
mory, 772 Stevens Ave. , Portland. 
Colby Symphouletta Jonathan Hallstrom conducts the 
debut concert, an elite chamber orchestra comprising 
student and professional performers. 7:30pm, Lormier 
Chapel, Colby College, Waterville. 872-3236. 
Concert flutist Sarah Rorimer. 8pm, Olin Arts Center 
Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. 
Concert: SinfonieHa performing its debut concert, 
7:30pm, Lorimer Chapel , Colby College, Waterville. 872-
3236. 
6th Annual Gorham Marketplace featuring a food 
court, local entertainment and a children's play area. 
!Oam-3pm, USM Field House, Gomam. 854-9408. 
2nd Annual Parenting Fair, at the Scarborough High 
School cafeteria, door prizes, lectures, demonstrations, 
presentations. Child care provided, 11am-3pm. 
Portland Conaervatory ofMuolc presents students in 
two recitals in the McLellan House Parlor, 1pm. 775-
6148x3227. 
Toot and Puddle the children's book characters, greet 
kids, !0:30am, Nonesuch Books, Mill Creek, So. Port-
land. 79~2659. 
Sunday, March 16 
Cat Show UnusuaJ breeds of cats and household pets 
In competition. 3-9pm, $5j$4, Stevens Ave. Armory, 772 
Steven's Ave., Portland. 
International folk dancing Swedenborgian Church, 
302 Stevens Ave., Portland. Dances of Europe and the 
mid-and near-East. Beginners welcome, no partner 
needed. 7-9pm, $5J$3. 774-9378, ruthelk@gwi.net. 
Jazz Breakfast: Nancy Bowker 10:30am-noon, Port-
land Museum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Portland. 
"State of the Portland Harbor" Osher Lifelong learn-
ing Institute panel discussion, 2pm, Luther Bonney Au-
ditorium, USM Portland, $3/$5. 780-4406. 
"The Return of lhe 60's - What Astrology predicts 
for the Coming Times" As the slow moving planets ro-
tate through the signs of the zodiac their passage 
brings about eras in human history. Reservations 
needed 773-9235 or terra@maine.rr.com 
"The Xplosion at the Expo" Maine Event Wrestl ing re-
turns to the Portland Expo. Several matches taking 
place will be taped for broadcast on UPN 35. 842-1)800, 
www.PortTix.com, $10/$13/$15. 
Monday, March 17 
Noonday Concert: Barbara Moore, trumpet. I 2:30pm, 
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. 
Peter f1lldns will read a selection of his poems. Poet and 
translator Filkins is the author of two volumes of po-
etry, "'What She Knew" and "'After Homer." Robins Room, 
Roberts Building, Colby College, Waterville. 872-3257. 
Women In F1lm: "Housekeeping" a film based on the 
cult novel by Marllynne Robinson. This film explores a 
woman who chooses not to conform to the expecta-
tions of culture. 7pm, Barbara's Kitchen and Cafe, 388 
Cottage Rd., So. Portland. 
Tuesday, March 18 
USM Jazz F.noemble director Chris Obemoltzer, 7:30pm, 
Corthell Concert Hall, USM Gorham, S5/S3. 780-5555. 
Wednesday, March 19 
Book Reading and talk about the writing of "The Shape 
of Dark" by Sally L. Martin of Cape Elizabeth. 7pm, 
Nonesuch Books and Cards, 50 Market St., MIU Creek, 
South Portland. 
Rellectlons: Busy Ufe, Peaceful Center. A weekly time 
of rest for the body and soul. Meditation, readings, mu-
sic, dance. 9pm, Bates College Chapel, Lewiston. 786-
8272. 
The Friends of the South Portland Public Ubrary is 
sponsoring a storytelling performance by Portland ac-
tor, storyteller, teacher, writer, and director Odelle 
Bowman, 6:3().7:30pm, 482 Boradway. 767-7660. 
Walldng a Sacred Path: Walking meditation on the 
Bates Labyrinth. Noon-4pm, Clifton Daggett Gray Ath-
letic building, Bates College, Lewiston. 
Ongoing 
Amnesty International meets the 2nd Tues. of the 
Month at Casco Bay Ferry Terminal's Conference Room, 
Commercial St, Portland, at 7:30pm. Free. 874-{;928. 
Creative Resource Center Activities Kids ages three 
and up are welcome to drop in Tues-Sat at the Creative 
Resource Center, 1103 Forest Ave, Portland, from I lam-
5pm. 797-9543. 
Debtors Anonymous is a recovery program for people 
with chronic debt based on the 12 steps of Alcoholics 
Anonymous. The local chapter meets every Tues at the 
Wood fords Congregational Church, 202 Woodfords St., 
Portland, at 7pm. Call 774-4357 for more information. 
Dlvorce Support Group The Greater Portland Spiri-
tual Seperated and Divorced Support Group meets 
every Tuesday, 7pm, Cathedral of the Immaculate Con-
ception Rectory, 307 Congress St., Portland. For more 
Information call 797-9374. 
Drawing Sesslollll Saturday afternoons in March, $3, J-
4pm at Running with Scissors studio space, 34 Portland 
St. 780-6252. 
The "Father's Heart" worship and praise ministry, 
hosted by Prophetic Destiny Ministries, 3-5:30pm every 
third Sunday of every month. Sky+ly conference center, 
32 Sky-Hy Drive, Topsham. 725-7577. 
Food Not Bombs The group distributes free food to 
the masses in Monument Square, Portland, every Sun 
from 2-4:20pm. 774-2801. 
Free School eventwhere artists, craftspeople, dancers, 
and teachers of ali kinds offer workshops to the public, 
free. This month is an Artist's Skill Share workshops in 
papermaking, macrame, bead making, and others, 
every 1st Monday of the month, Portland West, 181 
Brackett St., 7pm. 
Free Workshops to l'ducate parents about child salety, 
and about proper/ legal car seats for chlldren, and 
about the new laws in effect. Every second Tues., 6pm, 
Babies-R-Us in So. Portland. 
Casco Bay Weekly Listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing considered 
for publication, send complete information (including dates, times, costs, complete address, a con· 
tact telephone number) by noon on Thursday prior to publication. E-mail: listings@moine.rr. com. 
Geographic Information Systems Clinic. open to any-
one with a GIS questions, research, problem, research 
idea, or general interest, 9:30-l1:30am, Wednesdays; 
and Open GIS Seminar, noon-lpm, Wednesdays, bring 
lunch and discuss GIS with faculty. staff, and students; 
both the clinic and the seminar are in Room 302, Bai-
ley Hall, University of Southern Maine Gorham Cam-
pus, open to the public. 78()-5063. 
"Getting Started" workshop providing an important 
overview to historic home ownership and preserva-
tion. Walker Memorial Library, Main St., Westbrook Sat-
urdays from 9am-4pm .. 
Girl Seoul Summer Camp - Girl Scouts of Kennebec 
Council is accepting registration for its reside nt sum-
mer camp programs located in Kittery Point, Reid field 
and Bridgton. Financial assistance is available. 800-660-
1072 or 772-1177 or annej@kgsc.org. 
The Greater Portland Maine Genealogical Society 
meets the first Sat of the month at the Falmouth Conp 
gregational Hall, 267 Falmouth Road, Falmouth at 2pm. 
Call 797-7927 for more info. 
The Greater Portland Parldnson Support Group 
meets the fourth Sun of the month at the Falmouth 
Congregational hall, 267 Falmouth Road, Falmouth at 
2pm. All those with Parkinson's, as well as their fami-
lies and friends are welcome. 797-8927. 
Gregorian Chant at the Cathedral of the Immaculate 
Conception (corner of Franklin & Congress) every 
Tuesday at 7:30pm, six Tuesdays of Lenten/Passion-
tide music, and six Tuesdays of Easter music, ending 
May 27. Admission Is free. 
KlnderCulture meeting every Thurs for 8 weeks start-
Ing Feb. 27, from J()-Ilam at the Center for Cultural Ex-
change, Congress St. All children must be accompa-
nied by an adult, to reserve space call Jenna Chandler-
Ward 761-1)591 xlll. 
"Knowing Younelf at the Deepeat Level" 10 part se-
ries video presentation by Eckhart Tolle, the author of 
the book "the Power of Now." Friday evenings 2/21-
4/25, 165 Science Building, USM, Portland. 653-8557. 
The League of Uulted Latin American Citizens meets 
4th Thurs of the month at the Reiche School, 166 Brack· 
ett St., Portland, 6pm. 767-3642. 
4th Annual Maine Student Writing Awards a statewide 
writing -contest for high school students. Deadline Is 
March 15, 2003. 729-6333. 
1st Annual Maine Screenwrlting Competition. Maine 
residents are encouraged to submit their completed, fea-
ture-film screenplays. The top three winners will be 
awarded cash prizes during the 6th Maine International 
Film Festival in Waterville, in July. 624-7631 or www.filmin-
maine.com. 
Man to Man Monthly discussion group meets first 
Thurs of the month to discuss issues pertaining to 
men's lives. All men over the age of 18 are welcome. At 
the Center for CulturaJ Exchange, 1 Longfellow Square, 
Portland, from 7-9pm. Free. 865-2048. 
NAMI CHOICES support group for family and friends of 
people with mental illness meets the second and fourth 
Monday of every month at 7pm at the Dana Center, 
Maine Med. 775-5242. 
People's Free Space where people can connect to their 
community, share resources and ideas through food, in-
formation, art and events, every 1st and 3rd Wednesday 
of the month at Portland West, 181 Brackett St., 7pm. 
Pineland Farms education and outdoor activities fa-
cility: cross country skiing, snowshoeing, hiking and 
special p·rograms for families; open 9am to 4pm daily, 
fees and events vary; contact the education director for 
details at 926-3914. 
Ranger Bean's Discovery Woods environmental ex-
hibit, featured programs, activities and events; open 
Tues through Sat, 10am-5pm and noon to 5pm on Sun-
day; free for members and children under age one, Chil-
dren's Museum of Maine, Portland, $6,828-1234. 
Salvation Army Senior Center Drop-In center for serv-
ing people age 60 and over in the Greater Portland area 
Hours 9am-3pm Monday through Friday. Daily noon 
time meal served in the congregate dining room for a 
donation. Activities vary weekly, monthly field trips on 
our 25 passenger bus. 297 Cumberland Ave, Portland, 
at 10 am. 774-<i304. 
SanghafMedilation Practice, 1st and 3rd Sun of each 
month J()-llam. Greeneleaf Studio, Freeport, free, all 
are welcome. Joli Greene 865-0744. 
Sing rounds and women-centered chants, 1:15-2-15 
p.m., Wednesdays when classes are in session, Honors 
Building basement, open to the public, 780-4321 . 
Storytelling/Spoken Word Open Mic for Grownups 
every 2nd Weds of the month at Company of Girls, 10 
Mayo St., Portland. 7pm, 10 minute slots for open mic, 
8pm featured teller, $3 suggested donation. FMI: Jean 
Armstrong, 879-1886 or moosetel@maine.rr.com. 
Tuesdays with Zola Prophecy 2000. The Era of racing 
technology, culturaJ changes, political challenges, and 
religious questions are covered with some of Human-
ity's best experts dissecting Biblical and Worldly Con-
cerns. 7pm, West Falmouth Baptist Church, Mountain 
Rd., Falmouth. 773-0871 or 797-4066. 
Underground Railroad Tours Peace Action Maine 
member Wells Staley-Mays gives tours of Portland's 
Underground Railway and other sites important to 
African-American history. Complete tour is two hours 
or Jess. Tix: $6jperson (min. group of six), 772-7249. 
USM Ice Arena public hours, 9:1()-I0:30am, Monday-
Friday, $4 public/staff, $2 under 18. under 6 free, please 
call 780-5991 for updates. 
USM Southworth Planetarium astronomy shows fea-
turing 7pm, Fridays & Saturdays; laser shows featuring 
8:30pm, Fridays and Saturdays; children's shows 3pm, 
Saturdays and Sundays; star shows $4.50 adults, S3.50 
children/seniors/students; laser shows $5 adulLS, $4 
children/students; matinees $3.50 per person, http:// 
www.usm.malne.edu/planet, 780-4249. 
Women In Black VIgils Women In Black "stand In silent 
vigil to protest war, rape as a tool of war, ethnic cleans-
ing and human rights abuses all over the world. We are 
silent because mere words cannot express the tragedy 
that war and hatred bring." Vigils take place Fridays at 
Temple and Spring streets from 12-lpm, and at Con-
gress and High streets from 5-6pm. 
Woman'• Writing Group Every 2nd and 4th Monday of 
the month at Portland West, 181 Brackett St., Portland, 
7pm. Women lrom aU walks of life and with varying 
writing skills are encouraged to participate. 
Writers Jam Sesalons The Maine Writers and Publish-
ers AIUance sponsors informaJ writers groups. All gen-
res welcome every other Mon, at WMPA, 14 Maine St. , 
Suite 416 Brunswick, 6-7pm, free. 729-6333. 
Yarmouth Hlslorlcal Society's Maine Reading and 
Dlsc11881on Group will discuss Bill Caldwell's, Rivers of 
Fortune, 7pm, Bay Square, Yarmouth. 84~259. 
WORKSHOPS/LECTURES 
Thursday, March 13 
"The Indian Doctor Meets lhe Yankee Physician," 
American and New England Studies Program 2002-1)3 
lecture series, Marge Bruchac, Plymouth Plantation 
and Sturbridge Village, 7pm, rooms ABC, Woodbury 
Campus Center, USM Portland, free and open to the 
public. 780-4920. 
Lecture by Painter Margot Trout, 4:30pm, room 154, 
Bixler Art and Music Center, Colby College, Waterville. 
872-3233. 
Tom Tykser's Way to "'Heaven": German Films -Glob-
alized Cultures. Tykwer will examine cross-<:ultural in-
fluenc e between US-American and German filmmaking 
and how the films show national and cultural identities, 
4:30pm, room 205, Lovejoy Building, Colby College, Wa-
terville. 872-3127. 
Young People's Visions, SaJem Alernayo, Wheaton Col-
lege, and other participants. University of New Eng-
land. 797-7261 x4375. 
Friday, March 14 
Rage Against the Machine: The Hidden Luddite Tradi-
tion in Literature presented by author Nicols Fox of 
Bar Harbor, 4pm, room 14, Miller Library, Colby Col-
lege, Waterville. 8.72-3246. 
Saturday, March 1 5 
"The Basics of Writing Personal Eooays and Memoln 
of Place" free essay workshop ollered by Maine Writers 
and Publishers Alliance. J()-11 :30, Brunswick. 729-6333. 
Undentandlng a New Diversity In Lewiston-Auburn, 
lecture, 8am-8pm, Carnegie Science Hall and Alumni 
Gymnasium, Bates College, Lewiston. For registration 
call 786-8209. 
Winter Harvest Festival, admission free, growing tech-
niques, cooking demonstrations, live jazz, Valley View 
Orchard Pie eating contest, Portland Public Market. 
Sunday, March 16 
"The Architecture of 18th Century Portland" lecture 
by Earle G. Shettleworth, Jr. , Executive Director, Maine 
Historic Preservation Commission. SLide lecture, 3pm, 
$5 donation request, Stroudwater Baptist Church, 1729 
Congress St., Portland. 774-<il77. 
Juggling with lack Fleld workshop for ages 10•; 15 
child limit. Pre-registration preferred. $4/$3 fee. I pm, 
Maine Discovery Museum, Bangor. 262-7200. 








Thursday, March 13 
The Saco Mmeum 371 Main St., Saco. The 12th 
Chapter designed and installed by Thornton Acad-
emy students. Will feature works of three-<limen-
sional art, paintings, drawings and photography, 
6pm. 283-3861. 
GALLERIES 
Area Gallery Woodbury Campus Center, USM, 
Portland. "Scandalous Eyes: African America in Il-
lustrated Sheet Music Covers, 18%-1925." Through 
April 1. Hours 8am-spm, Mon-Thurs; Sam-4:30pm, 
Fri; 9am-3pm, Sat.; 78(}-5009. 
Art Gallery University of Southern Maine, Gorham 
"Sebastian Salgado: Migrations, Humanity in Tran-
sition and The Children," Latin America: Rural Ex-
odus, Urban Disorder. Continues through March 23, 
4 pm-7pm. 
Aucoclsco Gallery, 615A Congress Street, Portland. 
"Works on Paper: Monhegan," by Maine abstract 
painter William Manning, March 1-29. Hours: Wed-
Sat 12-5pm or by appointment. 874-2060. 
Aucoclsco at Eastland Park Hotel, Portland. Se-
lected works by gallery artists, continues through 
April 27. 775-2227. 
Bayview Gallery 75 Market St, Portland. Featuring 
recent work by Contemporary Realist painter, 
James Wolford, through the end of March. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 11-5 and by appointment. First Friday 
hours until 7:30pm. 773-3007. 
Creative Photographic Arts Center of Maine 4th 
floor, Bates Mill Complex, 59 Canal St, Lewiston. 
"Labors of Love: Crafting a Living in Maine," silver 
gelatin prints by Jon Edwards. Through March 30. 
Hours: Mon-Thurs 9:30am.Spm, Fri 9:30am-3:30pm, 
Sat 10am-4pm, 782-1369. 
C.W. White Gallery 656 Congress St., Portland. The 
gallery will frequently, if erratically, be open "by 
chance." For the winter months, the C.W White 
Gallery offers an eclectic changing exhibition of 
works by artists associated with the gallery. 871-7282. 
Fare Sbare Commons Gallery, 44 7 Main St., Nor-
way. "From Then OETil Now: 33 Years of Making 
Art" through March. Hours Thur & Fri 3-6pm, Sat. 
10am-2pm. 743-9044. 
fllament Gallery 181 Congress St., Portland. "Crea-
tures" exhibit will feature the work of 7 artists. Runs 
through March 15. Gallery hours areThurs-Sat, 11-
6. 221-2061 or 775-0418. 
Gallery at tbe Clown 123 Middle St., Portland. A 
Contrast of Values - Senior Views. Works from 
artists completing their senior year at college, 
March 3-31. Hours: Mon-Wed !Oam-bpm. Thurs-Sat 
10am-7pm. 75&-7399. 
Gallery Seven 49 Exchange St., Portland. Ongoing 
exhibit of work by American craft artists in all me-
dia. Hours: Mon-Thurs !Oam-bpm. Fri-Sat 10am-
9pm. Sun 12-bpm. 761-7007. 
Greenbut Gallery 146 Middle St., Portland. New 
paintings and prints by Maine/New York artist 
Charles DuBack through March 29. Hours: Mon-Fri 
lOam-5:30pm. Sat I Oam-Spm. 772-2693. 
Hay Gallery 594 Congress St., Portland. "Ornament 
as Content" the work in this exhibition will include 
ceramics, works on paper, Xerox lithography, en-
caustics, enameling, photo-etching, and oil paint-
Ing, through April 20. Hours: Tues-Sun llam-5pm; 
ll.Spm on first Friday. 773-2513. 
Heron Point Gallery, Brunswick. Julia Nichols, Oil 
Painter exhibiting a new collection of oil paintings. 
Hours: Tues, Thurs 1(}-4; Fri 1(}-l. 
Jewett Hall Gallery University of Maine at Augusta, 
Hours: Mon-Fri, 8:30am-Q pm. 621-3274. 
June Fitzpatrick Gallery 112 High St., Portland. 
Morse Mountain: A Place of Beauty. An exhibit of re-
cent work by Tom Hall & Lissa Hunter, through 
March 29. Hours noon- Spm Tues- Sat, 772-1961. 
June Fitzpatrick Gallery @ Maine College of Art 
522 Congress St., Portland. Group exhibit of draw-
ings and prints through March 29. Hours noon -
5pm Tues.- Sat. 879-5742 x283. 
Lewiston-Auburn College, 51 Weslminster Street, 
28 Casco Bay Weekly 
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Lewiston 8am-spm, Mon-Thurs; Sam-4:30pm, Frl; 
9am-3pm, Sat; 753- 6500. 
Malnely Frames & Gallery 534 Congress St., Port-
land. Pen-and-Ink cltyscapes by William C. Harri-
son and other work by gallery artists are ongoing. 
Hours: Mon-Wed l0am-6pm. Thurs and Frl 10am-
8pm. Sat l(}-5pm. Sun 12-Spm. 828-0031. 
MeyerStudlo Gallery 51 Oak St., Portland. Ongoing 
exhibit of recent works by Louis Meyer, Matthew 
Meyer and Nathaniel Meyer. Hours: Wed-Fri 4-6pm. 
Sat-Sun 12-4pm. 879-1323. 
Portland Coalition Art Gallery 688 Congress St., Port-
land. Ongoing exhibit of mixed-media works by artists 
associated with the Portland Coalition for the Psych~ 
atrically Labeled. Call ahead for hours. 772-2208. 
Portland Glassblowing Studio Nissen Bakery, 24 
Romas co Lane, Portland. Glassblowing demonstra-
tions and ongoing exhibit of contemporary glass-
ware designed and made by studio owner Ben 
Coombs. Hours: Fri-Sun 10am-6pm. 409-4527. 
Radiant Llgbt Gallery, 142 High St., Suite 409, Port-
land. Nothing provided at this time. Hours: Sat. 
noon - 6pm, or by appointment. Open during the 
First Friday Art Walk. 252-7258 or radiantiight-
gallery.com. 
Running Witb Scissors Gallery 34 Portland St. , 
Portland. "Hatch • - advanced graphic design ma-
jors from Maine College of Art express their partic-
ular graphic vision by presenting works across all 
art mediums, March 7-23. 78(}-6252. 
Saco Bay Artists Gallery 22 Washington Avenue, 
Old Orchard Beach. Nothing provided at this time. 
284-9949, 934-2930 or 934-3050. 
Silver Image Resource Gallery, 500 Congress St., 
rear studio, Portland. Photography by Donna Lee 
Rollins, and Dennis Stein Including hand-colored 
photographs, "Holga" prints, and digital images, are 
ongoing. Hours by appointment or chance. 5-Spm 
First Fridays. 767-0711. 
Space Gallery, Portland. "Weighing My Options," 
works by Aaron Stephan, continues through April I. 
828-5600. 
The Stein Gallery 195 Middle St., Portland. "The 
Perfect blend of Art and Function." Martin Kremer's 
fused, or kiln-formed, bowls are Innuenced by Na-
tive American fabrics, Italian masonry, classic 
quilts and wood marquetry, through April 30. "Male 
figure in glass" The male figure as interpreted by 
four of America's premier glass artist Mil on 
Townsend, Doug Ohm, Rick Eckerd and Philip 
Crooks through March 30. 772-9072. 
Studio 656, 656 Congress St., Portland. Works by 
John Driscoll are ongoing. Hours: Thurs and Fri 
noon-bpm. 871-3922. 
Toby Rosenberg Gallery 293 Read St., Portland. 
Handbags, clothing, cloth dolls, pottery, contem-
porary American crafts, sculpture and Judaica by 
artists including Deena Whited, Susan Butler and 
Gail Platts are ongoing. Hours: Moo-Sun, 12-bpm. 
878-4590. 
UMF Art Gallery, University of Maine, Farmington. 
"Ephemera" by Dean Randazzo and "Quadrants" by 
James Mullen. Exhibits continue through March 6. 
778-7001. 
GALLERY LECTURES 
The Current State of Dairy Farming In Maine-
Hear about the challenges and issues facing Maine's 
dairy farmers today. Maine Historical Society, 489 
Congress St., Portland. 774-1822. 
Gallery talk by Scott Reed professor of art and 
printmaker, will discuss contemporary prints and 
photographs from the Bruce Brown collection on 
exhibit. Colby College Museum of Art, Waterville. 
872-3228. 
Walk-In Tour of the "Sebastian Salgado: Migrations 
-The African Tragedy: A Continent Adrift" exhibi-
tion. Institute of Contemporary Art, March 12, 
12:45, free, Maine College of Art, 522 Congress St., 
Porltand. 775-3052. 
MUSEUMS 
Bates College Mmeum of Art Olin Arts Center 75 
Russell St., Lewiston. Hours: Mon-Sat I Oam-5pm, 
Sun lpm-5pm. Free. 78&-6158. 
*Bates College Chapel: "From Lynn to Lhasa: Pho-
tographs of Cambodian, Chinese, and Tibetan Bud-
dhists in the United States," by Harvard University 
photographer Kris Snibbe. Feb- March. 
*Upper Gallery: "WilHam Manning: Retrospective 
of Works on Paper." Lewiston native Manning has 
long been the cornerstone of abstraction in Maine. 
This retrospective explores the evolution of Man-
ning's work through his drawings and collages. 
Through March 31. 
*Lower Gallery: "Collection Highlights," selections 
from the museum collection featuring drawings by 
Marsden Hartley and others; and George Platt 
Lynes: Studio Photographs of Marsden Hartley 
from the Marsden Hartley Memorial Collection. On-
going. 
Bowdoin College Mnseum of Art, 9400 College Sta-
tion, Brunswick. Hours: Tues-Sat, lOam-Spm; Sun, 
2-5pm. Free. 725-3275. 
*"Select Selections" recent additions to the perma-
nent collection includes paintings, sculpture and 
works on paper. Included are works by Joseph 
Blackburn, Paul Klee, Vija Celmins, and Kiki Smith, 
as well as objects by non-Western cultures. John H. 
Halford Gallery. Through April 14. 
*Peary-MacMlllan Arctic Museum Hubbard Hall, 
Bowdoin College. Call 725-3416. 
"The S.S. Roosevelt: A Model of Strength" Exhibit in-
cludes a model of The Roosevelt, the ship that car-
ried Robert E. Peary and his crew to the polar sea 
in 1905 and 1908, constructed by Richard DeVynck, 
based on his new research. Ongoing. 
*"Without Likeness" Paintings by Anne Harris con-
tinues through March 23. 
Bowdoin College, Moulton Union, Brunswick. 725-
3375. 
Center for Maine History Mmeum, 489 Congress 
Street, Portland. From Dairy to Doorstep: Milk De-
livery in New England, 186(}-1960, chronicles the 
origins of home milk delivery and the heyday of the 
milkman, runs through May 25. Hours: Mon-Sat 
10am-5pm. 
Colby College Mmeum of Art Colby College, Wa-
terville. Hours: Mon-Sat lOam-4:30pm. Sun 2-
4:30pm. Free. 872-3228. 
*"Contemporary Prints and Photographs from the 
Bruce Brown Collection," features more than I 00 
prints and 40 photographs from the most accom-
plished and innovative artists from the last 50 
years. Through March 23. 
* "James McNelll Whistler: Etchings and Litho tints 
185&-1896." Forty etchings and lithotints by James 
McNelll Whistler. The works were created between 
1858 and 1896 and depict daily life in the cities of 
Western Europe. Ongoing. 
Maine Maritime Mmeum 243 Washington St., Bath. 
"Around the Shipyard," an ongoing exhibit. Hours: 
Mon-Sun 9:30am- 5pm. Admission: $8.75 ($6 under 
17, kids under 6 free). 443-1316. 
Portland Mmeum of Art, 7 Congress Square, Port-
land. Hours: 10am-5pm Tues, Wed, Thurs, Sat & 
Sun; I Oam-9pm Fri. Memorial Day through Colum-
bus Day open Mondays 10am-5pm. Admission: $8 
($6 for students and seniors, $2 youth 6-17. Free 
for kids under 6). Free every Friday from 5-9pm. 
775-6148 or (800) 639-4067. 
*"Contemporary Art From the Permanent Collec-
tion," featuring the diversity of subject matter and 
style that have come to dominate the post-world 
war art scene. Ongoing. 
• "Prints by George Grosz: A Scathing Protrait of 
Weimar Germany" focuses on political interest In 
printed media, specifically photolithographic fac-
similes of his drawings, that allowed a large number 
of people to see his work rather than an elite few. 
Continues through May 11 
*"Sebastian Salgado: Migrations - Humanity in 
Transition and The Children" exhibit features more 
than 310 photographs by internationally -
renowned photographer Sebastian Salgado. Con-
tinues through Mar. 23. 
• "Youth Art Month" - annual collaboration with 
teachers from the Maine Art Education Association. 
More than 100 fascinating works by students of all 
grades from across the state will decorate the walls 
of our Cafe in celebration of Maine's next genera-
tion of artists. Runs through March 30. 
The Saco Mmeum, 371 Main St., Saco. 
*The 12th Chapter designed and installed by 
Thornton Academy students. Will feature works of 
three-<limensional art, paintings, drawings and pho-
tography. 
*Minor Thoughts: Perceptions of Young People in 
the 18th, 19th and early 20th Century, explores the 
lives of teenagers before the 20th century through 
diaries, needlework, photographs and portraits, 
through August I 0. 
*John Brewster, Jr.: Itinerant Portrait Painter born 
without the ability to speak or hear, Brewster lived 
as a traveling painter, through Apri120. 
Hours: Sun & Tues-Fri, 12-4pm; Thurs, 4-6pm, free 
on Thurs. 283-3861 xll4. 
OTHER VENUES 
Bates College, 2 Andrews Road, Lewiston. Opening 
reception: Third Annual Off-Campus Study Photo 
Exhibit. Work made by Bates students studying off-
campus. Perry Atrium, Pettengill Hall. 
Freeport CommunJty Ubrary, 10 Library Drive, 
Freeport. Seasons of Violets, Seasons of Stone. 
Paintings and drawings by Wendy Brown through 
March 28. 865-3307. 
Higher Grounds Coffee Home, Water St., Hallow-
ell. Recent paintings by Liesse Thibeault through 
April. 621-1234. 
Katabdln Restaurantl06 High Street, Portland. On-
going exhibit of ·unconscious Drawings" by local 
artist Gina Adams. Hours: Tues- Thurs, 5- 9:30pm; 
Frl- Sat, 5 -!0:30pm. 774-1740. 
The Kitchen 593 Congress St., Portland. An art duo, 
Lori Rae Palumbo and Elizabeth Fraser, through 
Mar. 31. 
Sip 576 Congress St., Portland. New works by Kim-
berly Curry, watercolors and collage through March 
28. 774-2593. 
Starbucks, 176 Middle St., Portland. Color photo 
images of Europe, "People & Places, a Street View" 
by Peter Hungett, through April. 767-2797. 
Thos_ Moser Sbowroom, Freeport. Richard Keen 
paintings continues through March. 865-4519. 
CALL FOR ARTISTS 
Statewide Stndent Art Contest challenges students 
in grades K-12 to create designs featuring ducks, 
geese, or swans In their natural habitats. Designs are 
judged in four age categories and best of show wlll 
be automatically entered In the national Junior Duck 
Stamp Competition. First place National winner will 
receive $4000 cash and a free trip to attend the con-
test. Entries must be postmarked by March 15, 2003. 
FMI: 64&-9226. 
The P&Atel Painters of Maine is hosting the 4th an-
nual National Juried Art Show, May 1&-June 27 and 
invites artist working in soft pastels to submit their 
work. Over $2,500 in prizes and merchandise will be 
awarded. Deadline for slide submission Is April 1, 
2003. For details , please call Richmond Neuville at 
324-7150 or send a self-addressed envelope to Rich-
mond Neuville, 11 Harris St., Springvale, ME 04083. 
CALL FOR ESSAYS/POEMS 
The Maine Voices Project Invites people from all 
parts of the state, all walks of life, lifelong residents 
and new arrivals, of all ages and backgrounds to tell 
us in an essay of 500 words or less, about the place 
In Malne you cherish. Essays from eight different re-
gions of the state will be selected for publication. 
Please submit by April 22 to mainevoices@tws.org, 
fax (617) 42&-3213, mail: Maine Writers and Pub-
lishers Alliance, 14 Maine St., Suite 416, Brunswick, 
ME 04011. FMI (617)35(}-8866 x3. 
Celestial Arts is sponsoring a poetry contest, free 
to everyone. To enter send one poem 21 lines or 
less: Celestial Arts, PO box 1140, Talent, OR 97540, 
or www.freecontest.com, include your name and 





"Cinderella" presented by Cumberland-York Community Productions. A ballet for the en-
tire family, Bonny Eagle High School Auditorium, March 15, 7pm; March 16, 2pm; $4/$2. 
839-3267. 
THEATER/COMEDY 
"Betsy's Irish Wedding"- Comedy, interactive dinner theater. Double Tree Hotel, 1230 
Congress St., Portland. Mar. 15, April 12 & May 17, 6:30pm. 286-1427. 
"Cabaret" directed by Wil Kilroy with musical direction by Edward Reichert, March 14, 
15, 19-22, 7:30pm; Sunday matinees at 5pm on March 16 &23, Russell Hall, USM Gorham, 
$12/$9/$5. 780-5151. 
Comedy Connection, 16 Custom House Wharf, Portland. 774-5554 
*Portland's Funniest Professional contest, March 13, week 6, 8:30pm, $6. 
*Bob Gautreau with Dave Rattigan, March 14, 8:30pm, $10. 
*Bob Gautreau with Dave Rattigan, March 15, 7:30 & 9:30pm, $10. 
*Shane Kinney's Comedy Showcase, March 16, 8:30pm, $6. 
*St. Patrick's Day with The Don Campbell Band, March 17, 6-9pm. FMI: 774-2471. 
"Copenhagen" asks difficult questions about the role of scientists in war, how individu-
als maintain friendships when nations and politics stand in the way, and the secrets we 
all hold in our souls. March 4-23; 7:30pm, Portland Stage Company, 25A Forest Ave., Port-
land. 774-1043 x108 or www.portlandstage.com. 
"Gun-Shy" It's divorce on the rocks in this laugh-out-loud comedy about two ex's who 
can't stay out of each other's lives and the new mates they drag down with them! March 
14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22, & 23, Thurs, Fri, Sat 8pm, Sun 2pm, $12.50/$15, The Public Theater, 
Lisbon and Maple St., Lewiston. 782-3200, (800) 639-9575 or www.thepublictheater.org. 
"Harvey" presented by Community Little Theatre. About everyone's favorite invisible 6-
foot rabbit, 8pm, Great Falls Performing Arts Center, Academy St., Auburn. Runs through 
March 16, $12/$10. 783-0958 or wwwJaCLT.com. 
The Hurdy-Gurdy Puppet Show presents "The Fisherman and His Soul" at the St. 
Lawrence Arts and Community Center, 76 Congress St., Portland. Saturday mornings, 
March 8, 15, 22 & 29. Shows at 10, 11 & 12, $3. 775-2004. 
"little Me" a comedy about a girl from the wrong side of the tracks, who is in love with 
a boy from the right side of the tracks. Thur, 7:30pm; Fri & Sat, 8pm; Sun, 2pm; additional 
performances March 29 & April 5 at 4pm. A Good Theater production, through April 6, 
St. Lawrence Church, 76 Congress St., Portland. 885-5883. 
"little Shop of Horrors" presented by Gorham High School, March 14, 15, 21 , 22 at 
7:30pm and March 17 at 2:30pm, at the McCormick Performing Art center, Gorham High 
School. $8/$5. 
"Matching Shadows with Homer" the touching and humorous true story of a simple den-
tist in northern Albania who happens to look like the country's dictator, with a movie 
star's appeal, to the public. Original musical play by The Theater Project, Thurs. 7:30pm; 
Fri & Sat, 8pm; Sun, 2pm; through March 30. 729,'l584 or theater.project@verizon.net. 
"subUrbia" by Eric Bogosian. A rock star's reunion with his old ne're-do-well gang ex-
plodes into violence_ March 14 & 15 8pm; March 16, 2pm $6/$3, Gannett Theater, Petti-
grew Hall, Bates College, Lewiston. 786-6161. 
AUDITIONS 
Renaissance Faire actors, musicians, dancers and more, needed for the upcoming sea-
son, all ages, Schoolhouse Arts Center, Sebago Lake, ME 926-5693, 9am-4pm. 
Casco Bay Weekly listings are a fun and free service to our readers. To have a listing 
considered for publication, send complete information (including dates, times, costs, 
complete address, a contact telephone number) by noon on Thursday prior to publi-
cation. E-mail: listings@maine.rr.com. 
Irish Heritage Center announces 
events for Saint Patrick's Day Parade 
The Irish Heritage Center (IHC) in conjunction with the Irish American Club (lAC), the Ancient Order of the Hibernians (AOH), and the Portland West 
Neighborhood Planning Council is pleased to host this year's St_ Patrick's 
Day Parade. The parade will begin at the IHC, which is housed in the former St. Do-
minic's Church, located on the comer of State and Gray streets in Portland's West 
End. Governor John Baldacci and Mayor Jim Cloutier will be this year's Co-Mar-
shals- The parade which all are welcome to, will commence from the church at 3:00 
p.m- on March 16, and follow its usual route to Harbor View Park for the raising of 
the Irish flag. 
«We are so excited about hosting the annual St. Patrick's Day Parade," said 
Maureen Coyne Norris the lHC's President. Coyne Norris has been attending St- Do-
minic's SchooL "As long as I remember there have been lots of festive activities 
including Irish dancing, music and parades surrounding SL Patrick's Day." 
Prior to the parade there will be a program at the IHC that will include a lunch 
of Irish stew and soda bread, a talk by Dr. Francis Costello about the recent pub-
lication of his new book, "The Irish Revolution and Its Aftermath," along with lo-
cal traditional Irish entertainment. 
"This is only the beginning of our commitment to all things Irish here in Portland 
and around the state," said Coyne Norris. The IHC, which recently purchased the 
former St- Dominic's Church already hosts Irish language classes along with Irish 
dance lessons that are sponsored by the local Irish American Club_ "We want every-
one in the community to know that all are welcome here," said Coyne Norris. 
Original Musical at the 
Theater Project opens March 14 
An exciting new version of The Theater Project's original musical play, MATCHING SHADOWS with Homer, written and directed by AI Miller, 
with music composed by Barbara Truex, previews at The Theater Project, 
14 School St., Brunswick, on Thursday, March 13, opens on Friday, March 14, 8:00 
p.m. and plays through Sunday, March 30. Critics said of Matching Shadows, 
"Wonderfully orlginal ... with beautiful, haunting music and a powerful story __ _ al-
most too unbelievable to be true." 
MATOUNG SHADOWS with Homer is the touching and humorous true story 
of <1 simple dentist ln northern Albania (the ancient setting for Homer's The Ulad) 
who happens to look like the country's charismatic dictator, Enver Hoxha. Bizarre 
events unfold as the dentist Is "made over" by the secret police to become a 
"shadow," a stand-in for the dictator when he had to be in two places at the same 
time- It Is also the story of the dentist's wife who becomes a casualty of the simi-
larity between her husband and Hoxha. She also acts as the play's singing narra-
tor, telling the story of intri!f!Je, delusion and coincidence. 
Playwright AI Mlller says, "I find It interesting that the story of this Innocent cou-
ple Is not as far from our own lives as It may seem. They live in a country wl.th a 
heightened security system whose government ts concerned about the invasion 
of a faceless enemy. In the words of the pl<iy's narrator, 'Is this very far from 




The Alehouse 30 Market St, Portland. 253-5100. 
American legion Post #62 17 Dunn St, Westbrook. 856-7152. 
Amigo's 9 Dana St, Portland. 772-0772. 
Asylum 121 Center St, Portland . 772-8274. 
Barbara's Kitchen & Cafe 388 Cottage Road , 
South Port land . 767-6313. 
The Big Easy 55 Market St, Portland. 871-8817. 
The Big Kahuna Cafe 142 Main St. Bridgton 647-9031. 
Bowdoin College Chapel Brunswick. 725-3321. 
Bramhall Pub 769 Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Breakaway 35 India St. Portland. 541-4804. 
Bridgeway Restaurant 71 Ocean St, South Portland. 799-5418. 
Brian Boru 57 Center St, Portland. 780-1506. 
Brooks Student Center Unive~ity of Southern Maine, Gorham. 780-5003. 
Bull Feeney's 375 ForeSt, Portland. 773-7210. 
Casco Bay Lines, Casco Bay Lines Terminal. 
56 Commercial St, Portland. 774-7871. 
Cathedral Church of St. Luke 143 State St. Portland . 772-5434. 
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception 307 Congress St. Portland . 773-7746. 
Center for Cultural Exchange 1 Longfellow Square, Portland. 761-1 545. 
Chocolate Church Arts Center 798 Washington St, Bath. 442-8455. 
(.j. Thirsty's 726 Forest Ave, Portland. 775-6681. 
Civic Center Between Spring and Free streets, Portland. 775-3458. 
Clyde's Pub 173 Ocean St, South Portland. 799-4135. 
Commercial Street Pub 129 Commercial St, Portland. 761-9970. 
Corthell Concert Hall 37 College Ave, Unive~ity of Southern Maine, 
Gorham campus. 780-5555. 
Crooker Theater Brunswick High School, 
Maquoit Road, Brunswick. 725-3B95. 
David's Restaurant 22 Monument Square, Portland. 773-4340. 
Deertrees Theatre & Cultural Centre 
Deertrees Road , Harrison. 583-6747. 
Digger's 440 ForeSt, Portland. 774-9595. 
Discovery Park L.L. Bean, Main Street, Freeport. (800) 559-0747 X37222 
Downeast Restaurant 705 Route 1, Yarmouth. 846-5 161. 
First Parish Church of Portland 425 Congress St, Portland. 773-5747. 
The Flatbread Company 72 Commercial St, Portland. 772-8777. 
Free Street Taverna 128 FreeSt, Portland . 772-5483. 
Geno's 13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891. 
Granny's Burritos 420 ForeSt, Portland. 828-1579. 
Gritty McDuff's 396 ForeSt, Portland. 772-2739. 
Happy Cooking 78 Island Ave, Peaks Island. 766-5578. 
Headliners 35 Wharf St, Portland. 773-1570. 
The Iguana 52 Wharf St, Portland. 871-5886. 
The Industry 50 Wharf St, Portland . 879-0865. 
jonathan's Restaurant 92 Bourne Lane, Ogunquit. 646-4777. 
Kennebunk Coffeehouse Routes 1 and 35, Kennebunk. 229-0212. 
Kresge Auditorium Bowdoin College campus, Brunswick. 725-3321. 
Liquid Blue 446 Fore St. Portland. 774-9595. 
loca1188188 State St, Portland. 761-7909. 
Ludke Auditorium University of New England, 
716 Stevens Ave, Portland. 797-7261. 
Mast Cove Galleries Mast Cove lane, Kennebunkport. 967-3453. 
~~ Mathew's Lounge 133 FreeSt, Portland . 253·1812. 
The Mercury 416 ForeSt, Portland. 879-4007. 
Merrill Auditorium 20 Myrtle St, Portland. 842-0800. 
Moose Crossing Steakhouse 270 U.S. Route 1, Falmouth. 781-4771. 
The Music Hall28 Chestnut St, Portsmouth, NH. (603)433-3100. 
Old Orchard Beach Pavilion 17 Prospect St, Old Orchard Beach. 934-2024. 
Old Port Tavern 11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Olin Arts Center 75 Russell St, Bates College, Lewiston. 786-6252. 
O'Rourke's Landing 175 West Benjamin Pickett St, South Portland. 767-3611. 
The Pavilion 188 Middle St, Portland. 773-6422. 
Plush 54 Wharf St , Portland. 774-9595. 
Portland Conservatory of Music 116 FreeSt, Portland. 775-3356. 
Portland Museum of Art 7 Congress Square, Portland . 775-6148. 
Portland Public Market 25 Preble St, Portland. 228-2000. 
Pub 21 (Fifties Pub) 223 Congress St, Portland. 771-5382. 
Rick's 100 Congress St. Portland . 775-7772. 
RiRa 72 Commercial St, Portland. 761-4446. 
The Roost Chicopee Road, Buxton . 642-214B. 
St. lawrence Arts & Community Center 76 Congress St, Portland. 775-5568. 
Saco River Grange Hall Salmon Falls Road, Bar Mills. 929-6472. 
Sierra's Bar & Grill Routes25 and 114, Gorham. 839-3500. 
Silver House Tavern 340 ForeSt, Portland. 772-9885. 
Sisters 45 Danforth St. Portland. 774-1505. 
The Skinny 
Sky Bar 188 Middle St, Portland. 773-6422. 
Somewhere 117 Spring St, Portland. 871-9169. 
South Freeport Church 98 South Freeport St, Freeport. 865-4012. 
The Space 538 Congress St., Portland. 826-5600 
Starbird Recital Hall 525 Forest Ave, Portland . 775-2733. 
State Street Church 159 State St, Portland. 774-6396. 
State Theatre 609 Congress St, Portland. 775-3331. 
The Station 272 St. john St, Portland . 773-3466. 
Three Dollar Dewey's 241 Commercial St. Portland. 772-3310. 
Top of the East 1 57 High St .. Portland. 775-5411 
una 505 Fore St, Portland . 828-0300. 
The Underground 3 Spring St, Portland . 773-3315. 
The Well 369 Forest Ave., Portland . 828-1778 
30 Casco Bay Weekly 
thnrt~ay 
The Alehouse 
Audioblack w I Special Guests tba 
(9pm/cover tba/21+) 
The Big Easy 
Granny's Rock Revival 
(2 bands/rock/9pm/$5/21+) 
Bramhall Pub 
The Jerks of Grass 
(bluegrass/9:30pmf$2/21 +) 
Brian Boru 
Stream (Reggaef9pm/21 +) 
The Center for Cultural Exchange 
Kelly Joe Phelps 
(blues/7:30pm/$13) 
Free Street Taverna 
Open Mic w/ Tyler of Sly Chi 
(9:30/no cover/21+) 
Geno's 
Latino Explosion (9pm/21+) 
Headliners 
OJ Baby J (9pm/21+) 
Moose Crossing Steakhouse 
David Wells/Gerry Berry Quartet 
w/ Special Guests (7pm-10:30pm/no 
cover I all ages) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Mike C 
(9:30pm/no cover/21+) 
O'Rourke's Landing 
Acoustic Open Mlc w/Ken Grimsley 
& Ben Roy (9pm/no cover) 
Sierra's 
Karaoke w/ Stormin' Norman 
(9:30pm-l2:30/21+) 
State Theatre 
Papa Roach w/ Nonpolnt and Reach 
54 (7:30pm/$$15/$17.50)) 
The Station 
Karaoke Contest ($ prizes/9pm) 
Three Dollar Deweys 
tba 
USM-Woodbury Campus Center 
780-4996 
Benefit Concert for the Women's 
Resource Center featuring Nance 
Cartonlo, Heather Caston, Antara, 
Valkyrles (7-lOpmj$5) 
The Well 




B-Movie Extras (9pm/cover 
tba/21+) 
Bramhall Pub 
Karaoke w/ Don Corman (!Opm/no 
cover/21+) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 




Emelia Dahlin Band/Rakish Paddy 
(9:30pm/no cover/21+) 
The Center for Cultural Exchange 
Counter Culture Cafe Open Mic 
(8pm) 
Free Street Taverna 
Boombazi (9pm/cover tba/21+) 
Geno's 
Ogre, Redeemer, and Rock City 
Crime Wave (9pm/cover tba/21+) 
The Gold Mine (the old Basement) 
Reckless Daughter/Now is Now 
(9:30pm/cover tba/21•) 
Headliners 
OJ Seanne (9pm/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Blind Sight (pop/dance/9pm/no 
cover/21 +) 
Sisters 
OJ (9pm/$2/21 +) 
listening posts 
State Theatre 






OJ Mike Said (house 
music/9:30pm/no cover/21+) 
The Well 
My Precious DaysfParabellum/Hall 
of Justice (5:30pmj$7) 
DJ Darkhart 
(goth/industrial/ I Opm/$ 5) 
sat~day 
The Alehouse 
Annual John McLean Benefit 
featuring A Band Beyond Descrip-
tion and reunions of Strange Plea-
sure and Dear Liza (9:30pm/cover 
tba/21+) 
Bramhall Pub 
Ken Grimsley (lOpm/no cover/21+) 
Brldgeway Restaurant 
Bobby Laine (Piano/6-lOpm) 
Bull Feeney's 
Jason Spooner/Rakish Paddy 
(9:30pm/no cover) 
Free Street Taverna 
Paradigm (9pmjcover tba/21+) 
Geno's 
Parabellum, Macrofuser, 3 Piston 
Hammer (9pm/cover tba/21+) 
Headliners 
DJ Baby J (9pm/21+) 
Merrill Auditorium 
Linda Eder in Concert (Broadway 
music/8pmj$37 f$42/$4 7) 
Old Port Tavern 
Blind Sight (pop/rock/9pm/no 
cover/21+) 
Sisters 
Top 40's DJ (8:30pmf$3/$5/2 h) 
State Street Church 
Dan Hicks and The Hot Licks 
(folk jazz/Spm/$25) 
Una 
OJ Nicotine/DJ Marcus 
(chilled/soulful house 
music/9:30pm/no cover/21 +) 
The Well 
The Leftovers/The 
Jimmies/Bubba's Fat Friend 
(5:30pm/$7) 




Stream (Reggaef9pm/$2/21 +) 
Brian Boru 
Irish session music (3-7pm/no 
cover) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Mike C (9:30pm/no 
cover/21 +) 
Portland Public Market 
VanVoorst Jazz (12pm-2/no cover) 





Oldies Dance 1950-1980 (no cover) 
Three Dollar Deweys 
tba (4pmfno cover) 
The Well 




Swamp Donkey w/ Mitch Alden 
opening (6pm/cover tba/21+) 
The Big Easy 
Ryan McCalmon (9pm/$3) 
Free Street Taverna 
Hip-Hop Open Mic w/ Boondox 
(9pm/no cover) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Sid (9:30pm/no cover) 
Tbe Station 
Karaoke and Open Mic (9pm/no 
cover) 
The Alehouse 
Open Mic Night (no cover/21+) 
The Big Easy 
Sly Chi (Funk/10pmj$3f21+) 
Bridgeway Restaurant 
AI Doane Jazz Jam (7-lOpm) 
Bull Feeney's 
Open Mic Night (8pm/no cover) 
Geno's 
Ladies' Night (21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Sid (9:30/no cover/21+) 




(chilled out house 
music/9:30pm/no cover/21 +) 
weq~esday 
The Alehouse 
A Band Beyond Description 
w/ special guests from Strange 
Pleasure Gam bandf9:30pm/$2j21+) 
The Big Easy 
Mike Taylor (Funk/9:30pmf$3/21+) 
Breakaway 
The Maine Songwriters Showcase 
(8pm/no cover/21+) 
Central Maine Civic Center 
Lewiston 




Port City Jazz (7-9pm/no cover) 
Geno's 
Dr. Farren's Open Mic Music Clinic 
(7:30pm/21+) 
Old Port Tavern 
Karaoke w/ Mike C (9:30/no 
cover/21+) 
Three Dollar Dewey's 
Acoustic Open Mic Night 
(8pm/no cover) 
The Well 
Open Mic Night (8pm/no cover) 
The Concert Chronicles ••• 5 shows. 7 days. 1 fan 
BY AIMSEL PONTI 
Just when I thought the Winter had beaten me, that we were all part of an 
Antarctica episode of Survivor here in 
the Portland area, my soul was warmed 
from the inside out by the embers of five in-
credible live shows over the last week. 
The sojourn into musicland started at 
the St. Lawrence Arts Center on Munjoy 
hill on the last Wednesday of February. 
This is one of my favorite spots as it is a 
place for true music listening. The band 
was Grey Eye Glances from Philadelphia 
who were on a tour in support of their new 
self-released album A Little Voodoo. The 
track" Big Red Boat" has been on WCLZ as 
of late. There were perhaps 40 of us there 
and we got to enjoy two sets of Grey Eye 
Glances music, fronted by Jennifer Nobel 
who effortlessly fills the room with her vo-
cals that reminded me of Judy Collins 
against an adult alternative rock backdrop. 
The four other male members were also 
first class musicians and three of them har-
monized with Nobel throughout several 
songs. I left feeling quite satisfied, having 
gotten my live music fix. However, I ven-
tured deeper into the rabbit hole and con-
tinued the odyssey. 
Thursday night I repaired to Asylum for 
the cd release show from local chanteuse 
Kate Schrock. Schrock delivered several 
tracks from the brand spanking new Indi-
ana album as well as several from her pre-
vious three studio releases. The small but 
appreciative crowd not only got blessed 
with Schrock's bel canto and piano but she 
also cracked us up on several occasions 
with her stories and audience heckling. 
Very much at ease and enjoying herself, 
Schrock is able to still the room one mo-
ment with her music and float back down 
to earth with silliness the next. This too 
left me quite satisfied and gave me hope 
that the winter would melt into spring and 
soon windows everywhere would be rolled 
down with the sound of Schrock and oth-
ers pouring out into the street. 
Saturday night welcomed in March at 
the Unitarian Church in Brunswick. As a 
volunteer door person I was pleased to see 
at least 60 some odd people stream in to 
see the double-bill of Elizabeth Ross and 
Sara Cox. Ross on the heals of her Alabama 
Blood album took the stage first and with 
her spirited singing and solid band deliv-
ered a potent set of songs. Ross was soon 
followed by Sara Cox accompanied by her 
husband and Coming Grass band mate 
Nate Schrock as well as percussionist Gin-
ger Cote. Cox is one of those singers that 
everyone feels compelled to say, "wow, 
who is that, I love her voice" about. Some-
where between low and twangy and an-
gelic is where I put it. 
Again, !left the show fulfilled, not need-
ing anything else but knowing there were 
still two more stops to make. 
No thinly veiled attempts at coolness 
here. Two nights of Tori Amos have ren-
dered me helpless against obsessive fan 
gushing. The first night, Monday the 3rd 
was at Merrill Auditorium and I do have to 
declare my love for that place, the sound is 
top notch and there's not really a bad seat 
to be had. Opening act Rhett Miller from 
the band Old 97's ripped through a well-re-
ceived acoustic set then it was time. The 
smell of frankincense was a bit pungent but 
as it dissipated the lights dimmed and the 
red curtain was raised over the stage. 
Tori played for two hours spanning all of 
her albums with the highlights for me be-
ing a reworked "Crucify," "I Can't See New 
York," "Rattlesnakes" and the show ending 
"Putting the Damage On." It is essential to 
mention her band, bassist Dave Evans and 
drummer Matt Chamberlain who added 
plenty to the mystique and energy of the 
evening. I left this show reeling, touched 
and fired up. This feeling stayed with me 
into Tuesday when I drove solo down to 
UNH in Durham for the show at Whitte-
more Arena. After scoring a seventh row 
seat from someone outside I got in there 
and realized that hockey rinks are just not 
an inspiring place to see a show. However 
the seat was good and I had the good for-
tune of running into an old friend who was 
just a few rows behind me. I couldn't help 
but notice the amount of empty seats. Yes, 
it was certainly a solid turnout but still I 
was surprised. 
Where Merrill excels in acoustics, the 
hockey arena, well it kind of stunk. The 
bass felt like a jackhammer for the first few 
songs but then it all fell into place and Tori 
shined for another brilliant set. I was 
thankful that the set list was quite different 
from the previous night in Portland. When 
it was over I drove back home in a state of 
tranquility and got some well earned sleep. 
Whew, what a ride it was; five shows in 
seven days. I am thankful for the abun-
dance of incredible local musicians and for 
the fact that some of the bigger acts make 
stops here in our city. Time to get caught 
up on some sleep. Not for long though, Ani 
DiFranco comes back to Portland on Fri-
day the 14th at MerrilL I believe this one is 
sold out but there are lots of notable 
shows coming our way over the next few 
months and we'll keep you informed. While 
you may not rally for the onslaught of 
shows that I enjoyed, even hearing one 
song performed In the comer of one bar 
can do wonders for your spirit, especially 
while we wait for spring. 
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The Complete Guide 
to Digital Photography 
by Ben Long 
The Complete Guide to Dig-ital Photography, second 
edition, is written for the 
serious hobbyist, the profes-
sional digital photographer and 
photographers of all skill levels 
who want to use digital cameras 
to produce quality images. 
Complete DIGITAL 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
If you're an amateur or hob-
byist photographer looking to 
take better pictures, and you've 
decided to use a digital camera 
instead of traditional film, this 
book will show you the funda-
mental technical concerns of 
shooting good pictures. The 
book covers initial camera set-
lings, modes, image size, com-
pression, white balance, con-
trast, focusing, ISO ratings, me-
tering and more. There's a full 
chapter on taking manual expo-
sures, plus coverage of "special" 
shooting, including black-and-
white, panoramas, shooting for 
the Web, even shooting in the 
rain (don't, but if you must, cover every-
thing except your lens with a Ziploc bag). 
For the more experienced film photog-
rapher who is switching to digital, this 
book explains the differences between tra-
ditional and digital photography, and how 
to make a smooth transition . It explores 
techniques used for choosing the right ex-
posure, filters, flash and how these choices 
can be a bit different when shooting digital. 
This updated, full-color edition also has 
a CD with a variety of practical tutorials 
and hands-<>n, step-by-step coverage of the 
key Photoshop 7 editing techniques you'll 
need to know. The image editing examples 
built around Adobe Photoshop (because 
most image editing programs have the 
same basic tools and interface) apply to 
just about any image-editing tool. 
Included on the CD are many of the im-
ages found in the book. They are in JPEG or 
TIFF format along with comparison photos 
taken with a number of different cameras, 
allowing you to examine them more 
closely, or even print them out on your 
printer of choice. The CD has all of the files 
you need to complete the book's tutorials , 
including QuickTime movie tutorials 
demonstrating several image editing tech-
niques, including noise reduction, color 
correction and cloning. 
Additionally, the CD comes with several 
demo versions of the following software: 
32 Casco Bay Weekly 
Second Edition 
Adobe Photoshop Elements 2 (WIN/MAC), 
ImageBuddy (MAC), iView MediaPro 
(MAC), PhotoRescue (MAC), Portraits & 
Prints (MAC), Quantum Mechanic 
(WIN/MAC), Qimage Pro (WIN) 
System Requirements: Both systems re-
quire QuickTime 6. MACINTOSH: Power 
PC-based Mac with 128MB of RAM and 350 
MB of free disc space; System 9.1, 9.2.x, or 
Mac OS X v10.1.3 or later; Color monitor 
and video card capable of displaying thou-
sands of colors; Monitor resolution of 800 
x 600 or greater; CD-ROM drive. WINDOWS: 
Pentium processor with 128 MB of RAM 
and 150MB of free disk space; Windows 98, 
Windows 98 Second Edition, Windows Mil-
lennium Edition, Windows 2000, or Win-
dows XP Home/Professional; Color moni-
tor and video card capable of displaying 
thousands of colors; Monitor resolution of 
800 x 600 or greater; CR-ROM drive 
If you haven't already gone digital, now 
is the time. From improving casual snap-
shots to learning aspects of lighting, com-
position and digital image manipulation, 
this book provides a practical yet in-depth 
approach on producing better photo-
graphs and is written in a straightforward 
style. 




The ONLY Grateful Dead Radio Program in Portland! 
"We ' re not the best at what we do, 
we're the onl.y ones that do what we do" 
Broadcast TWICE a month 
Every OTHER Tuesday Evening 
10:00pm-11:30pm 
Upcoming show dates: 3/4, 3/16, 4/1, 4/15, 4/2.9 • •. 
COMPLETE SOUNDBOARD SHOWS OF THE GRATEFUL DEAD!!! 
Full sets - always played uninterrupted, in their entirety 
Filler music of UVE recordings fram the jam band scene; artists 
such as Bob Dylan, Nell Young, and Donna the Buffalo; and 
ticket giveaways to many of Portland's best local concerts!! 
For More Info, visit: www.mainelydead.com 
Introducing a new face: 
oar a d J s 0 
SALON & SPA 
?6 Market St., Portland 
879-7+1+ 
Holl_y O'Reill_y 
Goldwell-trained color specialist 
and senior st_ylist 
Cal/ toda:; to set up !JOUr appointment! 
Death of a Salesman 
••••• by Tom Keene ___ ____ dt:tJ.iiMMS 
Rated "PG" for language and some sexuality. Although it runs for two hours and ten 
minutes. the emotional and physical intensity seem to shorten the experience. I rate this 
production "Death of a Salesman• with five out of five stars. 
In February, the 1985 production of "Death of a Salesman," with Dustin Hoffman as Willy Loman, was released on DVD. The ar-
rival of this superior treatment of Arthur 
Miller's masterpiece got little publicity, and 
it's hard to find the disc for rent in the Greater 
Portland area. No matter-this is a film worth 
owning, if for no other reason than it should 
be watched several times for the impact of 
Miller's words and ideas to that root in the 
heart and mind. It will then become a film of 
such importance that regular returns will be 
made to savor and to learn and to be inspired. 
Few students get through high school or 
college without a confrontation with Arthur 
Miller's masterpiece, and few enjoy the ex-
perience. Maybe the problem is that students 
are exposed to "Death of a Salesman" too 
early in life, before a young mind can grasp 
that life can be tough and unfair while being 
filled with simple pleasures. And perhaps the 
youthful reluctance to look deeply into life 
prevents the play from becoming meaningful 
until experience and age have proved that 
broken hearts and dreams are as much a part 
of living as joy and contentment. 
The story of Willy Loman is well-known in 
America. Long before the play was first pro-
duced on Broadway in 1949, the nation 
wanted to believe that anyone could rise to 
the top if a few key lessons could be learned. 
"If you are liked, you will never want," was the 
credo by which Willy Loman lived. We still 
want to believe it, but life teaches that it is 
not true. 
The play begins with Willy Loman (Hoff-
man), a traveling salesman, returning to his 
dreary New York City home after a harrowing 
trip during which he finds himself unable to 
keep his car on the road. 
"I have such thoughts-such terrible 
thoughts," he tells his wife, Linda (Kate Reid). 
She is Willy's protector, bookkeeper, com-
forter and friend. But for all that she does for 
her self-centered husband, he has no respect 
for her. 
They have two sons, Biff (John Malkovich) 
and Hap (Stephen Lang), both of whom are 
failures In life. Hap Is content to be a woman-
izer as he waits for his boss to die--his sole 
hope for promotion. Bill, a high school foot-
ball star who never graduated, has just re-
turned from another in a string of Western 
trips in hopes of finding himself. But his true 
motive is to put distance between himself 
and his father, for the two have shared a se-
cret for 15 years. 
After failing math and being unable to grad-
uate from high school, Biff travels to Boston 
to seek his father's help. He knows if his 
teacher sees what kind of a man Willy is, he'll 
give him the four points he needs to graduate. 
Instead, Biff finds his beloved father with 
a woman in his hotel room. Willy tries clum-
sily to explain her presence away, but when 
he gives her the nylon stockings he'd prom-
ised to his wife, Bill's respect for both himself 
and his father crumbles. A once-promising 
athlete with college scholarships, Bill blames 
his father and sinks into a useless life of wan-
dering and petty theft. 
As the story continues to unfold, we dis-
cover that Willy, who was never able to see 
the difference between truth and lies, has be-
come unable to separate reality from his fan-
tasies. If only he'd listened to his brother Ben, 
who became rich by sheer force of personal-
ity. Ben appears to him, offering a share in the 
good life, but Willy can't leave. If only he 
could stop talking so much, Willy says to no 
one in particular, he would be well-liked and 
thus successful. But in the end, Willy blames 
everyone else for his failure; his life has been 
manipulated by the deceit of all who occupy 
a place in his world. 
When Bill and Hap confront their mother 
about Willy's obvious loss of touch with real-
ity, she reveals to them that he has become 
suicidal. The complicity of the pair in their fa-
ther's intense and increasing madness goes 
over their heads. Linda alone understands 
her husband's plight: 
"He is a human being, and a terrible thing 
is happening to him .. . attention must finally 
be paid to such a man." 
In a final conversation with Ben, Willy 
says, "A man works his whole life--and he's 
worth more dead than alive." The older and 
wiser brother counsels Willy against suicide: 
"They'll hate you for it. It's a cowardly thing." 
His mind made up, Willy asks, "Does it take 
more guts to stand here the rest of my life, 
bringing up zeroes?" 
There have been hundreds of productions 
of "Death of a Salesman," and this is consid-
ered one of the best. The acting is superb 
throughout and the direction of Volker 
Schlondorff captures the intensity and stark-
ness of Miller's words. 
Analysis has been done of "Death of a 
Salesman" since it was first produced. Trans-
lated into 29 languages, it is said that the play 
is in production somewhere in the world 
every day. With that familiarity comes dis-
section of each detail, searching for deeper 
meaning. Students try to explain every 
metaphor, they seek understanding of Miller's 
irony, finding the motives of the playwright 
becomes an obsession. 
Miller must have hated his father. Miller 
fears success. Miller hates himself. But when 
Miller was asked, during a revealing and fasci-
nating feature on the DVD, if he had a hard time 
writing the play, he replied that he did not-his 
own father was nothing like Willy Loman. 
True, there is rich meaning in every word, 
each gesture of "Death of a Salesman," and 
much to digest and ponder. But sometimes, it 
is good to simply sit and admire this near-
perfect production of one of the best plays 
ever written. 
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The Life of David Gale 
Rated "R" for violent images, nudity. language and sexuality.Running two 
hours and 11 minutes. it's too long. Unevenly acted. bloated with stereotypes 
and cliches. it is a dumsy film that nevertheless tells a genuinely interesting 
story. It's like being at Fenway Park during a no-hitter. but sitting in the last 
r(Y>N of the bleachers with giants standing in front of you. You kn(Y>N something 
interesting is happening-there is simply too much blocking your view. and 
you're too far away to feel the excitement. I rate it with two out of five stars. 
•• ••• by Tom Keene 
There are only a few flaws in The Life of David Gale, but they are so glaring that this potentially thrilling crime drama 
and anti-death penalty statement is nearly ex-
ecuted at the hands of inept filmmakers who 
have proven that they know better. 
First, the acting is wildly uneven. Kevin 
Spacey as Gale is his usual understated self 
and is convincing as the death penalty oppo-
nent who finds himself unjustly condemned 
to die. But Kate Winslet proves again that 
monumental overacting isn't a barrier to 
staying active in movies . And with the ex-
ception of Laura Linney, Gale's friend and fel-
low activist, and the woman he's accused of 
murdering, there are no credible efforts from 
the non-supporting cast. 
Second, the script is heavy with cliches, 
both verbal and visual. For instance, while a 
driving rain is often an effective way to ex-
press despair and gloom, using it every time 
those emotions are felt by the characters is 
tedious. 
Third, The Life of David Gale is unbearably 
clumsy in handling the flashbacks that fill in 
the blanks of Gale's story. 
The most mysterious aspect of the film is 
that it is actually entertaining and Interest-
ing. For every overacted and outrageous 
scene, director Alan Parker (The Commit-
ments and Mississippi Burning) presents a 
balanced, thoughtful display of human emo-
tion. 
And for each pompously-delivered line, 
there is another of delightful subtlety that 
make you happy to be watching The Life of 
David Gale. All the good parts involve Spacey, 
but even he can't carry a burden this heavy. 
David Gale is a brilliant doctor of philoso-
phy who teaches at a Texas university and is 
active in anti-death penalty politics. Con-
stance Harraway (Linney) seems more com-
mitted to the cause but lacks Gale's mind and 
ability to persuade. Coaching him before a 
televised debate with the Texas governor-a 
death penalty advocate who is "in touch with 
his inner frat-boy"-she warns him to keep 
his ego in check. He doesn't, of course, and 
when the governor challenges Gale, saying 
that if he can produce just one innocent per-
son who was executed, "I'll call a moratorium," 
the plot of the film is set. An innocent man will 
die by lethal injection it is clear. We know that 
from the start, but the how the system can be 
manipulated is the story. And it is a genuinely 
disturbing story, a fascinating example of how 
far zealots will go to prove their point. 
Four days before his scheduled execution, 
Gale offers to tell his story to one specific re-
porter for half a million dollars. In several 
scenes crammed with stereo-typical editors 
and silly newsroom banter, Bitsey Bloom 
(Winslet), the designated writer--<lescrlbed 
as "Mike Wallace with PMS" -is sent to meet 
Gale. She is accompanied by an intern named 
Zach, (Gabriel Mann) whose purpose seems 
to be carrying the silver suitcase with the 
money and fending off Bitsey's barbs. "I'm a 
reporter-you're an intern," says the preten-
tious bleached blonde writer as they drive 
through Texas. "Whatever .. . " replies Zach 
David Gale (KEVIN SP~ te!IsliJs 
story to joUT~JaHst Elizabedl ·81~ 
Bloom (KATE WINSLET). 1 
wearily, a feeling Bloom's attitude promotes 
frequently. Just agree with pompous poops-
it makes life with them bearable, I always say. 
When Gale and Bloom meet on Death Row, 
the story of how an intellectual activist with 
a beautiful wife and a cute son upon whom he 
dotes could fall Into a false accusation of 
murder is told in flashbacks. And these are 
uniformly clumsy. True, they effectively re-
veal what we need to know in order to un-
derstand what is happening, but Parker 
drops them in our lap instead of arranging 
them decoratively on a plate. He then force-
feeds us, rather than allow the audience to sa-
vor the meal. Even haute cuisine is unac-
ceptable when shoved down our throats. 
However, as the story is being told, the au-
dience is compelled by the gruesome revela-
tions of the crime, displayed on a videotape 
that mysteriously appears in Bitsey's motel 
room. Someone wants her to know the truth. 
The who and why are apparent, but the full rev-
elation, when it comes, is shocking and original. 











Best Entertainment. continued from pg. 22 
Best Place To Dance: 
The Big Easy (Pic 21)/0id Port Tavern/Pavilion 
A three way tie! Portlanders like variety when lt 
comes to their boogying. Luckily our town has it 
all. Blues, Progressive, Rock, Techno, Jam, ... 
Best Bookstore: 
Borders 
Like last year, Borders wins as the best bookstore, 
but with Longfellow Books right behind them in 
second place. Like Best Buy, Borders does offer 
you a large variety of stuff from books to CDs and 
you can sit In their store and read for free while 
drinking an iced mocha freeze. But If you don't feel 
like traveling to the mall and don't agree with the 
results of this poll, you can easily go to Longfellow 
Books right in Monument Square. 
Best Art Gallery: 
Greenhut Galleries (Pic 22) 
(l tor): Peggy Greenhut Golden, owner, Weston La 
Fountain and Marsha Donahue in front of a paint-
ing by Charles DuBack. Greenhut Galleries began 
as Posters Plus in 1977. Less than a year later, they 
moved to the Mariners' Church. After surviving a 
major fire in 1985, they moved to their current lo-
cation on Middle Street. Peggy is involved with the 
Portland Public Art Committee and the Maine Arts 
Commission. 
Best CD: 
Newbury Comics (pic 23) 
1st time winner. Maybe it's the strip mall conven-
ience, you can grab a recommended hot new or 
used cd while picking up some great chinese take-
out. 
Best Movie Theater: 
Nickelodeon (Pic 24) 
(l tor): Steven Johnson, head projectionist, and 
Derek Bergstrom, theater manager, keeping the 
film reels under control for the movie Adaptation. 
Nickelodeon has been Portland's neighborhood 
theater since 1980. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Best Video Store: 
Videoport 
The winner and undisputed cham-peen of movie 
rentals in Portland is Videoport. What makes it so 
special is the breadth of titles available. Cus-
tomers can find anything from sticky-sweet kids' 
stuff to the latest disturbing oevre from the Stark 
Twins. And most impressive is the stalf who, when 
asked by patrons for a recommendation, seem to 
have watched everything in the store. 
Best Ski/Snowboard Area: 
Sugarloaf 
Well "the loa!" beat "the river" for the second year 
in a row. Whether they describe their favorite ter-
rain as mondo or gentle sloping, skiers and riders 
alike pick this big mountain in Carrabassett Valley. 
Best Weirdness: 
Congress Street 
We have no idea what this means, but Congress 
Street wins for best weirdness. From rallies on 
Monument Square for every group you can imag-
ine, to performance artists from MECA, to a color-
ful crew of regular hangers-around, you can see it 
all on Congress Street. 
Best Kids· Entertainment: 
Children•s Museum of Maine 
And why not, The Children's Museum of Maine has 
such a wide variety of events for children and 
adults of all ages. They continue to inspire Imagi-
nations by working closely with educators and 
families to combine learning with fun. 
Best Store In A Mall: 
Victoria•s Secret 
Maybe it's this year's unnaturally cold winter. With 
the average Mainer wearing layers of itchy wool 
and the most comfortable place in the house being 
bed, maybe we shouldn't be surprised at the victo-
rious Secret. The winner for best store in a mall 
specializes in lacy, silky stuff which, based on our 
results, must be selling like hotcakes. 
Best Hiking: 
Bradbury Mountain 
At Bradbury Mountain State Park hikers share the 
590 acres of forested land with horseback riders, 
mountain bikers, cross-country skiers and snow-
mobilers. Bradbury Mountain itself was sculpted 
by a glacier, and has magnificent views from the 
summit. Hike in the fall to catch migrating hawks, 
eagles and great leaf peeping. Portlanders can eas-
ily spend a day or afternoon at this beautiful 
mountain in nearby Pownal. 
Best Toy: 
legos 
Kid's Korner reporter Ben Allen extolled the 
virtues of this classic toy in a recent issue of CBW 
Apparently, someone was listening. Personally, 
we're delighted a toy that requires children to use 
their imaginations won. 
Best Bowling: 
Yankee Lanes 
Yankee Lanes is a popular hangout for a wide 
range of ages. Next time you bowl try this: when 
you leave the 1 0-pin and you know you can't make 
the spare, but another member of your team can, 
invoke the "Designated Bowler" rule. 
Best Arcade: 
Maine Mall 
An arcade that can accommodate any age level 
has got to be the best. This arcade has everything 
from redemption (ticket games for prizes) to 
Counter-Strike (network computer game) to vir-





You love him; you hate him. Portland Police 
Chief Mike Chitwood has won this category five 
times, and was voted "Local Politician You Trust 
The Least" in 2001. After last year's federal in-
vestigation of Portland's police force, this year's 
results prove that Chitwood always lands on his 
feet. 
Best TV Personality: 
Doug Cook (Pic 2 5) 
Every year, Doug Cook is surprised to learn that 
he has won best TV personality. Maybe that's 
why we like him so much. The WMTW-Channel8 
anchor is just a plain nice guy who's never let 
success go to his head. 
Best Weather Forecaster: 
Dave Santoro (Pic 26) 
The cheese stands alone. For the seventh year 
in a row, meteorologist Dave Santoro swept Best 
Weather Forecaster. During this winter's fre-
quent storms, many viewers tuned in to WGME-
13 just to watch his "kid on Christmas morning" 
excitement. Slightly goofy and completely 
charming, Santoro's genuine enthusiasm for all 
things climatic is infectious. 
Best Actor: 
Tie- Kyle Rankin/ Judd Nelson (Pic 27) 
Kyle Rankin founded his production company, 
Newborn Pictures, with partner Efram Potelle 
ten years ago. The Portland actor is well known 
for his lead role in Dorm, the local camp( us) 
classic murder mystery. Until recently, Rankin 
was based right here in Portland. However, the 
success of projects such as They Came to At-
tack Us (to which the Sci-Fi Channel acquired 
screening rights) prompted Rankin and Potelle 
to pick up stakes and move to Los Angeles. 
Good Luck, guys; we haven't forgotten you! 
Judd Nelson Is Portland's favorite actor and was 
a beautiful baby. Sorry - that second bit, 
though probably true, is the opinion of Judd's 
mother, Merle Nelson. Mrs. Nelson was happy to 
hear that her son had made this year's Best Of. 
"Portland is a very important part of [Judd's] 
life." she said. "He grew up here and he always 
loves coming home. He'll be very pleased to 





At long last, CBW alum Joe Harrington was eligi-
ble to receive this well-deserved recognition. 
Harrington clinched the category with the re-
lease of Sonic Cool: The Life and Death of Rock 
'n' Roll, a reflection on music and pop culture. 
Rock on, Joe. 
Best Photographer: 
T~e: John Patriquin I Molly Myers 
Portlanders still remember Patriquin's striking 
album of pictures from OpSail. The Portland 
Press herald staff photographer continues to do 
fine enough work to be chosen as one of this 
year's winners. The photos of Molly Myers also 
caught our voters' collective eye. 
Best Artist: 
Dudley Bostwick 
Cape Elizabeth painter Dudley Bostwick is best 
known for his paintings of Portland Head Light. 
His lifelong commitment to art making was evi-
dent in his retrospective at Thomas Memorial Li-
brary, which contained works created from the 
age of seven to the age of seventy-one. Bost-
wick's paintings have been chosen by Olympia 
Snowe for her official holiday greeting cards, 
and also hang in the White House. The artist has 
also used his talent to help others, donating nu-
merous pieces to The AIDS Project's Spring for 
Life auction. 
Best Chef: 
Todd-Soffritto•s (Pic 28) 
"Have I been working that hard?" was the re-
sponse from Todd Proctor when we called to tell 
him that Soffritto's had won four Best Of cate-
gories, including best chef. 
Best Radio DJ: 
Mark Persky 
Despite the fact that he's "from away, • Connecti-
cut-born Mark Persky is an established part of 
the morning landscape for many Mainers. The 
WBLM-102.9 DJ returns to his place on the 
throne as best radio DJ. 
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Best People, continued 
Best Waitress I Best Bartender 
Stephanie I Bill ·Three Dollar Dewey's (Pic 29) 
How can you miss? Whether it's a beer you're after or pub style cuisine you 
can count on great service. Three Dollar Dewey's won two categories as hav-
ing the Best Bartender (Bill) and the Best Waitress (Stephanie) in Portland. 
Pictured: The bar at Dewey's just isn't the same without best bartender Bill. 
Most Liked Politician: 
Susan Collins 
Those eyes! That smile! Oh, yeah- and she's a US Senator who sits on the 
Health, Labor, Education and Pension Committees. As one of the chief archi-
tects of the "Leave No Child Behind" education reform bill, Collins helped to 
triple funding lor early reading initiatives. 
Least Liked Politician: 
Olympia Snowe 
The people have spoken. Despite her increasingly high profile in the US Sen-
ate as voice on issues of concern to many Mainers, Olympia Snowe is Port-
land's least liked politico. But come on people, how can you not like her? 
Best Street Personality: 
Fred •The Can Man• Lully I Mike Chitwood/Mike Allenmn Foil Man 
No one deserves to be called best street personality more than Fred Lully. 
Always ready with a smile or a story if you're willing to listen, Fred works 
harder than just about anyone we know. The co-winners are as varied a 
group as you can imagine, but together, their distinctive presences create a 
portrait of our city. 
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Best Breakfast: 
Becky's Diner (Pic 31) 
The early bird gets the hashbrowns. 
At 4am Becky Rand, the diner's 
owner, starts dishing out grub (and 
mighty fine grub it is) to a diverse 
clientele. The mood is definitely local, 
and it's those loyal neighborhood pa-
trons who voted Becky's best break-
fast again this year. 
Best 
Food 
Best Lunch/ Best New Restaurant/ 
Best Desserts: 
Soffritto's 
What didn't Soffrito's win? The italian 
restaurant has a definite Tuscan flair 
to its menu, with highlights including 
Maine lobster ravioli and our favorite 
Puttanesca - kalamata olives, toma-
toes, garlic, anchovies and capers 
over linguini. Charbroiled Delmonico 
steaks are also available, and daily 
dessert specials that are to die for. 
Best Food 
Best Cheap Dinner: 
Becky's I Granny's Burritos/ Soffritto's 
Who would have guessed a burrito could have so 
many savory permutations? With owner Chris Godin 
at the helm, Granny's Burritos wins best cheap din-
ner for the second year. We've already talked about 
breakfast at Becky's, this year's results remind us 
that the popular diner isn't just for mornings. 
Sofritto's, discussed above, was a wlnner ln this cate-
gory as well. 
Best Dinner (general) 
Fore Street (Pic 32) 
"There's a hole ln my wallet, but my stomach and 
heart are full." Despite the high prices, Fore Street is 
stiU Portlanders' choice for a dinner to remember. 
Best Ethnic Restaurant: 
Thai Taste 
They say that appearances can be deceiving, but not 
at Thai Taste. The restaurant prides itself on beauti-
ful presentation, and some dishes arriving at your 
table seem too lovely to eat. The aroma wlll get you 
over that pretty quickly though as you dig into some 
of the most delicious Thai cutsine around. 
Best Brunch: .• 
Bint6ff's (Pic 33) 
Five-time best brunch wlnner, Bintliff's American 
Cafe, is always a treat. Owner Roger Bintliff is proud 
of his eclectic menu. Huge helpings, a homey atmos-
phere and friendly service round out Bintliff's wln-
ningways. 
Best Coffee Spot: 
Coffee By Design 
Coffee By Design continues its winning streak, much 
to the delight of owner Mary Allen Lindemann. The 
business, which has three Portland locations, is a 
family affair. Lindemann's husband and partner Alan 
Spear is in charge of roasting each coffee bean to fla-
vorful perfection. Coffee By Design sells its wares as 
finished liquid brews or as beans by the bag. Cele-
brate the moments of life in Portland with a mugful. 
Best Sidewalk Cart: 
Mark's Hot Dogs (pic 34) 
Red is the color of love. It is also the color of Mark 
Gatti's vending cart, as well as many of the hot dogs 
roasting contentedly wlthin. In poor compensation 
for 20 years of tubular bliss, Portland votes Mark's 
Hot Dogs #1 again. 
Best Soup: 
Stone Soup 
Soup is good food, especially when you live in Maine 
and the wind Is penetrating every article of clothing 
you have on. Last year's winner, Stone Soup, contin-
ues to make the best soup in town. And here's the 
kicker: profits go to support a culinary arts job skills 
program run in conjunction with Preble Street Re-
source Center. 
Best Ice Cream: 
Beat's 
Could it be anyone else? Delicious frozen confections 
from Beal's are a summertime sacrament. In addition 
to cream-laden delights, you can find tasty low fat 
treats at store locations in Portland, Scarborough 
and Gorham; but why bother? 
Best Bakery: 
Foley's Bakery 
Chocolate croissants, scones, muffins, cookies, 
cakes, and more! Don't hesitate to see why Portland 
voted them Best Bakery. With a lineup like that, how 
can you resist? 
Best Maine Microbrewery: 
Gritty's 
One Special thing about Maine is the abundance of 
beer brewed in the area. It's satisfying for locals to 
drink good quality beer made right here in the Pine 
Tree State. One malted beverage producer that 
stands out ls Gritty McDuff's, which wins best micro-
brewery for the second year in a row. What's great 
about Gritty's is that you can drink it straight off the 
tap at their brewpub locations in Freeport and here 
in town on Fore Street. 
Best Produce: 
Portland Greengrocer (Pic 35) 
A delightful surprise awaits those walking into Port-
land Greengrocer. The Yummy, vibrant produce 
could make anyone jump wlth vegetal glee. Fresh-
ness equals good quality here, and the staff makes a 
great effort to bring the best quality to its cus-
tomers. You can play it safe by just getting what's on 
your shopping list, or be daring and try some of the 
shop's more exotic inventory. Because Portland 
Greengrocer has a freshest produce policy, they win 
for the second year in a row. 
Best Pizza: 
Flatbread Pizza (Pic 36) 
For the second year In a row, flatbread Pizza has 
been voted Portland's best. Super fresh ingredients, 
including local produce, and the distinctive flavor of 
wood-fire cooking in clay ovens are the secret Ingre-
dients of this prize-wlnning recipe. . 
Pictured: Nate Waterbury, Kitchen Manager, slides a 
fresh pie into the wood-fired, brick oven. flatbread 
Company moved onto Commercial Street In June of 
2000. 
Continu~ on pg. 42 
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Casco Bay Weekly cares about our kids and the quality of the air they breathe. 
If this subject is important to you, or if you work in an industry where air quality for 
children is an issue, you may want to attend this conference. 
Annual Conference of the Maine 
Indoor Air Quality Council 
Topic: Indoor Air Quality in Schools 
Wednesday, March 19, 2003 at Augusta Civic 
Center, Augusta, ME 
Attend this conference to learn about: 
•Health concerns associated with 
school environments; 
• Tools & Resources to achieve optimal 
conditions; 
•Key Factors that cause poor air quality in 
schools; 
•Health & Liability Risks that affect how 
schools manage IAQ issues; 
•Design & Construction techniques; 
•Balancing public expectations, 
communications, and liability; 
Who Should Attend: 
School Personnel: 
facilities, managers, nurses, superintend-
ents, administrators; Teachers, school 
health and safety coordinators; school 
board members; 
Medical Community: 
physicians, nurses, asthma educators, res-
piratory therapists; 
Technical Community: 
engineers, architects, industrial hygienists, 
energy consultants, commercial contractors; 
Legal and Municipal: 
attorneys, health officers, and municipal 
officers/managers; Environmental Scien-
tists and Advocates; Public Sector Agency 
Representatives; 
Non-Profit Agency Representatives: 
school-related associations and organiza-
tions, public health-related associations 
and organizations; Legislators; and 
Concerned Parents and Community 
Members. 
THE CONFERENCE AT A GLANCE 
The Maine Indoor Air Quality Council is 
sponsoring this conference to highlight the 
latest information connecting environ-
mental conditions and facility management 
to the health of the students, staff, and 
faculty in school facilities . Experienced 
professionals will discuss key areas related 
to best practices. Designed to appeal to a 
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broad range of professionals, the confer-
ence features local and national speakers 
who will give practical suggestions on how 
to prevent and manage IAQ problems. 
Topics: 
•Typical health concerns associated with 
school facilities; 
•How to maintain school facilities that 
are clean, dry, properly ventilated, and 
pollutant/pest-free; 
•Where to find resources for on-going 
management of schools; 
•Strategies for implementing IAQ plans in 
school districts and selling those plans to 
the decision-makers; 
•Design, construction and renovation of 
schools; 
•How ongoing facility management and 
regular communication can help schools 
manage risk and avoid litigation; 
WHY ATTEND? 
Failure to prevent or to quickly resolve air 
quality problems can: increase the poten-
tial for short-term and long term health 
problems such as asthma (the number one 
cause of student absenteeism); increase 
lost days among students, faculty and staff; 
reduce productivity; interfere with learn-
ing; accelerate deterioration and reduce ef-
ficiency of heating, ventilation and cooling 
equipment; strain relationships among 
school administration, parents and staff; 
and create potential liability problems. 
7:15a.m. 
Registration and Continental Breakfast; 
8:00a.m. 
Main Auditorium; Welcome and Overview; 
8:15a.m. 
Health and School Facility 
9:15a.m. 
Health concerns associated wjth a school 
facility Ccold climate specific): 
Seriousness of these concerns; 
School health around the country; 
Health expectations in facilities that are 
clean, dry, pollutant/pest free, and suffi-
ciently ventilated; 
Dr. Stephen Redd-Centers for Disease Con-




Managing a School Facility for lAO 
11:15 a.m. 
Ootimal school environments: 
clean, dry, well-ventilated, pollutant/pest-
free; 
Tools for achieving the optimal school en-
vironment: best practice, preventive main-
tenance plans; 
How to use the available tools to achieve 
the optimal school environment: interdis-
ciplinary teams, Implementing best prac-
tice, implementing preventive mainte-
nance, and administrative support; 
Result of managing a school facility for 
IAQ; 
Overview of school IAQ services in Maine; 
Moderator: Jay Readinger-Maine Dept. of 
Education, Augusta, ME; 
Panelists: Virginia Mott-School Environ-
ments Consultant, American Lung Associ-
ation, Augusta, Me; Douglas Sherwood, Fa-
cilities Engineer-Portland Public Schools, 
Portland, Me; Additional Panelists to be 
Announced; 
11:15a.m. 
Selling it to the Decisionmakers: 
Strategies for the Implementation of IAQ 
Programs in School Districts 
Charles W Cochrane-Cochrane Ventilation 
Services, Wilmington, Ma. 
11:45 a.m. 
Lunch (included in registration fee) 
I 2:30p.m. 
Interactive Exhibit Area 
Meet with the representatives of Maine and 
National school IAQ Services, poster ses-
sions, commercial displays; 
1:30p.m. 
Desjgn and Construction of School 
Facilities 
3:00p.m. 
How to design, build and renovate a school 
that is clean, dry, well-ventilated, pollu-
tant/pest-free, easily operated, and easily 
maintained: the players, process and prob-
lems; 
Other factors for a high-performance 
school ( daylighting, acoustics, color, en-
ergy efficiency); 
New tools in the architect's tool box: EPA's 
Design Tools for Schools; LEED Standards; 
Commissioning; 
Loren M Be/ida, Architect-HL Turner Group, 
Concord, NH. 
David J. Early, Executive Director of Facili-
ties Management-University of Southern 





When If Eyer to Close a School for Health 
and Safetv Reasons 
Moderator: David R. Brown, ScD.-
NESCAUM, Westport, Ct. 
Panelists: Nora Murray, Retired School Su-
perintendent, Augusta, Me., Gene Kaler, En-
vironmental Program Manager-Maine Bu-
reau of General Services, Augusta, Me., 
William L. Plouffe, Esquire-Drummond, 
Woodsum & MacMahon, Portland, Me. 
4:15p.m. 
Wrap-up 
Brant S Miller, President-Elect, Maine Indoor 




Extensive media attention has been given 
recently to the issue of unhealthful school 
air quality. Public and private entities in 
Maine and throughout New England are 
recognizing the public health risk of de-
caying and poorly maintained facilities and 
a population compromised by a high 
prevalence of asthma. Consider these sta-
tistics: 
Since 1998, 12 Maine schools have been 
forced to close all or portions of their fa-
cilities because of air quality. 
More than 560 of the 700 school facilities in 
the state have applied to Maine Revolving 
Renovation Fund; 80% of the applications 
were for air quality problems or roofs, a 
key element in maintaining a healthy in-
door environment; 
More than $500,000,000 of state an local 
funds is being spent to build new school fa-
cilities or renovate existing ones: a sub-
stantial commitment of resources for a 
small, rural state like Maine. We have a 
collective responsibility to make sure that 
this investment is spent wisely. 
Recent studies have show that poor school 
conditions can affect learning. 
Several programs have been launched re-
cently through legislative mandates as well 
as initiatives by school districts, state 
agencies, and non-governmental organiza-
tions. The Maine Indoor Air Quality Coun-
cil is working to disseminate information 
about these programs to help improve the 
health and safety conditions in schools, 
help professionals explore potential solu-
tions to this complex problem, and de-
velop ideas on best practice methods. 
CONFERENCE SPONSORS 
The Maine Indoor Air Quality Council 
gratefully recognizes the following organi-
zations for their generous support of this 
Conference: 
American Lung Association of Maine*, Au-
gust , Maine; 
Central Maine Power Company, Augusta, 
Maine; 
Environmental Microbiology Laboratory 
Inc., San Bruno, California; 
Harriman Associates, Auburn, Maine; 
H.L. Turner Group, Inc., Harrison, Maine; 
Maine State Housing Authority, Augusta, 
Maine; 
Mechanical Services, Inc., Portland, Maine; 
• A special thank you to the American Lung 
Association of Maine for its continued ger-
nal support of the Maine Indoor Air Qual-
ity Council. Their support makes our ef-
forts not only possible, but successful. 
ABOUT THE COUNCIL-
The Maine Indoor Air Quality Council is an 
interdisciplinary cooperative of profes-
sionals dedicated to the improvement of 
all indoor environments in the state. It is 
an independent, nonprofit organization 
that unites diverse professionals from the 
medical, technical, and policy arenas. The 
Council provides information resources for 
professionals and the general public, pro-
vides indoor air quality education, sup-
ports the promotion of healthy indoor en-
vironments, and develops guidelines and 
best practices for achieving and maintain-
ing indoor air quality. 
ABOUT THE KEYNOTE FACULTY 
Loren M. Belida, AlA is the Senior Vice 
President of Architecture at The H.L. 
Turner Group Inc., Architects, Engineers & 
Building Scientists, in Concord, NH. He is 
a graduate of Wentworth Institute and 
Boston Architectural Center, with degrees 
in engineering and architecture. Mr. Bel-
ida's work charts a new course in educa-
tional facilities design, with a focus on cre-
ating "high performance" learning envi-
ronments. He has championed many chal-
lenging architectural projects from new ru-
ral prototype elementary schools to urban 
district-wide capital improvement plans to 
collegiate academic environments. His 
firm's design work has been the subject of 
a local television special "School Daze," as 
a model for "how to do it right," and has 
been featured internationally in a special 
CNBC series "Designing Smarter Schools." 
A Turner designed school was used as the 
major case study in the Sustainable Build-
ings Industry Council's "High Performance 
in School Buildings." Mr. Belida has re-
cently been a speaker for the White House 
Millennium Council Symposium "Schools 
as the Center of Community" and the 
USEPA Symposium "Design Tools for 
Schools" in Washington, DC. 
David Robert Brown, SeD. is the public 
health toxicologist for Health Risk Consul-
tants in Fairfield, Connecticut, and is the 
senior scientist/ toxicologist for the North-
east States for Coordinated Air Use Man-
agement (NESCAUM). Formerly, Dr. Brown 
directed the Environmental Epidemiology 
and Occupational Health Unit for the Con-
necticut Department of Health and was a 
senior scientist at ATSDR/CDC in Atlanta, 
GA. He is a founding board member of En-
vironment and Human Health, Inc. of New 
Haven, CT, and actively studies the impli-
cations of toxic exposures on human 
health in local communities. Dr. Brown re-
quality. Mr. Cochrane has lectured nation-
ally and internationally on indoor air qual-
ity, ventilation hygiene, microbial contam-
ination an proactive IAQ management 
strategies and has written numerous tech-
nical papers and articles on the topic of In-
door Air Quality. His professional affilia-
tions include NADCA (National Air Duct 
Cleaners Association), ASHRAE (American 
Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air 
Conditioning Engineers), AIHA (American 
Industrial Hygiene Association), and AFE 
(Association for Facilities Engineering). 
Jay Readinger is an Education Specialist in 
the School Facilities Team at the Maine De-
Since 1998, 12 Maine schools have been 
forced to close all or portions of their fa-
cilities because of air quality. 
More than 560 of the 700 school facilities 
in the state have applied to Maine Re-
volving Renovation Fund; 80% of the ap-
plications were for air quality problems 
or roofs, a key element in maintaining a 
healthy indoor environment; 
More than $500,000,000 of state and local 
funds is being spent to build new school 
facilities or renovate existing ones: a sub-
stantial commitment of resources for a 
small, rural state like Maine. We have a 
collective responsibility to make sure 
that this investment is spent wisely. 
ceived his M.S. in Environmental Health 
Sciences from the University of California 
at Berkely, and his SC.D. in Toxicology from 
the Harvard School of Public Health. 
Charles W. Cochrane is the President of 
Cochrane Ventilation Inc., an Indoor Envi-
ronmental Consulting and Remediation 
firm based in Wilmington, MA. Mr. 
Cochrane has been involved with indoor 
air quality for over 15 years and has served 
on the boards of the National Coalition for 
Indoor Air Quality and the National Air 
Duct Cleaners Association, and has served 
as President of the National Air Duct Clean-
ers Association. Mr. Cochrane received 
recognition in 1998 and 1999 as one of the 
50 most influential people in indoor air 
partment of Education. His major respon-
sibilities focus on development of the 
Maine School Facilities Management Tem-
plate and administration of the Revolving 
Renovation Fund. Prior to joining the De-
partment of Education, Mr. Readinger was 
a teacher, coach, dormitory master, ath-
letic director, facilities director and chief fi-
nancial officer in private schools. After 
leaving school work, Jay founded a facility 
assessment software development and fa-
cilities consulting company and moved to 
Maine. Jay has a BA from Northeastern 
University and a Masters degree in Educa-
tion from Rhode Island College. 
Stephen C. Redd, M.D. is the Chief of the 
Air Pollution and Respiratory Health 
Branch at the Centers for Disease Control 
& Prevention's National Center for Envi-
ronmental Health. Since assuming the du-
ties of Chief of the branch in 1997, Dr. Redd 
has developed the branch strategy for the 
control of asthma emphasizing surveil-
lance, implementation of scientifi cally 
proven interventions , and the role for state 
and local heal th departments . He serves 
as co-chair of the asthma working group of 
the President's Task Force on Environ-
mental Health Risks and Safety Risks to 
Children; this working group developed a 
cross department plan to reduce the 
health burden from asthma, focus ing par-
ticularly on the contribution of the envi-
ronment. Dr. Redd is an internist who has 
served numerous roles during his 17 year 
career at CDC. He has worked extensively 
on the control of infectious diseases, most 
notably on malaria control and measles . 
EXHIBITOR OPPORTUNITIES 
Exhibit spaces are available to groups and 
organizations wishing to display their 
products and services at the conference. 
Spaces consist of piping and draping, one 
8 foot table covered and skirted , and elec-
trical access. Fees include the exhibit 
space, registration fee/lunch for one (1) 
company representative, and a 1/4 page 
advertisement in the comprehensive con-
ference textbook. Exhibit space cost: 
$375.00. (Nonprofit organizations $185.00) 
$25.00 educational sessions. Spaces re-
served on a first come, first served basis. 
REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
Cancellation: Refunds will be given to can-
cellations rece ived by 5:00 pm, Friday, 
March 14, 2003. Cancellations received af-
ter this date are eligible to receive an audio 
package (text and tapes) of the program. 
Call the Council at (207) 636-8115. 
Location: Take 1-95 in Augusta to the Au-
gusta/Belgrade (route 27 south) Exit. The 
Augusta Civic Center is located adjacent 
to the highway. The program will take 
place in the Main Auditorium. 
Fees: Registration fees include the pro-
gram, course materials, entrance to the ex-
hibit hall, breaks, and lunch. 
Accreditation: The program contains 7.75 
contact hours for continuing education 
credit. Several professional accreditations 
will be pre-arranged: check our website at 
www.miaqc.org for updates. Please con-
tact the MIAQC office if you have addi-
tional advance accreditation needs. 
Special Assistance: If you require special 
services to fully participate in this pro-
gram, please contact the office of the 
Maine Indoor Air Quality Council at (207) 
626-8115 no later than Friday, March 14, 
2003. 
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ARIFS (March 21-Aprll19): I got an e-mail from a reader who calls himself Drek, Agent 
of the Future. His words are apropos to what you'll be living through this week. "How 
come in the long list of human fears, 'showing one's true self' is never included?" Drek 
mused. "Hell, compared to the frighteningly wonderful madness of tapping into our 
naked souls, stuff like snakes and public speaking really doesn't seem that terrifyi ng." 
I trust you've already guessed what this has to do with you, Aries . lt's a perfect moment 
to overcome your fear of revealing your raw beauty to the world. 
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Want to stay sane and healthy in the coming weeks? Then 
get up-dose and personal with the animal that rules your sign. It won't be enough 
merely to gaze at images of bulls, though that would be good for starters . But if I'm read-
ing the astrological omens correctly, you need to be in the actual presence of a robust, 
full-grown bull. To commune with his primal energy will be strong medicine. It'll awaken 
in you instinctual powers that have gone to sleep, and will galvanize you for the mys-
terious challenges ahead. Feel like going in search of a pasture where your teacher is 
waiting? 
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Before he died in 1992, avant-garde composer John 
Cage wrote the score for "As Slow As Possible," a piece of music de-
signed to be played continuously fo r a long time. No one has ever 
actually tried it until recently, when a group of musicians and 
philosophers in Germany began a performance they hope 
will last for 639 years. Make them your role models, Gem-
ini, as you launch your own long-term project in the 
coming weeks. It's the ideal astrological time to com-
mit yourself with strategic patience to a labor of love 
that could take you all your life to master. 
CANCER (June 21-July 22): I once knew a talented 
writer who had four planets in Cancer. With his 
fertile imagination, nurturing inteUigence, and ar-
ticulate artistry, he embodied the best of our 
tribe. With his narcissism, hypersensitivity to crit-
icism, and habit of bearing a grudge, he also had 
some of our sign's well-known liabilities. It was al-
ways a risk hanging out with him; I never knew 
which facet would be ascendant.! haven't seen the 
guy for years, but I hope his sweet genius has found 
a way to tame his evil twin. If not, the coming weeks will 
be an ideal astrological time for him and for all of us Can-
cerlans to win the war within us. 
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): When I ran for president back in 
1992, one of my campaign promises was an affirmative action program 
that would make a majority of Americans celebrities by the year 2005. 
Though I wasn't elected, I'm pleased to see that my idea may still come to pass. With 
the growing popularity of reality 1V, from "Joe Millionaire" to "American Idol," In-
creasing numbers of average citizens are getting the chance to bask in the limelight. 
Your special moment could very well arrive in the next few weeks, Leo. There've rarely 
been more favorable astrological aspects for you to become famous or notorious. You 
will at least become more widely known, or be gossiped about outrageously. 
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Darien is a 45-year old woman who had a near-death expe-
rience when she was 26. "My NDE was exactly like a rebirth," she told me, "so I have 
wondered for many years whether I really have two charts, one for my original birth 
and one for my rebirth. And if so, which should take precedence?" I congratulated her 
on how lucky she is to have such a rich mystery to work with, and I urged her to treat 
both charts as equally true. I mention this, Virgo, because although you won't have any-
thing as dramatic as an NDE in the coming weeks, you will most likely experience what 
amounts to a resurrection. You might consider having another astrological chart drawn 
up for the official moment of your relaunch. 
IJBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22): "Dear Dr. Brezsny: Why do you sometimes refer to God as 
"He"? You of all people know very well that God is both a "He" and "She." Furthermore, 
"He" has hogged the God references for 2,000 years. The only way to correct the dis-
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tortlon is to always refer to God as "She" for the next 2,000 years. It's payback time, don't 
you agree? -Libra SuperWoman." Dear SuperWoman: You're absolutely right. From now 
on, God will be "She" in my column. But let me caution you not to take this as license 
to hate or demean the masculine aspect, either in God or in yourself. Especially now, 
as pathological expressions of macho run berserk in the world, we need to nurture beau-
tiful forms of virility. In the coming weeks , it will be particularly important for Libras of 
all genders to reinvent and regenerate their inner male. 
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Is it global warming? This winter has been even milder than 
usual in the San Francisco Bay Area, where llive. As a result, the roses in my backyard 
have been blooming nonstop since last April, failing to take their usual sabbatical be-
tween October and February. !like it , but it's also a little freaky and creepy - and defi-
nitely not a healthy approach for a human being to emulate. So don't be like my un-
natural roses, Scorpio. As relentless ly glorious and fascinating as you've been lately, you 
need to take a break. 
SAGfiTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): In a commercial for a new dream interpretation show 
on the SCI FI cable channel, a middle-aged man is planted on a couch, gobbling 
an oversized sandwich and gazing blankly into a 1V. His wife, clad only 
in black bra and panties, saunters into the living room astride a 
massive white stallion. The man looks up at her briefly, then re-
turns to his vegetative trance. A voiceover suggests that 
this is a dream about the wife having needs that the hus-
band is not fulfilling. I predict that you will have a com-
parable dream in the coming week, Sagittarius. Both 
the man and the woman will symbolize aspects of 
your own life. 
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): I'm not one of 
those astrologers who insists on stereotyping 
you Capricorns as compulsively cautious, staid, 
and obsessed with order. In fact, some of the 
most imaginative and dynamic people I've known 
have been members of your sign. Stlll, the current 
astrological omens strongly suggest that it's time 
for me to remind you to take yourself less person-
ally, less seriously, and less literally. Here's a quote, 
courtesy of novelist Tom Robbins, that you should 
put on your bathroom mirror for the next ten days: 
"Humanity has advanced, when it has advanced, not be-
cause it has been sober, responsible, and cautious, but be-
cause it has been playful, rebellious, and immature." 
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1~: You will soon have the power to see 
what has been invisible and to decipher codes that have been impenetra-
ble. You'll shed a belief that has been crippling your intelligence, and you'll lose a 
"friend" who has been undermining your understanding of yourself. And that's not all, 
Aquarius. Just in time, you will shake yourself free of a curious numbness, allowing you 
to tune in to feelings that you desperately need to experience. And you wlll finally find 
the words to name truths that have been dangerously fuzzy. 
PISCFS (Feb. 19-March 20): One of the most enduring stories from ancient Greece has 
been the set of events that legend says occurred at Troy, on the coast of Asia Minor. 
Yet this epic place, site of Homer's The Iliad, was a village covering only seven acres. 
Keep that tactoid in mind in the coming week, Pisces. I believe it'll serve as the perfect 
metaphor for events that are currently unfolding in your own life. A humble patch of 
ground may become the scene of a mythic turning point. An experience that begins 
small may be the seed for a story that will achieve monumental importance for you in 
the years to come. 
Homework: Describe what you·re doing to end the 
war within you. Write www. freewillastrology.com 
TO PLACE YOUR FREE 40 WORD AD, CALl.: 
1-800-972-3155 for a customer service representative or 
1-888-232-9539 for our new 24 hour automated system 
Female Seeking Male 
ATIENTION WORTHY. CARING. attractive, good-natured, 
petite, health professional. Yearning to share journey with 
kindhearted, honest. out9oing, available, secure professional. 
Sense of adventure. positiVe outlook. good health. light bag-
gage mandatory. Enjoy ocean, cross-country ski, live enter-
tainment, snowshoe. Please be N/S, 48-60. "85008 
CONTENTED LADY, 54. spontaneous, athletic, compassion-
ate, n/s, tracker, roller skater, movies. rider, hiker, motorcycles, 
looking for bighearted, n/s, (45-56), hound Man for com-
pany. "85021 
IF YOU LI KE a variety of food, music, fun, adventure, travel, 
movies and show;, you might like me, too! I am slender, at-
tractive, baggage-free with no ch ildren, looking for a rea l re-
lationship, race unimportant. I'm a very young 44-year-old, 
N/S, UD . "65025 
LET'S MEET! ARE your nights cold like winter? Let's get to-
gether like summer. SWF, 43, enjoys walking hand in hand, 
rollerskating, movies, dining out, dancing and car racing. 
ISO SWM, 33·53 with similar interests, for friendship, LTR. 
Portland area. " 8501 1 
LOOKING FOR YOU. DWF, light brown shoulder length hair, 
blue eyes, 143 lbs, 5'5", N/S. Enjoy dancing, dining out, gar-
dening, plays, travel and more. Seeking S/DWM, attractrve, 
45-52, honest, good sense of humor, similar interests. 
" 85014 
TIRED OF BEING lonely? Plus-sized SWF, 42, brown/hazel, 
enjoys dining in or out, NASCAR, slow dancing, movies, walks 
on the beach and quiet evenings. Desires SIDWM, 40-50, for 
friendship, LTR. Portland area only. " 85007 
Male Seeking Female 
37-YEAR-OLD, VERY NICE. handsome, intelligent, athletic 
and financially secure. Enjoys skiing, golfing, sports, fitness 
and being with friends. Seeks slender, sexy, intelligent, fun, 
25- to 37-year-old SWF with simi lar interests. For dating, pos-
sible LTR. ,.85013 
A HOME AND a relationship. ISO a loving young Lady for a 
lasting relationship. I'm handsome, 40s, romantic, easygoing 
and wi ll ing to share my life and my home with a loyal Lady. 
" 85018 
ARTISTIC, FUN, GOOD-LOOKING (sometimes) Man looking 
for a Lady to share my life with, be it an hour, a week or a 
lifetime, preferably 30-38, with good sense of self. "85 I 58 
ATIRACTIVE, EASYGOING SINGLE dad of one teen, 5'9", 
170 lbs, black/brown, athletic build. Likes travel, sports, 
beaches and lifei iSO attractive, petite, feminine Female, 5'4" 
or under, 30-40, who likes to laugh and enjoys life in gen-
eral, with similar interests. "850022 
ATIRACTIVE, OUTGOING DWM, dad of two, 5'10", 185 
lbs. black curly hair, athletic build. Likes travel , long walks, ski-
ing, quiet times, dancing. Looking for SIDWF, 30-45, attrac-
tive, romantic and affectionate, with a little spitfi re and sim-
ilar interests. " 85030 
BE MY FRIEND. Shy, 39-year-old 6M, homebody, looking 
for a Woman who enjoys dining in or out, movies, walks on 
the beach, holding hands and convmation. ,.85005 
DWM, 35, SEEKING SF between 18 and 40, for dating, pos-
sible relationship. I enjoy camping, outdoor activities, going 
out or just staying home. " 85 172 
GREAT QUALITY TIME and great benefits. Are you ab-
solutely, positively looking for someone? Are you 40.60, n/s, 
n/drugs, light drinker? Are you fi t, decent, honest, loyal, de-
pendable, open, flexible, outgoing, communicative and ro-
mantic? I'm all of that plus. It's your move. ,.85003 
HAPPY. FUN WWWM. 50, soft-spoken, 6', 180 lbs, light 
brown hair, blue eyes, N/S, N/D, N/Drugs, very active, finan-
cially secure, owns small farm. Enjoys fishing, gardening, 
yard sales, flea markets, shopping, going up the mountains. 
Seeking honest, sincere SWF for LTR. " 85001 
HI. LADIES! DOWN-TO-EARTH, spontaneous, honest, car-
ing, 49-year-old Male, 6', 170 lbs, brown/brown, 36" waist, 
one-Woman Man, certi fied PC tech, wel l-educated, honorably 
discharged from service in '74, many varied interests. Look-
ing for lovely Lady to spend time with. No games. " 85 151 
1 AM 5'3 " , 120 lbs, black hair, brown eyes, starting a well-
trimmed beard, like doing anything, very spontaneous and 
do things on the spur of the moment. Love long walks, can-
dlelit dinner.;. Seeks small, petite Lady with similar interests. 
" 85 I 53 
LONELY WINTER NIGHTS. SWM, 27, 6'2", 241 lbs, 
brown/blue. ISO friend into average looks, 24-27 SW/HF, N/S, 
N/D, drug-free and healthy. I'm honest, caring, compas-
sionate, romantic. Open to your interests. LTR. No games, 
please. "85 174 
Male Seeking Female 
MAGICAL! UNBELIEVABE Man, 40, bighearted, family-ori-
ented, sharp, spontaneous, self-employed, like sports, tons of 
TLC, candlelit dinners, fun. Seeking partner, soulmate to share 
finer things in life. You'll be pleasantly surprised! (MA) 
"65009 
NEAR WATERFORD. ISO SJDWF who is artistic, honest and 
chemical free. I live in the woods without electricity. 35-year-
old DWM who is kind, intelligent, with a good dry sense of 
humor. ,.85010 
PLUS-SIZED LADY. TALL, very-good-looking Male seeks 
pleasant, plus-sized Lady for good times. Must be very 
healthy. Redhead a plus. Please be discreet. Call now, let's 
talk! "85023 
ROSES. CARROT CAKE. SWM, 6'1", grayish hair and beard, 
light blue eyes, physically, emotionally and spiritually fit, 
SOH, romanticist. Seeking attractive SWF, 49-55, who is also 
seeking a partner and knows she deserves love and nothing 
less. " 85154 
RUGGED. ATIRACTIVE OUTDOORSMAN, kindhearted 
writer, 5'7", 175 lbs, dark hair, beard, likes fishing, camping, 
hunting, NASCAR, sports, kids, movies, cooking. Seeks fam-
ily-oriented Lady, 40-50, romantic, young-at-heart, attrac-
tive, with simi lar interests, for dating, possible relationsh ip. 
" 85026 
SEEKING SOULMATE. CHRISTIAN DWM, 48, 5'6", out-
doorsman, hiker, sunsets, star grazer, nonmaterialistic, moun-
tain and ocean. Seeking Christian, petite Female for LTR. 
" 85170 
SINGLE WHITE MALE. 46, seeking Single Female for dis· 
creet time~ " 85166 
SUPER SENIOR! I'M 5'9", 165 lbs, physically and financially 
secure, ISO slender, athletic Lady, in her 60s, to join me in ten-
nis. golf. travel and more. Let's meet in my darkroom and see 
what develops. Greater Portland area, please. " 85017 
SWPM, 30-35, LOOKING for Lady who is hard at work, hard 
at play, professional, fun, spontaneous and has a bounce in 
her step. "85168 
YOUNG-LOOKING, HEALTHY, CLEAN-CUT SWM, 36, 
5'11 ", 170 lbs, friendly, outgoing, open-minded, wishes to 
meet marriage-minded (or not), youn~er, healthy, fit Female 
companion, 18-25, for LTR. I would lrke to have kids of my 
own. " 85 157 
Alternatives 
M toM 
43-YEAR-OLD GOING ON 23 (spiritually at least anyway). 
Looking to meet friends to enjoy outdoors, music and ten 
thousand other thing~ Looking to hang with Guys in their 
20s-40s, perhaps meet over a cup of coffee and see what 
brews. " 85000 
A HELPING HAND. BiWM, mid-40s, tall, good-looking, 
very healthy, seeks other BiM's and other Married Couples 
needing that hand to make all their dreams come true. Be 
very discreet. " 85022 
BRUNSWICK AREA. HUMOROUS, young-looking GWM, 
52, 5'6", 165 lbs, brown/brown, ISO honest, si ncere. loving 
SM, 45·55, N/S, N/D. Call me and let's get together. All ca lls 
will be retumed. " 85 152 
GWM, 49, 5'6". brown/blue, 140 lbs, romantic, passionate, 
humorous, into quiet dinners, cudd ling by the fire, dancing 
and just having fun. Put the song back into my heart. Per-
sonality fir.;t, looks secondary. ,.85029 
GWM, BOYISH. SOUTHERN Maine, 34, 5'7", 134 lbs, 
brown/brown, healthy, weightlifter, six-pack abs, hardwork-
ing, drug-free and healthy, n/s, straight-acting. Looking for 
same, 35-42, hardworking , re lationship-oriented, healthy, 
honest, sincere, good-looking. " 85004 
I'M A 40-YEAR-OLD. mascul ine Male hoping to meet Male, 
50+, who is also mature and comfortable with himself, for 
meeting and possible LTR. " 85 1 56 
Lewiston master GWM. top, 39, ISO thirtysomething GWM, 
bottom, you be clean-c"t, H/W/P, versatile, spontaneous, 
sense of humor, willing to be dominated in or outdoor~ LTR 
for right Male. To enl ist, call. Honesty is the best policy. 
" 85028 
THIS 39-YEAR-OLD, GOOD-LOOKING GWM, 6', 185 lbs, 
is seeking other ;oie de vivre. Enjoys working out. fitness, out· 
doors. cycl ing, traveling, movies. cafes, good conversation. 
Seeking other Guys between 35 and 45, with similar interests. 
"85015 
TO REPLY TO AN AD, CALL: 1-900-226-2190 • $1.99/minute 




NEW AT THIS. SF, early 30s, N/S. Likes movies, reading, skat-
ing, bowling, etc. Seeking SF. N/S, race open, 21-40, for 
friendship and possibly more. If this sounds good, give me a 
call. "85006 
Wild Side 
41-YEAR-OLD MALE LOOKING to fmd Females, males or 
both who enjoy nudity and sexual adventure~ Uninhibited 
and willing to satisfy. Let's get naked and go from there. 
"850 12 
ATIRACTIVE, EASYGOING WOMAN desires a mature Gen-
tleman for a creative relationship. Discretion guaranteed. 
"85 176 
Bl WHITE MALE. 45. 6' , 190 lbs, into cross-dressing, seek-
ing others who are also into cross-dressing. 1rBS 161 
BICOUPLE SEEKING BIFEMALE. for kinky fun. We love 
adult movies and toys. We are discreet and healthy. Age and 
race not important. Let's get together. "85016 
BISEXUAL WF. NOT Married, wants to have fun with a 
healthy Couple, 30-40. This is mine and my Male mate's fan-
tasy. N/Drugs or cigarettes. One-time deal. Must be discreet. 
" 85160 
IF SIZE MATIERS. Ladies, if you are bored with the average 
Guy and want something special, th is tall, good-looking Male 
is waiting to give you something to smile about. Please be 
very healthy and discreet. " 85027 
MALE, 42 , NUDIST, looking for a Female who is interested 
in nudism, 20-35, with a 6ritney Spears type body. " 85155 
MARRIED WHITE FEMALE looking for SM playmates, 25· 
SO. Must have many interests to keep me entertained. Look-
ing for friendship not one night stand. " 85 171 
u • ~ 
! 
Alternatives 
RENDEZVOUS WITH ME! Young 50s, 5'4", 140 lb, perky, 
happy Female seeks 5' 10"+, HIW/P Man for casual stimu-
lating fun, dancing, playing, eating, talking Southern Marne 
" 85163 
SEEKING Bl COUPLE. GWM, 39. 6', 190 lbs, healthy, good-
looking, professional. Would like to meet sincere, attractive, 
fit Couple, 30-42, for friendship and more. Currous to fulfill 
fantasy. " 85 165 
UNBELIEVABLE, EXTRAORDINARILY ATIRACTIVE, pre· 
op, 40-year-old Hispanic and Indian wishes to meet someone 
for a long-term monogamous relationship, 45-50. " 85024 
VERY DOMINANT, STRICT BM, 40, sensitive. handsome, 
""'If-groomed, new to Maine, desperately seeking Couples: 
Black, White or interracial, for fantasy fulfillment for both par-
tres, adult fun and much more. Please be clean-cut and 
healthy. All Women must be 180-280 lbs, 30+ . " 85020 
WICCAN PRIESTESS. I will be a faithful member of your 
cloister. I'm healthy, handsome, discreet and easygoing. Let 
me share your mysterious coven and enjoy the great pagan 
rites. "850 19 
I Saw You 
I SAW YOU! Our eyes met in the frozen vegetable aisle, Wal-
mart in Auburn, Wednesday, February 12th, 10:30 a.m. You 
smiled: pretty, curly red hair, jade necklace. I smiled back: 
blue-jean cap, green jacket. Interested for coffee? Call! 
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Best Food, continued from pg. 37 
Best Burger: 
The Great Lost Bear (Pic 37) 
Besides the great towers of beer, people go to The Great Lost Bear to eat. One of 
the most impressive aspects of the restaurant's offerings is their infinitely varied 
burger. With almost a full page of the menu devoted to round meat on a bun, it's no 
surprise GLB won for best burger in Portland. Go and check out their cool selec-
tion; they even have a burger with a fried egg on top! 
Best Italian Sandwich: 
Amatos 
Try saying "I'll have a large Italian" in any other state watch the reaction. It isn't 
pretty. But here at Amatos a yummy sandwich will appear. Why do they win year af-
ter year after year ... ? Personally I think it's the pickle to bread ratio. 
Best Fried Clams I Best Lobster Roll: 
Two Lights Lobster Shack (Pic 38) 
As Homer Simpson would say, "Fried ... Ciams ... Aaah." Though that infamous gour-
mand would probably wolf down the overcooked, rubbery kind, true gourmets pre-
fer the tender gobbets for sale at Two Lights. And don't get us started on the lob-
ster roll. The succulent sellfood sold at this seasonal shack is scrumptious. 
Best Vegetarian Food: 
Pepperclub 
Okay, honesty time. A lot of vegetarian cuisine is lousy. Textured vegetable protein 
my Aunt Fanny; we're talking cardboard. Not so at Pepperclub, which wins again 
/3•nke_y 
,J Sushi Bar & 
apanese Restaurant 
for best vegetarian food. The eatery prides itself on creative and flavorful dishes 
that don't involve killing anything that can look back at you. 
Best Sushi: 
Benkay (Pic 39) 
This is the fifth year in a row that Benkay has won best sushi. When it comes to 
fresh seafood prepared Japanese-style, Benkay has Portland wrapped up. 
Best BBQ: 
Beale Street Barbeque 
Voters chose Beale Street over last year's winner, Norm's. But be sure to go with 
people around whom you're comfortable being yourself; with great sauce and 
smoky flavor, their barbeque is finger-lickin' good. 
Best Cafe: 
Marcy's/Bintliffs/Friendship Cafe 
Alas, Portland has hundreds of great eating spots. But, only three of them have tied 
for the Best of Portland Cafe - Marcy's on Oak Street, Bintliff's on Park, and The 
Friendship Cafe on Congress. So, how do you rate by preference when there is a 
tie? Perhaps by the menu, perhaps by atmosphere, or perhaps by the cost. With 
those criteria in mind, Marcy's is certainly the easiest on the wallet and the food is 
simple- yet delicious! This reader's favorite is the Italian Sausage & Cheese Omelet 
-a regular daily special. The Friendship Cafe rates as intermediately priced with a 
variety of healthy menu options and great espresso. Last, but not least, Bintliff's 
has great food & ambiance at higher prices than the other two contestants. Pick 
one or pick all three- just remember to think of them all the next time you eat out! 
Many thanks to everyone who helped put together this year's Best of Portland. 
The article was wriiten collaboratively by staff and intern Wendy Smith, who now know Greater Portland better than they ever imagined. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
Special thanks to our volunteer photographers: 
Margo Banzhaf: Picture #1 
Cassie Gagne: Pictures #21, 23 and 26; 
Michael Berube: Pictures #3, 5, 25 and 34 
Charlotte Smith: Pictures #32, 33, 35 and 39; 
Abbie Ostrem: Pictures #4, 8, 9, 11, 14, 20, 27, 28, 37 and 38; 
Josh McDougall: Pictures #2, 6, 7, 10, 22, 24, and 36; 
Jeremy AI-Mashat: Pictures# 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 29 and 31. 
And the biggest thank you of all to CBW readers for sharing your opinions with us! 
quality time 
Kids • korner / 
By Ben Allen 
Hi again! Let's get right down to the point. I'm going to talk about Beyblade. This is a popular game that is played with mon-
sters? Nope. Cards? Not even close. Beyblade 
is played with tops! That's right! Spinning, plas-
tic tops! It is a very fun game. The tops come 
unassembled, so you have to put it together. If 
you have more than one top, you can cus-
tomize your tops by switching 
pieces between them. I should 
know. I own one, and it is so 
cool! Beyblade isn't just tops, 
it's a TV series, a website, and 
a tournament! Yes! In Toronto, 
Canada, last Saturday, a Bey-
blade tournament was held at 
The Docks Entertainment Cen-
ter, and more tournaments are 
planned for the future. I give 
Beyblade 5 out of 5 stars. 
I am also going to talk 
about a place called Tree-
house Toys! One of Portland's 
best toy stores! They have 
lots of cool toys: Lego, K-nex, 
Brio, plus all your older fa-
vorites like dollhouses, stuf-
fed animals, magic, models 
Funn¥ bone 
Riddles 
1. What gets wetter the more it dries? 
2. What is most common yet seldom seen? 
3. What is a three-letter word for water? 
4. What kind of water leaves marks? 
5. What five letter word has six left when you 
take away two? 
6. What has a foot on each end 
and one in the middle? 
Cat Lessons: Fit for Humans 
Ingress and Egress: Do not allow closed doors 
in any room. To make humans open the door, 
stand on your hind legs and scratch the nice 
woodwork with your claws. Once they open the 
door, it is not necessary to actually use it. If it 
is an "outside" door opened, stand halfway in 
and out and think about your day. This is really 
important if it is very cold weather, rain, snow, 
or you are thinking about anything else. 
and more! This is one of my favorite stores for 
lots of things because the service is excellent! 
You can always count on a nice "Hello. How 
can I help you?" and "Goodbye. Have a nice 
day." I give Service an A+, Selection an A, and 
the whole ball of wax gets 6 out of 5 stars! 
Check it out at 4 7 Exchange Street in Portland's 
Old Port! 
Exercise: Whenever possible, move quickly 
and as close as possible in front of people, es-
pecially: on stairs, when they have something 
in their arms, in the dark, and when they first 
get up in the morning. This will help their co-
ordination skills and they will be in better 
shape to attend to the rest of your needs. 
Answers: 
· ~P!lSP.Il!A V ·g :A.LXIS ·s 
:)1-N-t . ., ~3-Ji ·~: ~<~su<~s ·z ~t<~Mol v · t 
Finding great jokes each week isn't easy. So, from 
now on, we are asking other kids to send in jokes for 
this page. We can't guarantee that your joke will 
make it in the paper. But, if it is a great one, we will 
do our best to get it in. Remember, all ages of kids 
read this page, so please keep the jokes suitable for 
family reading. Just send your submissions to cbw-
pub@maine. rr.com. Type "'jokes" in the subject box 
of the e-mail and your name at the end of the joke. 
Open for Lunch and Dinner Tuesday through Sunday 
Evening Delivery to Portland and Falmouth Foreside + 5:00 p.m. to Close 
40 Washington Avenue + Portland + (207) 772...()360 
A big part of the way life should be is sharing lime with others. Kids discu.ssing whan up at sd!ool 
with their parents, co-workers sharing a joke, chatting with a stranger in the checkout line - thatS _.. 
building community, one moment at a time. Towards that end. we're devoting two pages every is-
sue to humor & puzzlers for all ages. We hope you'll share them with whoever's sitting across from 
you as you read this- wl1ether it's your son or daughter or the guy at the bus stop. 
Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Lamb's pen 
name 
5 Knot lace 









16 Malt liquor 











35 Amer. Cancer 
Society (abbr.) 
36 Greek letter 
©2002 Satori Publishing 
39 Arp 
42 Camel hair cloth 
44 Science class 
45 Evaluate 
48 Plant filament 
52 Legume 
53 Warp yarn 
55 S.A. toucan 
56 Geological 
epoch 
57 No (Scot.) 
58 Included (abbr.) 
59 Jack-in-the-
pulpit 
60 Pub fare 




2 Circular turn 
3 Move little by 
little 
4 Canna plant 
5 Tread 
6 Mulberry of 
India 




1 0 Ridge created 
by a glacier 
11 Seaweed 




24 Brit. halfpenny 
25Amazon 
tributary 
26 Rapid eye 
movement (abbr.) 
27 Ancient times 
29 Jap. porgy 





34 Drone (2 words) 
37 Bacchante 
38 Absolute (abbr.) 
40 Arabic letter 
41 Fortification of 
felled trees 
43 Hindu prayer 
position 
45 Father: Hebrew 
46 Cauterize 
47 Room (Sp.) 
49 Accent 
50 Lo (Lat.) 
51 Bun 
54 Formal dance 
(Fr.) 
r···------·····--···-~-······-· ................. _ .. ____ ....................................... ________ .... _ .. __ .. ______ ....................... _________ .... _________________ ··-· .. ·------1 
1 Sill~'s I 




Buy a small Hand-cut 
French Fries for $1.23 
with the purchase of any Abdullah 
SAving IJO" $1.27 
i One coupon perc ... tomer + CopiHofcoupon not·~+ Not valid wtth arry otheroftw + Olferexptrn Aprll 15, 2'01» 
i. ........................... ........................................................................................................................................ _ ... _, .................. _ .._, ......................................... .: 
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AUTOMOTIVE HAMPTON BEACH Visit website to get started im-
GAS TANKS Ocean Front, Small and Large mediately. www.EnvelopeMail-
New Gas Tanks at Wholesale Cottages: weekly rentals . Motel: ing.com 
Prices. $99.00 for most GM, daily/weekly rentals . Decks, AC, 
FORD, & CHRYSLER. $119.00 for Cable TV, Kitchenettes , Free ANNOUNCEMENT 
most imports. Buy Direct from Parking. Sea Castle Village 603- Hiring 2003/Postal Positions, 
the Distributor. Call us Toll Free 92&-3670. Federal Hire, $28.50/hr. Full Ben-
Mon- Fri. 9-5 at 1-800-561-8265. efits, Paid Training and Vaca-
LOG HOME KITS! tions . No Experience Necessary. 
REAL ESTATE Ex: (fhe EAGLE)- 1280 sq. ft . 1-866-844-4915 Ext. 304. 
HOUSES FOR RENT Reg. $52,000 NOW ONLY $23,831. 
STOP RENTING!!! $0 Down CALL NOW! 1-800-883-8884. $550.00 WEEKLY SALARY 
Homes! No Credit OK! mailing our sales brochures from 
1-800-501-1777, ext/ 2794. BUSINESS/FINANCIAL home. No experience necessary. 
IDEAL GIFTS by Friendly FT/PT. Genuine opportunity. All 
HOMES FOR SALE Opening for party plan advisors. supplies provided. Paychecks 
GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES. $0 Call about our fantasti c NEW guaranteed. Call1-708-431-6800, 
or low down! HUD, VA, FHA. OK Manager Program! Decor, gifts , 24 hours. 
credit! For listings, toys, Christmas. Cash, trips, 
800-501-1777, ext. 7114. recognition. 1-800-488-4875 $$EARN INCOME 
www.friendlyhome.com FROM HOME$$ 
HOMES FOR SALE Your own business! Strong $$ po-
$0 DOWN HOMES- Government FINANCIAL SERVICES tential. Full training & support. 
& bank foreclosures! HUD, VA, CREDIT CARD BILLS? Consoli- Free information www.FocusOn-
FHA. Low or no down! No credit date Today! Get out of debt fast. Dreams.com, 888-665-5764. 
OK! For listings 800-501-1777 x One low monthly payment. Cut 
2798. Interest! Stop Harassment. 1-800- ATTENTION!! WORK FROM 
881-5353 x 47. www.IHave- HOME 
WATERPROOFING SYSTEMS TooManyBills.com. Since 1991!! Our children come to the office 
for contractors and homeown- every day. Earn extra$$$ each 
ers. Stop Roof Leaks, Wet Base- EMPLOYMENT month. PT/FT. Free booklet 1-
ments, Rotting Sills and More! To $2.500.00+ 800-371-3529. 
order or for more information Weekly Income!! www.Fullswing2freedom.com. 
www.protexcote.com or call 1- Now Hiring Envelope Stutters. 10 
888-4-PROTEX. Year Nationwide Co. Needs You! EMPLOYMENT INFORMA-
Easy work from home. Free TION 
LAND FOR SALE postage, supplies provided. Writ- WORK AT HOME!! ATTEND FREE 
BEAUTIFUL TEXAS LAND. 20 ten Guarantee!! SEMINAR! Super Income typing 
acres 25 miles from BOOMING EL Free Information. medical reports! Choose your 
PASO. Roads, surveyed, refer- Call Now! 1-800-242-{)363, ext 1404. hours. FT/PT. At-home profes-
ences. $9,995, $0 down, sions will train. Call1-800-518-
$99/monthly. Money back guar- HELP WANTED 7778, Dept. #NECP33, 2001 Lowe 
antee. No qualifying. 1-800-843- Earn extra income. PT /FT pot en- St., Ft. Collins, CO. 
7537. www.sunsetranches.com. tial. Biotechnology company set-
ting up distribution networks. $1000 WEEKLY POSSIBLE 
DANIEL BOONE Health product breakthrough Mailing brochures from home! 
LOG HOME AUCTION everyone needs to hear about. Easy! Free Supplies! Genuine op-
Hartford, CT, March 27. Offering 1-800-305-794 7. portunity. 1-800-749-5782 (24 
26 new models, with one AB- hrs.). 
SOLUTE. Package includes sub- ADVERTISING 
floor, logs, windows, doors, SALES MANAGER $550.00 WEEKLY SALARY 
rafters, roof decking, porch, etc. Multi zone CT weekly shopper mailing our sales brochures from 
Dealers wanted. Call Daniel seeks hands-on team builder home. No experience necessary. 
Boone Log Homes with inside & outside sales expe- FT/PT. Genuine opportunity. All 
1-800-76&-9474. rience. Strong training/manage- supplies provided. Paychecks 
ment and motivational skills re- guaranteed. Call 1-708-808-5182 
LAND FOR SALE quired. Salary, benefits, incen- (24 hours). 
ARIZONA LAND LIQUIDATION. tives. Fax resume w/salary re-
Near Tucson. Football field sized quirements to 203-431-3352. COMPUTER/INTERNET 
,/ lots. $0 Down/ $0 Interest/ USERS 
$99/month ($9995 total). Free in- EARN $1000 • $3000 Wanted to work online. Training 
formation. Money back guaran- WEEKLY provided. Bonuses, Free vaca-
tee! 1-800-682-6103 Op #16. No Processing mail at home! Weekly tions. www.moneywave2suc-
salesperson wiU call. paychecks! No experience cess.com to learn more. 
needed! Free supplies/postage! 
44 Casco Bay Weekly 
To place a Classified Ad: 
Call 775-6601 
or toll free (800) 286•6601 
Fax 775·1615 
Visa • MasterCard Accepted 
GOVT JOBS with deck, fence , filter- $1,180. 
Wildlife and Postal $48,000+ a Installation extra. First come, 
year. Paid training, full benefits , first served. Financing available. 
no experience necessary. For ap- Call toll free 1-800-752-9000. 
plication and exam information 
call 1-888-778-4266, x 780 VACATION RENTALS 
Martha's Vineyard: Oak Bluffs, 3-
HELP WANTED: AVON bedroom near the beach, town, 
Entrepreneur wanted. Must be harbor and ferry. All amenities 
willing to work whenever you included. $1 ,400/wk. Call Brian 
want, be your own boss, and en- now! 800-973-0534 (Leave num-
joy unlimited earnings. Let's talk. ber with area code). 
888-528-2866. 
HEALTH 
MERCHANDISE GET PRESCRIPTIONS ONLINE 
T-SHIRTS Phentermine, Soma, Methocar-
Custom Printed. $4.50 heayy- bamol, Am bien , Phendime-
weight. "Fruit of the Loom", Hats, trazine, Ultram, Sonata, Adipex, 
$2. 75, Mugs & more. Free Cata- Didrex, Bontril, Tenuate, Viagra, 
log. 1-800-242-2374. Berg Enter- and MORE! Call toll free 1-86&-
prises. ext. 40. 438-5858 or www.IntegraRx.com. 
RECYCLE TONER WHAT IS WRONG 
CARTRIDGES & SAVE WITH YOUR HEALTH? 
Cartridges from $45.00, including "TODAY'S PERFECT HEALTH". If 
pickup and delivery. Guaranteed. you suffer from any life threaten-
Discounted toner for copiers ing major diseases CORAL CAL-
available. We buy empties. 800- CIUM may be the answer you 
67&-0749, have been searching for. It's 100% 
www.nationaltoner.com pure Marine grade calcium from 
Okinawa Japan as endorsed by 
NEED A COMPUTER renowned scientist Robert Bare-
BUT NO CASH? foot, the author of the best selling 
You're APPROVED! Financing book, "The Calcium Factor." Place 
GUARANTEED! No Cash Needed your order today. 1-888-203-4874. 
Today! Bad Credit OKAY! No 
Credit Check- Affordable Pay- IS YOUR HEALTH 
ments! 1-877-488-1954. UPSIDE DOWN? 
WWW.PC4SURE.COM. "Today's Perfect Health". Build 
your system; fight off all major 
FREE 2-ROOM DIRECTV diseases with SEASILVER. It is an 
SYSTEM INCLUDING organic liquid supplement with 
INSTALLATION! 98% absorbency and it tastes 
3 months free HBO/Cinemax. Ac- great. SEASILVER has all the vita-
cess 225+ channels. Digital-qual- mins, minerals and amino acids 
ity picture/sound. Packages from known to man. You'll feel better 
$31.99. Limited time offer. Call in 3 weeks or your money back. 




RECREATION and eat the foods you love. Burn 
WOMEN'S RETREATS fats, block cravings, boost en-
Relaxation, pampering, massage, 
ergy. 23 years in business. Save, 
yoga, country inns, outdoor fun . 
natural, Dr. recommended. Call 1-
March 22. SnowshoeingjX-C Ski-
888-542-2018. 
ing Retreat. March 14- 16 Spa 
Weekend. Tracks of Vermont. 1- AEROSOL TREATMENT 
802-824-9642. USERS 
www.exploreVT.com. This nebulizer is AC/DC and goes 
anywhere. $189 includes FREE 
GREAT PRICES FROM battery and case. Medicare/In-
NEW ENGLAND'S #1 surance billed. Call 1-800-755-
POOL COMPANY 
7880. Liberator Medical, Inc. 






WILLIAM JOHN FOLEY 
OF PORTLAND 
Ireland 
If you want a taste of Heaven, before you die, 
Hop on an airplane, and start to fly 
Across the Atlantic to distant Shannon's shore, 
And you'll never be the same as you were before. 
They say a little of Heaven fell from the sky, 
And God named it "Ireland," for you, and I. 
Its thousand shades of green, 
Are like no other sight that you have ever seen. 
The land is rich, the people poor, 
But Ireland stands proud forever more. 
Send your original photography, artwork and 
writings (articles, poetry, stories, etc.) along 
with your name, address, telephone number and 
a simple letter authorizing CBW to publish your 
submission. Each week, our staff will pick their 
favorite and we will publish it in our paper with 
your name! You'll also receive a prize for your 
efforts. 
Send your submission to Roseann Mango-Mor· 
genson, Director of Operations, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 11 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04101 
(please include a SASE if you want your submis· 
sions returned) or email Roseann at 
cbw@maine.rr.com. 
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46 Casco Bay Weekly 
Steal<house &.. Irish Pub 
St. Paddy's Costume Party 




Door Prizes • Hourly Givea 
T -Shirts • Free Event Tickets • And 
Special Celtic Menu • 4:00pm-9:00pm 
b Menu • 9:00pm-Close 
ours Specials All Night Long! 
Beer Including Gulnness, Geary's &.. Shipyard 
____ ve the luck of the Irish? 
46 Market Street, Porttand • 761-4094 
Mon • Thws-Sat • Bar Open at 4:00 Dining Room Open 4pm - Close 
FIXED RATE 
5.13%5.79% 
Rates are stJIJfecl ID daily change without notice. 180 poyments of $7.97/1,000 loan 
fqual Housing Lender (APR calc: 2096 down-FNMA guidelines apply) 
OTHER PROGRAMS (Slightly Higher Rates) 
• Programs for Borrowers with Problem Credit • Call for FREE Credit Report 
• No Points and No Closing Costs Programs • No Income Verification (5% Down) 
• Construction & Rehab Loans • Jumbo Mortgages to$ 4 Million 
• Purchase with Zero Down and Finance Closing Costs 
Rates for qualified owner occvpied bomJwer5-loan amount $8(1(·250K. Higher mtes for other loans I not FNMA el/giblll. 
apply by phone: 1-800-eastwest apply online: www.eastwestmortgage.com 
For Sale By Owner 




















































~~~le' (Ad #14854) 
Wanen - $19o,ooo 
Victorian 
li":"""9 .. .r.w 5 bedroom 
, -...:";~-- 2.5 bath 





ScarbOI'OIIflh - $3'780000 
Dutch 
Colonial 
3badroom 
2.5bath 
(Ad 1114791) 
Contemp 
3bedroom 
2.5 bath 
(Ad #14312) 

